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License Plates

BPW

On Sale Friday

$288,786

Gives

Miss Johanna Dorothy Van-

Passenger license plates for
der Ven, 69, of 33 East 13th St.,
died Sunday at the home of her 1969 go on sale at 9 a.m. Frisister, Mrs. Carl Bufe of Wyan day at the licensebureau at 87
United Fund Campaign Chairdotte.
She was born Aug. 39, West Eighth St.
man Charles Kupsky has exFees are up this year (ap1899
in
New Era.
pressed gratitude to the hunproximately 55 per cent) rangShe
spent
42
years
an
an
edudreds of workers in this year’s
ing from $13 to $21 under the
United Fund campaign which is cator, teaching in Oceana
new law passed about a year
County,
Holland
Public
Schools
being closed out with pledges
ago by the Michigan legislaend contributionsof $160,578.88 and Lansing Public Schools.
ture,
but not effective until 1969,
or some $7,800 short of the goal Her last years were devoted to
accordingto Bureau Manager
of $168,424which represented a retarded children.
Miss Vander Ven was a Frances Johnson.
12.8 increase over last year.
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reau.
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PRICE TEN CENTS

Earthquake Is
Felt in Holland
Several Holland people have
reported feeling the tremors;
shortly after noon Saturday
which shook Michigan along
with 23 other states and parts of

I

Vander Jagt
Addresses

casualtieshad the epicenter of
the quake been located in a
heavily populated area.

Tour Group

However, the quake was
based on 55 cents a hundredA payment of $288,786.18to
centered near Mount Carmel,
weight, compared with 35 cents
Clean water for Michigan, th*
foi 1968. Legislation passed in the .city of Holland’s general Canada.
111., in one of the state’smost
successful Cohc season and the
The gentle swaying was un- sparsely populated areas.
November, 1967, provides for an fund was made today by ihe
possibility of developing Sleeplike vibrationsof trains or heavy
extra penny of gasolinetax Boaro of Public Works.
It lasted only a few seconds,
ing Bear Dunes as a national
machinery.
There
was
little
which was effective Jan.
1968,
but the millions of persons in 23
The fund transfer represents
and a sizable jump in the cost 50 per cent of the net earnings alarm and no wholesalecalls states and Canada felt the park were among the subjects
of license plates starting with of the electric department for to the police.
tremors. Four persons were discussed by U.S. Rep. Guy
Experts say it probably won't hurt.
the 1960 plates.
Vander Jagt (R-9th district) at
the fiscal year ending last June
Applicantsare reminded to
Flat fee for passenger cars 30, accordingto Guy E. Bell, happen again for another 20
Skyscrapers shudderedslight- a joint meeting of the Chain of
Breakdownby divisions and member of Third Reformed bring in proof of insurance and
weighing up to 2,150 pounds superintendent of utilities.
years. Saturday’s quake occur- ly in the big cities, a water
Festivals and the US-31 Corrisections lifting amounts report- Church and its Mission Guild,
proof of ownership. They also (Volkswagensincluded)goes up
red when the new Madrid fault
dor Association in Saugatuck
main
snapped
at
Charleston,
ed and quotas are: Commercial, a member of the Zeta Chapter
are reminded not to ask for to $12. Up until this year, plates In a review of last year’s op- shifted enough to register 5.5
Tuesday noon.
William Oonk, $20,117.27 on
erations,
the
BPW
reported
that
111.,
a
30-foot
segment
of
an
specialnumbers and not to sub- for Volkswagenscost $5.60.
on the Richter scale of 10.
$18,750; section 1, Philip Baron,
The Congressman said passales of electricityand water
mit personal checks.
Production of 1969 plates beExperts said that would have apartmenthouse wall collapsed
$7,963.20 on $6,890; section 2,
sage of bond issues for water
Plates for 1969 are white on gan in March at the license reached new highs. In the elec- been enough to cause severe *n St. Louis and 16 homes were
Gary Bartlett,$1,216.50on
pollution abatement in last
maroon, honoring Saginaw Val- plate plant of SouthernMichi- tric department,kilowatt-hoursdamage and inflict
heavy! damaged in St. Louis.
$1,225; section 3, Edward Bosch,
week's electionis a victory for
ley College.The 1968 green and gan Prison at Jackson.About sold were up 11% per cent for
$1,318.94 on $1,325; section 4,
the tourist trade In Michigan
gold combination honored 900 inmates work during a nine- a total of 153,561,099 hours.
Jack Van Liere, $2,374.80 on
which amounts to a billion dolElectric department revenue
Wayne State University.
month period to produce 4ty
$2,420; section 5, ' Harry Newlars a year. The cleanup profrom
sales
was
up
8%
per
cent
Most vehicle owners by now million sets of plates.
house, $1,416.00 on $1,415; secgram which calls for $335 milover last year. However, exhave received prepared applition 6, Richard Boyd, $4,237.90
lion in bonds plus federal funds
Possession
penses increased at a rate
cations from the office of the
on $3,950; section 7, Melvin
also amounts to about a billion
greater than income resulting
Michigan Department of State.
dollars.
Veldhoff, $1,589.93on $1,525.
in a slightlylower net profit
The 1969 license motto is
Retail, Kenneth D. Siam,
He defined pollution as "the
in the electric department for
"Great Lake State,” the same
$9,918.35on $10,880; section 1,
hasteningof the aging probTwo
persons
arrested
bv
Holthe
year.
Expenses
increased
as 1968.
Calvin Hulst, $3,628.20 on $3,600;
lem” and said proper scwaee
18% per cent.
Sale of truck licensesfor 1969
Five new members of the land detectives Monday night treatment would particularly
section 2, Erwin Koop, $2,460 on
The items which- showed the Hart & Cooley Twenty Five and charged with possession of
has been in effect for a month.
$2,575; section 3, Robert Gossebenefit smaller communitiesas
largest increase were fuel, Year Club were given special marijuana appeared in Holland
Truck applicantsmust have
lar, $3,113.15 on $3,925; section
well as preserve natural resourwhich was up $100,000; power recognitionat the annual meetprevious registrationfor trucks
ces.
Municipal Court Tuesday.
4, Robert Riksen, $717 on $780.
ALLEGAN
The
Allegan
plant maintenanceincreased ing of the Club in the Warm
and trailers. The previous regisConstruction,Paul Elzinga,
Vander Jagt said the Coho
Susie Boshka, 20, of 17 West
tration establishesproof of Ambulance Service, which had $93,000; and the interest paid Friend Hotel held Nov. 2.
$3,706.80 on $4,250; section 1,
program
has increasedtraffic
10th
St.,
was
released
without
threatened
to
discontinue
operweight.
on revenue bonds was $37,000
Eighty members were present
Vern Tuls, $2,747 on $2,800; secon US-31 by 200 per cent which
bond
on
her
own
recognizance
ations
Friday
at
midnight,
anabove the previous year. Total
Motorcycle owners applying
tion 2, Seth Kalkman, $959.80 on
nounced today that service electric departmentrevenue for including 22 retirees.Watches after she said she would consud means new or better conditioned
for ’license plates also must suband service pins were awarded a lawyer.
$1,450.
roads in the US-31 area. He said
mit proof of ownership and would continuewithout inter- the year was $3,183,427.22.
to Hazel Veldheer, GilbertBoerProfessional.Roger MacLeod,
the Department of Interiorhad
Miss Johanna Vander Ven
ruption for the nine cities and
Jerre Burdick, 31, of 119 West
proof of insurance.
Expenses including operation, ighter, Henry Stoepker, Stanley
$6,198 on $5,750; section 1, John
been
pessimistic over planting
townships
which
have
entered
10th St., demanded examination
As in the past, license plates
maintenance,depreciation, in- Hudzik, end George Hartman.
Myaard, $2,825 on $2,650; sec- of Alpha Beta Epsilon of WestCoho in Michigan streams but
into subsidy agreements with
which was set for Nov. 22. Bond
terest and principal payment
their predictions hove proved
tion 2, Donald Kiekintveld, ern Michigan University; a life
George Heeringa, president of
the company.
on revenue bonds, and other the company, said that the com- on Burdick was set at $10,000. false on all points. He said
$1,145 on $1,025;section 3, Max member of Michigan Education
Robert
Hiscock, owner of the
Police officers said the two
deductions totaled $2,605,854.85. bined service record of the
Murphy, $1,490 on $1,175; sec- Association and National Edu- Holland Jail
that the Coho and salmon fishAllegan-based ambulance firm,
Net income for the period was members currentlyworking and were apprehended in an automo- ing will bring over a billion new
tion 4, Ted De Long $688 on cation Association.She also
said
six
governmental units $577,572.37, of which 50 per cent
bile in Holland Monday night.
tourist dollars to Michigan in 10
$8£5; section 5, Keith Ditch, $50 was a member of the Woman’s Quarters
already have signed contracts is allocated for the city’s gen- those retiredis 4,094 years.
They were arrested after sever- years and said the Coho has AlLiterary Club.
on $75.
He also spoke on the growth al weeks of investigationwhich
and three others have approved eral fund.
ready brought more traffic to
Public-Civic,Dr. Kenneth J.
Miss Vander Ven was the
of the company and the future is still continuing.
them “in substance”and are
Forty per cent of electric rev- prospects pointingout that thev
Weller,$15,391.93 on $11,800; sec- first of a family of 12 children,
Michigan then the Sleeping Bear
expected
to sign them shortly.
Holland city jail quarters
A quantity of marijuanawas Dunes Park would in 10 years.
enue from sales came from in- are now in the midst of an extion 1, 2 and 3, federal, state (the youngest being 52 years
were a bit cramped over the Allegan city's share, approved dustrial sales; next category
also seized at the time the arVander Jagt said the Sleepand county, Louis A. Haight, old) to die.
pansion program in which more
weekend
as Holland police re- by City Council Monday night, was the residential market with
rests were made.
ing Bear Dunes, if approvedbv
$396 on $360; section4, Terry L.
Survivors include five sisters
than 75,000 square feet will be
is $1,639.48.
35 per cent of the revenue; added to the manufacturingfaCongress,would be placed at
Hofmeyer. $2,999 on $3,500; sec- and six brothers, Miss Hen- ported 21 persons were lodged
Only Chestire township in the
commercial sales amounted to cilities.
tion 5A, Holland Public Schools, rietta Vander Ven of Holland. there at one time or another
the bottom of the list for parks
firm’s service area has refused
Detectives Close
and recreational areas and it
Donald Gebraad and Margaret Mrs. Carl (Esther) Bufe of between Friday night and Mon- to go along with the company’s 21 per cent and street lighting
Club president,Phil Enstam,
and sales to Consumers Power presided at the meeting. Other
would be about 20 years before
Van Vyven, $4,059 on $3,285; sec- Wyandotte,Miss Mary Vander day.
34-cents per capita subsidy
'Hot'
somethingis done. He said Sen,
tion 5B, Holland Christian Ven of Wyandotte, Mrs. George They were booked on various plan.
Co. each accounted for two per officersare Don Slighter,vice
Philip Hart's bill on establishing
cent of the revenue. The elec- president, and Herm Jurries,
Schools, Jack Bos, $750 on $370; (Helen) Veldman of Southgate, charges including minors in
Contracts have been signed
Traveling
the park did not place any montric departmentJiad 11,545 cus- secretary-treasurer.
section 5C, CatholicParochial Mrs. Robert (Virginia) Stewart possession,those driving while
by Martin, Watson, Allegan,
ies for tax relief to compensate
tomers at the end of June, an
School, Mrs. David Conklin, $93 of Wyandotte,Franklin Vander under the influence of liquor
Monterey
and Valley townships
The tidbit that started out as for taking thousands of acres off
increase of 150. A new plant
on $90; section 6, West Ottawa Ven of Holland, James Vander and those who were picked up
and the city of Allegan. The
the “hot” case of the travel- the tax rolls. He offered ideas
peak of 43,600 kw was recorded Students
Schools,Mrs. Norma Longstreet, Ven of Portage, Stuart Vander on various warrants.
City of Otsego and Trowbridge
Among the 21 was Michael
on Jan. 8.
$2,208 on $1,545; section 7, Clubs Ven of Utica, Charles Vander
township have agreed to conand Organizations,$50 on $100; Ven of Holland, William Vander Skaggs, 22, of 864 North 144th
The water departmentshowed In Circuit
tract terms and are expected
out to be a ranking issue on age slightly less than the Hart'
section 8, Hope College,John J. Ven of Rochester, Adrian Van- St., Holland, who faces charges
an
increase in gallons of wato sign within a month. Otsego
of driving while under the inGRAND HAVEN - Two Hope the day's humor list.
program. He said such a proVer Beek, $4,438.93on $2,250; der Ven of Rochester. N. Y.
township has indicated it would ter sold, revenue received from
It came to air when a jury- gram could be put into effect
College
freshmen appeared in
section 8A, Western Theological There are several nieces and fluence of liquor,driving while
sale
of
water,
and
net
earn"go along” with the city of
Ottawa Circuit Court Tuesday man, George Hillis,reported his relativelysoon.
Seminary, Henry Kleinheksei, nephews, many grand nieces his license was suspended and
Otsego’s decision in the* matter. ings. Revenue from sales inhat missing after he had serv- G. J. Brooke, chief adminis$398 on $300.
having
an
unregistered
handcreased
9.9
per
cent
over
last on narcotics charges.
and nephews besides many
Hiscock said the firm would
ed jury duty Tuesday in Holland trationofficer in Grand Rapids
Brian
Terho,
18,
of
Piltsford,
Residential, Mrs. Paul Mc- cousins; three aunts, Mrs. Wil- gun in his possession.
year. Expenses were up, but
The latter charge also caused continueto serve these units did not increase as fast as N.Y., pleaded guilty to' .the Municipal Court. He reported for the Highway Department,
Ilwain and Mrs. R. W. Lesco- liam Vander Ven of Detroit
with
one
ambulance
based
in
hier, $9,893.75 on $9,744; district
Mrs. V. W. Green and Miss a stir at Hollnd post office and the Otsego-Plainwell area and sales. Expenses were 8% per charge of illegal possession of the incident to Holland police said the federal government has
narcotics and is to return for who referred it to their detec- sliced $6 billion from •its $38 bil1, Mrs. Nelson Bos man, Jeanette Veltman of Holland; broke up routine collection
another in Allegan. He also in- cent higher than the year betives.
lion program, forcing delays in
$1,378,32 on $1,300; district 2, an uncle. Benjamin Veltman of duties for a mailman. The
fore. This resulted in the net sentencing on Dec. 9. He is out
mailman found an empty .22 dicated he planned to purchase earnings being increased $23,- on his own recognizance.
Mrs. Roger MacLeod; $1,689.04 Seattle, Wash.
Somewhere in the interim, the Michigan program.
a third ambulance in the near
Corey Achterhoff,president of
on $1,950; district 3, Mrs. Robert
caliber pistol in a mailbox SatCarl Ryan Mathews, 17, of De- Prosecuting Attorney James
578 over last year, an increase
future.
Ihe
US-31 Corridor Association,
urday morning and turned it
Gosselar, $1,618.66 on $1,700; distroit,
appeared
on
a
charge
of
Bussard
walked
out
of
Holland
As recently as Nov. 5, His- of 29 per cent. Treated water illegal use of narcotics and his
over to police.
trict 4, Mrs. Norman Dodge, Train
City Hall Tuesday, grabbed a presided.
pumped, into the system totaled
cock had given up on efforts
The Chain of Festivals group
$1,082.63 on $1,150; district 5,
Police said Skaggs was stopcase was remanded to Holland hat and stopped off at Holland
to win approval of subsidy 2,362,543,000 gallons, an increase
Mrs. Charles Kupsky, $507.72 on
ped for weaving his car along
MunicipalCourt for prelimina- Police Department before re- consistingof representatives
of 17 per cent over last year.
agreements from individual
from Holland to Petoskeyaffil$550; district 6, Mrs. Llovd Van
ry examination.
the road and a search revealed
turning to Grand Haven.
Zeeland received .'18,543,000
governmental
units in his serviated with festivals, homecomRaalte, $366.91 on $350; district
The
two were arrested in a
an empty holster in the glove
on
In his probably haste, Bussard
ice area. At that time he an- gallons of water from Holland’s
7, Mrs. Fredrick MacDonald,
compartment of the car.
raid staged in a dormitory on left “his” hat on a detective’s ings and other community celeplant. The water department
$905.20 on $630; district 8, Mrs.
When first questioned,Skaggs nounced plans to discontinue gained 124 customers during the Hope College campus on Oct. desk. The Hillis hat complaint brations.met before lunch with
HAVEN
The
operations Friday at midnight.
Dean Johnson, president ot the
Donald Ladewig, $654.35un $750; train was on time and Tohimy said he left the pistol out West;
28 by Holland police officers.
come to their attentionas they
Only one unit - Watson town- year, having 6,150 at the end
Chamber of
district 9, Mrs. Robert Hunl, Rone, 25, of Wyoming, was sor- however, police believed
were trying to contact Bussard Saugatuck-Douglas
ship
had entered into the of June. The average pumpage
Commerce presiding.The group
$425.56 on $400; district 10, Mrs. ry it wasn’t late.
friends took the pistol and
Police
Cite
Driver
about
“his”
hat
he
left
behind
agreement and the others ap- per day was 6,455,035gallons,
which has been operating for
William J. Lokker, Jr., $1,265.36
Rone drove through a con. dropped it into the mailbox peared reluctant.
Leonard Mulder, 46. of 442 when they noticed the descripan increase of nearly a million
two years approved incorporaon $964.
struction barricade at the rail- when the car was stopped.
tions
matched.
The firm tried the unit-by- gallops per day over last year. West Maerose Ave., was cited
tion as a nonprofitorganization.
Industrial,George Heeringa, road crossing in Georgetown Officers said names of four
The “chapeau” case was fin- Claude Verduin of Grand Haven
unit
approach after the county
The peak pumpage for a 24- by Holland police for driving un$95,352.76 on $107,250; section Township and stopped on the of five arrested as being minder the influenceof liquor after ally closed, but some are now
will head the bylaws committee
major, Oscar E. Alberta, tracks Tuesday.
ors in possession are being board of supervisors refused to hour period was 11,715,000 gal- the car he was driving wont ovwondering who owns the old and Roy Swanson of Muskegon
lons,
slightly
under
the
plant
go
along
with
a
request
for
a
$4,815.80on $3,600; William L.
withheld
until
their
arraignOttawa County deputy Corp.
er the curb in front of 118 East dark blue hat that’s been seen
will head the publicitycommitBaker, Jr., $1,982.50on $2,100; Del South saw the incident. ment. The fifth persons, a 14- county subsidy which Hiscock peak of 12,723,000gallons re- 18th St., «t 5:55 a.m. Saturday
for some time on the rack at tee.
corded
in
July
1966.
Total
wapresented
at
the
August
board
Wilbur c. Cobb, $11,739.60on South quickly radioed the Ot- year-old,was referred to juvenand dug up some grass.
City Hall. No one took it!
meeting.
ter department revenues, includVerduin also was named treas$12,700; Frederick Ferketic, tawa County dispatcher and ile authorities.
ing
interest
on
invested
funds
Hiscock credited Watson
urer end Mrs. Margaret Free$5,297.90 on $5,900; Cecil M. asked jf there was a ChesaTownship SupervisorCarl and miscellaneous income was
man, executive secretary of the
Johnson. $4,003 on $3,750; Char- peake and Ohio train due on
Strand with getting other units $612,958.27. Deductions from inGreenvilleChamber of Comles E. Knooihuizen, $791.00 on the tracks soon. The dispatcher
together on the program.
come totaled $510,262.73,leavmerce, was appointed secretary,
$750; William J. Lalley, $9,761.20 checked with the railroad and
ing net income of $102,695.54.
Other officers will be named in
on $13,500; Carl J. Marcus, radioed back, “There is one due Injures
January. Yearly dues were set
$2,200.80 on $2,700; Stuart B. there right now.”
Sewage department revenues
Injured
at $20 for active members and
Padnos, $345.70 on $400; Howard
remained
about
the
same
as
Two
Grand
Rapids
men
were
South said he could confirm
$15 for Associate members.
the previous year; however, exG. Reinking, $7,100.60 on $8,800; it — just then the train crashed treated at Holland Hospital for
Holland High School, in rolling i maintain « drive,
In
Robert L. Sligh, $11,416.60 on into the stalled car and depenses ro.se at a 12 per cent
injuriesrecieved when the car
rate. Operatingrevenues were to their first football champion- Holland intercepted 12 of a
$14,000; WiHiam R . Sturgeon, molished it.
4
Valley
they were in left the roadway
GRAND
HAVEN
A
Eerrys$194,888.00 and operatingex- ship in history and accumulatinglotal of 91 opponent passes while
$14,498.46 on $16,150;' Herbert J.
Rone had left the car before
a
5-3-1
record,
outscored
their
I allowing only 39 completion*;
burg
couple
was
injured
when
of M-40 and 48th St. at 3:30
Thomas, Jr., $5,214 on $6,000; the crash.
penses amounted to $192,286.49.
opponents 123-97 or 14 8 points Larry Lewis led in interceptionsStudents
the car they were driving up
Gordon M. Van Putten,
a.m. Wednesday.
Accomplishments during the per game to 10,8.
the Spring Lake ramp near the
with three while Ken De Boer
$16,185.60 on $16,900.
Driver Robert J. Herrmann, lift bridge north of Grand Haven year included the removal of
In some of the more impor- had two.
Deputies Cite Driver
In
Raid
the
coal
fired
stokers
of
units
tant team statistics,Holland
Michael A. Veele, 19, of 206 35, received contusions of the at 6:12 a.m. today skidded on
Holland was thus able to out
Driver Charged
one and two at the James "»c garnered 122 first downs lo
Franklin Ave., was cited by head and right arm and was to US-31 into a guard rail.
ALLENDALE — Four Grand
yardage their opponents, 2,128
GRAND HAVEN — • Prosecu- Ottawa county sheriff’s deputies released after examination. His Bonnie McGregor, 25, driver, Young plant and the installation their opponents 89 while rushing yards to 1,475, an average of Valley State College students
of combination gas and oil burntor James W. Bussard Monday for driving a vehicle with de- passenger, Kermit Parsons, 29,
receiveda deep laceration of ers for these units. Also, at the for 1397 yards to 1183 for the 236.4 yards per game to 163.9. were arrested Sunday night in
Authorized a warrant charging fective equipment (tail or stop was also released after treatopponents.
Leading scorers for the Dutch a drug raid staged by Ottawa
James ue
De Young
e?u t flrac,llr0^ uames
Young plant
plant conEdward James Whipple,19, of lights and no rear view mirror) ment of a severe finger lacerThe Dutch were led over the were Glupker and Lamb both county sheriff’s officers.
810 Slayton St., Grand Haven, after a collision with a car ation.
- aA^ib,eJbro.kenJl08®’ ^ei struction continued on the fourth ground by senior co-captain
with 30 points on five touch- Thomas Woodruff, 19,' of 1505
was transferredto Muskegon addition to the plant.
with negligent homicide in the driven by Anna A. Kraai, 68, of
Gary Lound who ran 134 times downs. All of Glupker’s scores Stratford, Ann Arbor, and MelinHolland police ticketed Herr- Hackley Hospital from North
A 500,000 gallon elevated wa- for 613 yards, a 4.6 yard avertraffic death of Harry S. Pelle24 East 18th St., at 5 p.m. mann for careless driving.
came by way of rushing while da McAfee, 20, of 332 Robinson,
grom, 83, Saturday at a local Tuesday at 96th Ave. and New Hermann told officershe must Ottawa CommunityHospital to ter storage tank was put into age. Other leading rushers Lamb's were through the oir
Allendale, both demanded exundergo
surgery.
intersection.
Holland St.
have fallen asleep and the Her husband, Robert 28, suf- service in the Hedcor area, were, Ken De Boer. 220, Max
Lound was next in scoring amination on a charge of conbringing to 9,747,000 gallons the Glupker,178, Tom Riemersmo,
car missed the curve and overwith 24 points on four touch- spiracy to the violation of the
fered lacerations of the fore- total storage capacity of the
146 and Tom Moes, 138.
turned in a field.
narcotics law today before Jusdowns, all on the ground.
head. He was relea'Sed from system.
Lound was the leading Hol- Bernie Rosendahl. kickingsue tice Lawrence DcWitt.
Police said the car travelled the hospital here after treatland runner in five of the nine cialist, accountedfor 15 poin's
David Schneider, 18. of 13349
104 feet from the edge of the ment.
games and enjoyed his best on 12 of 17 conversion attempts Sherwood.Huntington Woods,
road.
State Police are investigating.
game of the season against and one field goal in one at Mich., and Nigel Guest, 18, of
Muskegon Orchard View when tempt.
617 Kuehnle, Ann Arbor, dehe rushed for 152 yards in 29
The only other person to score manded examinationon a
carries.
more than ten points was Fritz charge of selling marijuana.
A Zeeland man injured in a
Holland dominated passing Steiningerwho snegged two Woodruff and Miss McAfee were
two-car accident at M-21 and
statistics with 741 net yards to touchdown passes good for 12 unable to furnish $1,000 bond
Start raking those leaves now not allowed under local ordi120th Ave., at 5:38 p.m. Tuesthe opponents 306.
and Schneider and Guest $4,000
points.
day was reported in good conIf you haven’t done so already. nance. Burning leaves contribGlupker completed 51 of 126' Holland’s punting chores were bond. All were committed to the
dition
at
Holland
Hospital
WedThe first hard frost Tuesday utes to air pollutionand damattempts, a .404 percentage, for handled by be Boer, Lound and county jail to await examination
nesday.
ages
blacktop roads.
769
yards, eight touchdownsand Steininger who combined for on Nov. 18.
cauoed leaves to fall in abun? ~He is Earl Glenn Haverdink,
Up to now, persons raking
six interceptions.He averaged 904 yards on 33 punts, a 27.3
quantity of high-grade
dance, and City Engineer Harold
25, of 139 RooseveltRd., who 6.3 yards per pass.
leaves had been encouraged to
yard average.
marijuana valued at $500 was
received rib fractures and conDerks is urging all residents leave them in the curb strip.
Five of Glupker’s eight touchThe Dutch shutout one foe, confiscated at ihe time of the
tusions of the forehead and down passes were to junior (as
to rake their leaves over the Now it is all right to rake them
Muskegon Heights in the season arrests.Officers said they also
face.
weekend.
is Glupker) Larry Lamb who opener. 14 0 and were n o t seized a quantity of hashish, a
into the gutter. Street departHolland police who are inves- for the season f aught 13 passes
City trucks have been picking ment crews use frontend loaders
blanked themselves.
narcotic preparation made from
tigating the accident said the for 370 yards, a 28.5 yard per
up leaves for several weeks, to put leaves on dump trucks.
The most points Holland hemp plants.
car he was driving collided with reception average. Lamb caught
particularly in the core city
Park department crews were
scored in one game was 23
Officers are continuing their
one driven by Mrs. Isla June the game winning tosses against
which has considerablymore “blowing” leaves in Centennial
against Mona Shores in the best investigation which has been
Vander Hulst, 31, of 3520 North Grand Haven and Grandville.
trees than the suburbs.Night Park Wednesday, using
game of the season for the going on for six weeks with the
144th Ave., as she was about
crews have been at work in the machines designed for spraying
However, senior co-captain Dutch and the most they al- cooperation of school author!FIRST TO LAND— The first Lear jet to land at Park Township
to make a left turn off M-21. Dave Gosselar led the Dutch in lowed was 21 by Niles.
downtown areas where cars are trees. Holland was the first city
ties.
airport is shown as it takes off for Muskegon airport to rePolice said both vehicles were reqeptions with 26 good for 277
parked during the day.
The widest margin of victory .Specialundercover deputies
in the local area to pioneer in
fuel. The plane is captained by Harvey Hop for Southeastern
heading east on M-21.
yards and one touchdown.His was 23-7 over Mona Shores made several purchases at the
Next week trucks will main- “blowing” experiments,a pro- Jet Services,Inc., from Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Hop, a Holland
Officers reported the Haver- average per catch was 10.7 and while Niles victory of 21-7 was
tain heavier schedules in the cess which is noisy but highly
college. All purchases and ar.
High and Hope College graduate, was in HoUand Monday on
dink car rolled over and travel- he was the man the Dutch called the worst margin of defeat hanleaf pickup. Burning leaves is effective.
rests were made on the cam(Sentinelphoto*
led 159 feet after impact.
upon to gej the first down tojded Ihe Dutch.
1,
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at

Hope

M
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New Staff

968

Harold Leep was appointed
the board of directors of
the Christian Counseling Ser-

Engaged

vice to serve on the staff filling
the positionrecently vacated by

t

Dave Kragt who has moved

Permits Hit

is Army Specialist 5 Joel
Vruggink, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harley Vruggink, 3455 Van Bur-

He

$300,000

During October 76 building
Hudsonville.
permits totaling $300,278 were
The Vrugginks were notified issued by City Building InspecThursday morning by Sgt. Moor- tor Jack Langfeldt in City Hall.
man and Capt. Towney. The
The greater share was acVrugginks will be notified in
counted for in 10 new houses
about 10 days of the arrival of
totaling $319,188. Other new conthe body.
Sp^ Vruggink was graduated struction breakdowns list five
residential accessory, $3,850;
from Hudsonville High School in
one
commercial, $14,150; one
1965 and was employed at McCords in Grandville before en- agricultural, $12,000.
Under alterations, additions
tering the service on May 9,
1967. He left for Vietnam on and repairs,there were 29 residential, $30,820; eight residential
June 25, 1968.
He was wounded in action on accessory, $2,830; seven comAug. 27, 1968 and was hospital- mercial, $12,700; two industrial,
ized for three weeks in Cam $2,000; six fences, $1,360; one
Ranh Bay. He returned to ac- church, $1,380.
tion with the 1st Squadron of
There were six demolition
the 1st Calvary, American Divi- permits listing six houses and
sion, at Chu Lai.
three accessory buildings.

.

l

1

His visit to Holland is part of hcort-

a continuing series sponsored D1** Barnard is married to the
by the Hope CoUege Cultural former Louwtjie Louw, who
Affairs
was a nurse when he met her

committee.

first !®t Gr°ote Schuur Hospital. The
of two prominent personalitiesBarnards have two daughters.
to speak at Hope in a period One daughter, Diedre, is
of four days. On Nov. 26 ranked among the six best
Georgia legislatorJulian Bond women water skiers in the
will deliver an address in Dim- world,
nent Chapel at 8 p.m.
The public is invited to attend the address.
Dr. Barnard, 45, performed
the first successful human
The Guild for Christian Serheart transplant in December vice of Haven Church met Tuesof 1967 when he implantedthe day evening at the church. Miss
heart of an automobile acci- Jean Mast showed slides of the
dent victim in the chest of work in Macy, Neb. Program arLouis Washkansky, who died of rangements were in charge of
pneumonia 18 days later.
Mrs. John Kaper, Mrs. Ruth
Her performed a second such Veldhoff,Mrs. Ruth Hanson,
operation in January 1968, and Mrs. Lloyd Hoffman, and Mrs.
the recipient of the heart in Hermina Veldhoff. Social hosthat instance, Philip Blaiberg, tesses were Mrs. Kendall Lobleft the hospitaltwo and a half man, Mrs. Larry Whitcomb,
months later in good health.
Mrs. Dale Maatman, end Mrs.
There since have been 75 Tom Bos.
heart transplants performed by
Mrs. Fred Billett returned
doctors throughoutthe world. home this past weekend from
Dr. Barnard was born in the Farmington, where she had been
village of Beuford West, South hospitalizedfor some time folAfrica, where his father was a lowing an appendectomy.
George Timmerman has returned home vfrom Holland Hospital followingseveral weeks of

October

Hudsonvillesoldier was
killed in action on Nov. 6 while
serving near Da Nang, Vietnam.

en,

.to

surgery at the Universityof,. Meanwhile, he was concen, c
. itratmg on major heart surCape p»wn Medical School in gery( an(j particularly on the
Cape Town, South Africa, and replacement of diseasedheart
directs surgical research at the valves with artificial valves. In
school’s Groote Schuur Hospi-i^® Ml of 967 Ur- Barnard
tal, will speak to an all-college decided that he and his coassembly at 10:30 a.m. in workers were ready to attempt
Dimnent Memorial Chapel. 016 transplanting of a human

,

Man

A

by
1

1

Killed in Action

Counsellor

Dr. Christiaan Barnard, the research there. In 1960 he atdoctor who performed the first traded international attention
successful human heart trans- in scientificcircles by transplant in medical history, will planting a second head onto a
be presented an honoraryDoc- dog. After the operation he
tor of Science degree when he went to the Soviet Union to
delivers an address at Hope discuss such transplants with
College on Saturday, Nov. 23. surgeons who had previously
Dr. Barnard, who teaches performed the feat there.

4,

Hudsonville

Harold Leep
Is

1

Dr. Barnard will be the

.

Besides his parents,Sp-5 VrugThere were 13 applicationsfor
gink is survived by two "broth- building permits the past week
Miss Judith A. Barber
ers. Jerry and Jack, both martotaling$49,265. They follow:
1
Mr. and Mrs. A. Forrest riea and living in Hudsonville. George Swierenga, 39 Cherry,
Harold Leep
Barber, 363 West 21 St., anremodel kitchen, $900; Bob
nounce the engagement of their
Kole, contractor.
Lansing. He will assist the Rev.
daughter, Judith A., to Dwight
George Nash, 580 West 21st
John Felon and Harold Lank- D. Ballast, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. James Koops
St., garage and breezeway,
$3,200; Bob Kole, contractor.
Mr. and Mrs. James Koops (Sylvia) Van Order, Donald heet, the other members of the Paul Tucker, 776 Myrtle Ave.
First National Bank, 1 West
of Hamilton will observe their Koops, Lloyd Koops, Mrs. Leon Counseling Staff.
An April 19 weding is being
Eighth St., remodel second floor,
50th wedding anniversaryFri- (Leona) Hulsman
Mrs.
Mr. Leep, who holds a Mas- planned.
$9,000; Elzinga and Volkers,
day, Nov. 15, with an open Eugene (Beverly) Lubbers.
ters Degree in social work
contractor.
house for relatives, friends and There are 16 grandchildren and
from MichiganState University,
Arthur Groenhof, 603 Azalea,
neighborsto be held In Ham- two great-grandchildren.
October weather was near norilton Reformed Church baseMr. and Mrs. Koop will hon- has had extensiveexperience
mal for Holland, accordingto carport,$300; self, contractor.
ment from 7 to 10 p.m.
or their children and grand- in many phases of social work.
Lynn Wheaton, official weather Sirloin Village, 833 Washington, office partition, $75; Dave
The couple has six children. children at a family dinner at
observer.
t He attended Calvin College
Klaasen, contractor.
Erwin Koops, Mrs. Dwight Skip Inn on ThanksgivingDay.
The average temperaturewas
and Western Michigan UniverHolland Ladder Co., 430 West
54.3 degrees or 2 degrees below
sity where he obtained his B.S.
17th St., addition, $7,500; Harold
stayed with their grandparents,
normal and the preciiptationtoLangejans, contractor.
Degree in Social Work. He servSpecialist
Mr. and Mrs. Harven Lugten of
taled 3.12 inches or .11 inch
Norman E. Dunn, 259 West
Hamilton.
ed two years in the U.S. Army
above normal.
48th St., aluminum siding,
The King’s Daughters met Tells
Maximum
temperature
was
during which time he was a
Monday evening to shop for
84 on Oct. 15 and the minimum eaves, $1,800; Alcor Inc., concaseworker in the psychiatric
Christmas gifts for patients at
was 26 on Oct. 30. Average max- tractor.
ward at Fitzsimons Army HosMary Free Bed Hospital.
imum was 64.3 and average R.E. Barber, 22 West Sixth
St., paneling,$150; Vern Vande
The Guild for Christian Ser- Young people still undecided pital, Denver, and for one year
minimum 44.3.
about careers should consider was administrative assistant to
vice met Tuesday evening. The
Precipitationfell on 18 days Wagner, contractor.
electronicdata processing, ac- the chief of medical social work
book, “Christy” was reviewed
and the greatest precipitation Tom Poll, 111 Sorento Dr.,
cording to a computer specialist
at Fitzsimons.
by
Mrs.
Kenneth
Rigterink.
in
a 13-hour period was .76 inch house, $23,940; Bill Boersma,
hospitalization.
who addressedHolland Rotary While in Graduate School at
contractor.
The
Women’s
missionary
soon
Oct. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Brower anClub Thursday noon at the Michigan State he was assigned
Jack Tietsma, 463 Harrison,
ciety met Thursday evening with
Slight
frost was reported Oct.
nounce the birth of a son, Boyd
Warm Friend Hotel.
kitchen window, $50; self, conto the Michigan department of
husbands
or
friends invited as
21 and slight sleet on Oct. 29.
Paul, born Oct. 25 in Holland
The current widespread use of social service in Kalamazoo and
tractor.
guests.
potluck lunch was
Hospital.
computers is barely a scratch the Ottawa County Branch Of
Rooks Transfer, 650 East 16th
served.
Special services will be held
on the surface of their possibili- fice in Holland. During his last
St., overhead doors, $1,500;
Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyke and
nightly Nov. 17 through 22 at
Judith Ann Diepenhorst
ties, said James Heuber of Na- year of graduate work his field
Vander Meulen Builders, con7:30 p.m. in the Baptist Church. Mrs. Harold Peters have bo.h
tional Cash Register Co.
tractor.
placement was in the psychia- Mr. and Mrs. Albert DiepenSpeaker will be Leonard Radtke, returned home from Holland
There's no telling what useful tric clinic in Jackson Prison.
John Arends, 400 West 21st
horst of 41 East McKinley St.,
pastor of the Beacon Bible Hospital.
applications will develop when
Mrs.
St., replace wood sash with
After graduation he was emChurch of Aurora, Minn.
The followingwill serve as of- the trained computer specialist
aluminum, $700; Bittner Home
ployed by the Kent County Zeeland, announce the engageRev. and Mrs. Ronald Sprik, ficers of the Guild for Christian
The Guild for Christian Serv- Modernizing, contractor.
lets his imagination go, accord- Juvenile Court as probation of- ment of their daughter, Judith
Roger and Anita, of Puerto Rico, Service of the Hamilton Reing to Heubner. As an example ficer and foster home coordina- Ann, to Dan Vander Steen of ice of Central Park Reformed
Ronald Beery, 178 West 15th
are spendingsome time at the formed Church in 1969: Pres5of imaginativeapplication he tor. He later transfered to the
St., extend present garage, $150;
Church
held
its regular meeting
Grand
Rapids,
son
of
Mr.
and
home of Mrs. Sprik’s parents, dent, Cheryl Kempkers; vice
cited the popular “computer- Michigan department of social
self, contractor.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Bakker. president,Mary Drenten; secreMrs. D. Vander Steen of St. Tuesday in the fellowship hall.
ized” prize fights which are services and is now assisant
The Spriks are serving as mk- tary, Virginia Dykema; treasurMrs. Darrell Franken, misstaged over radio between out- field representative.His duties Catherine, Ontario, Canada.
sionaries of the Christian Re- er, Sue Dykhuis; secretary of
standing ring figures who never are that of consolationand supMiss Diepenhorst is a gradu- sionary to Bahrain, an island
formed denominationin Puerto spirituallife, Genevieve Haakmet in real life but are mythi- ervision of social servicesin ate of Pine Rest School of in the Arabian Gulf, was the
Rico and Mr. Sprik is presently ma; secretary of education,
Admitted to Holland Hospital
cally matched, with the outcome all categories and programs of
Nursing and is working in the speaker for the evening and Thursday were Jo Ann Damon a three-month speaking tour Dorothy Kaper; secretary of orpredicted
by
electronically
prothe
Department
of
Social
SerDr. Christiaan Barnard
in the United States. Rev. and ganization,Betty Spaman; secadolescent unit at Pine Rest.
talked of her life on the island ber, route 1; Rosalinda Espincessed data.
vices in Allegan, Ottawa, Barry,
Dutch Reformed minister. Dr. Mrs. i Sprik are presently in Cal- retary of service, Ruth Dubbink; Heubner devoted most of his and Ionia Counties,
Mr. Vander Steen is a junior and of the modern changes oza, 182 Reed Ave.; Lena Boer,
Barnard and his three broth- ifornia where Mrs. Sprik is vis- assistant secretaryof service. time to a showing of a motion
Mr. and Mrs. Leep have four at Calvin College working for taking place in recent years. 886 College Ave.; Mrs. Herman
iting her sister,Miss Marilyn Eileen Hoekje; Junior League
The government has started1 Onken, Fennville; Mark Gebers grew up in conditions borpicture concerning the develop- children and reside in Hudsonhis BA in Sociology.
Bakker of Riverside, Calif.
sponsor, Marilyn Folkert.
an education program and bie, 177 FairbanksAve.
dering on poverty. One of his
ment and capability of NCR’s ville where they are members
Mrs. Ed Lampen Is in Holland
The Rev. and Mrs. John new Century computer. One of of the Messiah Christian Re- An August wedding is plan- women have started hospital Discharged Thursday were
brothers is Dr. Marius Barnard,
Hospital for treatment.
Nieuwsma spent last Sunday the first Century installations
ned.
guilds and other service proj- Tammy Vanden Bosch, 445 East
his chief assistanton the Groote
formed Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hoffman with their children in Detroit
ects, the speaker said.
Lakewood Blvd.; Kathleen WolSchuur heart transplant team.
in the U.S. is to be made soon
The Christian Counseling Serannounce the birth of a daugh- and Rev. Nieuwsma spoke to the
The oil industry has made the dring, 531 Rose Park Dr.; Mrs.
at the First National Bank of vice receives its financial supHe attended schools in Beuter last week Tuesday in Zee- Aldersgate class in the Metrocountry quite wealthy and the John Witteveen, 246 West CenHolland, he said.
ford West before enrolling in
port from area churches and
land Hospital.
iospi
politanMethodist Church of that
country has set up a large med- tral, Zeeland; Mrs. Herschel
A
feature
of
the
meeting
was
the University of Cape Town
individualsand is not affiliated
Go
Mrs.. Gerry
Alderink has re city.
ical program with free clinics Lubbers and baby, 56 East 17th
the introduction of Junior Ro- with any government agency or
Medical School, where he took
turned home from Holland HosMrs. David Erb of East Lan- tarians for November by Loren
and medical care, Mrs. Fran- St.; Mrs. Alberto Reyes and
community fund.
his M. D. degree in 1953. He
pital.
sing spent several days with her
ken continued. In spite of this, baby, West Olive; Mrs. Stephen
Howard.
They
are
Scott
Boss,
Members
of
the
Counseling
worked briefly as a general
The cadets of the Christian parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Holland High; Randall Vogelthe country, like aU countries, Scott, 143 East 25th St.; Mrs.
Staff
are
available
during
even
practUioner in Ceres, a village Re(0™ed“church“met “MmdaT Brink, Jr., during the past
David Allen, 14590 Riley; Faith
still has poverty areas.
zang, Holland Christian;and ing hours throughout the week
week.
She also explainedthat in Holtgeerts, 299 East 24th St.;
Barry Haltenhoff, West Ottawa. by appointment. The offices are
Miss Elaine Van Doornik left
1971 the British government is Ada Bouman, 55 West 28th St.;
The speaker was introduced by located at 234 Central Ave. and
by car last week Saturday with James Hoffman. Don Crawford
leaving
the island and that Nasario Pena, Fennville.
appointments
can
be
arranged
cal School as a research fellow
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Veldhoff Mrs. Evelyn Babcock of Eagle presided in the absence of C. J.
there is sure to be a change in
by calling the ChristianCounsel
in surgery.
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Veld- Lake for California.Miss Van Steketee.
the economy.
Births in Holland Hospital Ining Staff at anytime.
Caring for patients during the hoff spent the past weekend Doornik plans to spend a week
In
closing, Mrs. Franken clude a daughter, Gloria, born
day, he did most of his re- travellingthrough northern in SouthernCalifornia and will
showed some Arab traditions. Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
search at nigh* under severely Michigan.The children of Mr. return by plane sometime next
Precedingthe business meet- Roberto Kamos, 251 Washington
limited conditions.
and Mrs. Howard Veldhoff week.
ing Mrs. Henry Van Raalte Blvd.; a daughter, Gaylin Jen“We had no special laboraread the Psalm of Thanksgiv- nelle, torn Thursday to Mr. and
tory for research, and 1 did
ing. Mrs. Neal Van Bruggen Mrs. Fritz Kliphuis Jr., 615
all research in the animal
gave the closingprayer and re- Douglas Ave.; a son, Todd
house, in a tiny room,” Dr.
freshments were served by the Alien, born today to Mr. and
Thirty-one
building
permits
William
K.
De
Vries,
lots
125
Barnard recalled in an intersocial committee.
Mrs. Forrest Homkes, 95 West
totaling$294,240were issued in and 126, Lake Park subdivision
view presented over NBC tele38th St.; a son, Charles Parker,
Park
township
during
October
sion, 3 bedroom ranch, $15,500;
Diane Lorraine Johnson
vision. “I had to bribe the
born today to Mr. and Mrs.
by
Arthur
F.
Sas,
township
self,
contractor.
nurses to prepare my sterile
Eddie Cantor Clark, 937 South
building inspector.
Dale Baker, 336 Marquette Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Johnson
pack for the operation. . .1 had
Local music lovers were treat- nel of the orchestrain which
WashingtonAve.
of Fennville announce the enThe
permits
included
12
new
Ave.,
remodeling,
$600;
Willis
to anesthetize them (the dogs ed to a stellar orchestral exat
seasoned performers blended houses for $227,000, one six-unit Witteveen, contractor.
Zeeland Hospital births this
gagement of their daughter,
on which he operated)myself perience Friday night when the
morning
included a son, RusDiane
Lorraine,
to
Ray
Cunwell with younger musicians.
motel
for
$35,500 and 11 remodWillis Mulder, 176 Lake Shore
... But first I had to fetch Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra
ZEELAND —
sell, born to Mr. and Mrs.
ningham,son of Mrs. Jane CunConductor
Schermerhorn
who
eling
permits
for
$24,800.
Dr.,
remodeling,
$200;
self,
conthe dogs from a local pound appeared in concert in Holland
ningham of Detroit and Ray Loedeman, 37, of 259 Peck St., Elmer Kooienga, 6780 28th St.,
West tractor.
with my own car. I would ar- Civic Center with Kenneth has worked closely with Leon- Alfred O’Mara, 1043
died in his home Thursday noon Hudsonville; a daughter, PameWilliam Porter, 123 Crestwood Cunninghamof Kalamazoo.
rive at the medical school with Schermerhorn as conductor. The ard Bernstein of the New York Lakewood Blvd., enclose porch,
of self-inflicted gunshot wounds la Louise, born to Mr. and Mrs.
The
bride-elect
is
a
former
Dr., family room, $3,000;Lankdogs all over me, full of appearance was sponsored by Philharmonic had complete con- $500; self, contractor.
Zeeland police said the mis- Chester Sherman, 2966 146th
student at Albion College. Her
Ronald Conklin, lot 57, Stiel- heet contractor.
fleas.”
hap occurred as Loedeman was Ave., Byron Center.
the Holland Community Concert trol of his 75-piece orchestra,
subdivision,3 bedroom
highly successful in getting just sir
Edwin Harrington, lot 172, fiance is a student at the Uni- cleaning his .4-10 guage shotgun.
Seeking more advanced facil- Association. ,
what
he
wanted
from
the
well ranch, $20,000; Ralph Blauw- Harrington . Vanden Berg sub- versityof San Francisco.
ities for pursuing his research
Loedeman had lived in rural Loser beams are being used
The program was a fine blend
June wedding is being
division, 3 bedroom ranch, $15,and refining his surgical skill, of the old and the contemporary,disciplinedorganization and do- kamp, contractor.
Zeeland prior to moving to Zeeform three-dimensional imag
planned.
Gordon Schamper, Lot 22, 000; self, contractor.
land city seven weeks ago. He
Dr. Barnard journeyed to the somewhat matching the person- ing it with a grace that could
in motion pictures. They a
Lake
Forest subdivision,3 bedmatch
a ballet dancer.
Maynard
Stoel,
16729
Greenly
had been employed at the Mead
United States at the end of
called holograms.
room
ranch, $20,000; self con- St., 4 bedroom 2 story house, Escapee in Custody
The
program
listed
only
Johnson Co. until his retirement
1955 and entered the University
tractor.
$22,000; self, contractor.
GRAND HAVEN - City police due to ill health about 4ft years
three numbers but these numof MinnesotaMedical School to
Max Bakker, 217 Norwood Mrs. Vivian Hosley, 16769 Friday afternoon took into cus- ago.
bers were broad in scope — vestudy under the renowned surhicles that fully demonstrated Ave., '3 bedroom ranch, $25,- Riley St., garage, $1,090; Su- tody a 16-year-old youth who
He was a member of the
geon Dr. Owen H. Wangenpreme Lumber Co., contractor. was an escapee from the Boys Third Christian
the talents of the orchestra, 000; James Sal, contractor.
steen.
Robert Wright, 2516 LakeCornie Overweg, lot 7, Wau- Training Scnool at Whitmore Church, Zeeland. Loedema was
classed as one of the 28 major
During his first weeks on the
shore Dr., remodeling, $11,500; kazoo Highlands, 3 bedroom Lake. Earlier in company with a veteran of the Korean War
symphoniesin the country.
Minneapolis campus Dr. Barranch, $16,000, self, contrac- another youth he allegedlytook and was a member of the DisThe Dvorak overture “Carnc- self, contractor.
nard supported himself by
Dale Woodwyk, 1789 State tor.
a jacket from the W.T. Grant abled American Veterans organval”
followed
the
conventional
mowing lawns, washing cars,
Richard Baker, 16086 Green- store which was thrown over a ization.
pattern of the sonata form with St., garage, $1,450; Supreme
and doing other odd jobs. Beley St., barn, $500; self, con- fence on Madison St. as police
very free development.
ro- Lumber Co., contractor.
Surviving are the wife, Alma
fore long, however, a grant
approached.Another youth of and two daughters, Marcia and
mantic episode in the middle Martin Chrispeil, 1776 Lake- tractor.
from the Danzian Foundation
E. Vanden Brink and G. Grand Rapids is sought.
that might suggest Dvorak’s wood Blvd., remodeling,$500;
Laura both at home.
for Medical Research freed
self, contractor.
Evenhouse, Lot 8, Heneveld’s
wandered
had
found
personal
him from economic distracFrank Bronson, 1442 Ottawa Supervisor Plat No. 17, 6 unit
solace for his loneliness.
tions, and he was able to
Beach Rd., new steps, $200; motel, $35,500; Wassink Bros.,
Demonstrating
a
wide
range
complete all the work for a
contractors.
of expression was Paul Hinde- self, contractor.
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Park Township Issues
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Thrills Local

31 Permits in October

Crowd

Zeeland
Dies

Man

Age 37

Harvey M

a

A

Reformed

A

Ph. D. degree

within

two

James Tubergen, Lot 81, Lake
Steven Snoey, 174 Oakwood
mith’s Symphonic Metamorphoses on Themes of Carl Maria Breeze Subdivision, 3 bedroom Ave., remodeling, $3,000;Jacob
von Weber,
contemporary ranch, $18,500;self, contractor. De Frell, contractor.
Peter Boter, 1800 South Shore
work written in 1943 in four
Fred Bulford, lot 7, Edgemovements with harmonies and Dr., remodelingand fence, wood Beach Subdivision,recontrapuntal voices sometimes $700; self, contractor.
modeling, $2,500; Fred Jacobs,

years.

His area of

concentration

a

when he arrived in Minneapolis

was

gastrointestinalpathology,

and he did some pioneering research on the birth defect
known as congenital intestinal
atresia, or closure of the intestinal passage. But his attention inevitably turned to heart

ON LEAVE - Airman
Charles J. Van Hemert,

surgery, because the latter field
was just opening up at that

22nd St., is home on leave
from the Naval Air Techni-

time and the Universityof

cal Training Center at

Minnesota Medical School was
a leader in its development.
Dr. Barnard performedhis first
heart operation in Minneapolis,
Upon his return to the University of Cape Town Medical
School in 1958, Dr. Barnard
director of surgical

phis, Tenn., where he was
graduatedOct. 25 from the

“T

USN,

20, son of Mr. and Mrs.

R. J. Van Hemert, 235 West

Mem-

Aviation Weapons Systems
FundamentalsSchool. He
will report on Nov. 16 to
Cecil Field, Jacksonville,

He

is a 1966 Holland
High School graduate.
Fla.

Egbert Kolean, 16030 James
energetic and forceful, someSt., remodeling, $800; Dale
times dainty and
v
The second half was the fa- Windemuller, contractor.
Edward Sjoerdsma, 334 Home
miliar Brahms Second Symphony composed in 1877 and first Ave., garage, $700; self con-

soft.

performed in Vienna. This major
work, the most popular of the
four works Brahms composed in
this form, is characterized by
its fluency of expression, Its
calm serenitv,its touch of melancholy ajid its intermingling
melodies and vigorous contrasting phrases. -•
Two sprightly encores coneluded the program^

tractor.

Judge Dismisses
Murder Charge
GRAND HAVEN -

First de- pointed out that the defendant

gree murder charge against did not start the fight at the
contractor.
Rudolph, Vega Guzman, 30, of bar and that he was wounded at
Robert Brewer, lot 2, Forest Austin, Tex., were dismissed least twice by the deceased.
Hills Subdivision, 3 bedroom 2 Friday in an opinion filed in
“He tried to avoid the fight,”
story house, $22*000; Ken Bee- Ottawa Circuit Court by Judge Judge Smith said. “He is prelen, contratcor.
Raymond L. Smith.
sumed to be innocent. There is
John Bristol, lot 8, Waukazoo
Guzman had been charged nothing in the record to substanSubdivision, 3 bedroom ranch, with the fatal shooting of Felipe tiate any claim that Guzman

Gordon Sloothaak, Lot 5 Marlacoba subdivision, 3 bedroom $20,000;; Louis Uildriks, con- Sanchez, 26, of Holland, during
ranch, $19,000;self, contractor. tractor.
an incident at the Seaway Bar
Floyd Kling, 1405 Waukazoo
Peter Van Dyke, 3868 Butter- in Holland last July 26.
Dr.,' garage and breezeway, nut Dr., 3 bedroom ranch, $14,Judge Smith ordered that the
$$1,500;Harold Langejans, con- 000;; John Sloothaak, contrac- complaint and the information
tractor.
tor.
be dismissed. He also ordered
George Wennersten, 155 152nd
Kent De Young, 4037 Lake- that Guzman be released from
Ave, remodeling,$1,500; Brad ridge Rd., garage, $1,500; self- custody.
Witteveen, contractor.
contractor. 4
In his opinion, Judge Smith

was the aggressor.
“The court is of the opinion
that the record fails to support
a finding that any offense of

homocide was committed.”
The motion to quash the
charge was filed by the defendant's attorney and granted by
Judge gmith

NAVAL AIRMAN-Aviati
Structural Mechanic Airm
• Peter J. Ekster, USN, son
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert E
ster, 27 East 13th St., w

graduated from the Na\

G

Air Technical Training
ter, Memphis, Tenn., a

spent eight days on lea
before he left for his m

assignmentat Paxtuw
River, Md., on Oct. 27.
is a graduate of Holla
High School in 1967,
1

—

-
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Will Start

and serves on the board of
Governors of the Iowa College

Man
at 95

Local

Foundation.
He helped organize the Iowa
Association of Private Colleges
and Universitiesand works actively on the legislativecomC. B. Dalman, 95, life-long
mittee of that organization.He resident of Holland, died at
serves on the Advisory Commit- 4 a.m. today in a nursing home
tee of Public Community Col- in Grand Haven where he had
leges and Junior Colleges of the been since May, 1967. He had
State Department of Public In- retired in 1945.
struction and is a member of,
Known as “Dolly” to his
Former Holland Man
the EducationalCommittee of many friends, he was a member
Heads Central College TENCO, Southeastern Iowa’s re- of Sixth Reformed Church, had
gional development organization. sung in the choir and men’s
In Pella Since 1960
Lubbers is a member of the chorus and in recent years was
Arend DonselearLubbers, 37; Reformed Church in America, active in the Golden Agers. In
Pi Kappa Delta, Phi Alpha the early days of Tulip Time he
Friday was named second presTheta, and Rotary International.served as the Pied Piper in
ident of Grand Valley State Col- He participatedin the Harvard
Tulip Time parades, playing his
lege, Allendale. The appoint- Business School’s Seminar for
ment was announced byl. Wil- College and UniversityPresidents and regularly attends the
liam Seidman, chairman of the
Conferencefor College PresiGVSC board of control.
dents organized by Dr. Earl J.
Lubbers, who is now presi- McGrath, formerly of Columbia

Dies

New

Duties

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Fellowship Church

Scene of Nuptial

14,

1968

Engaged

Is

Flikkema-WiersmaVows

Rites

Exchange in Church

Next Year

.

A

1

mm

Miss Dianne Kay Walters

dent of Central College, Pella, Teachers College.

Lubbers was born In Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the son of IrGrand Valley early next year.
win J. and Margaret Van DonHe succeeds Dr. James H. Zum- selaar Lubbers. His father was
berge, who left Aug. 15 to be- president of Hope College from
come director of the School of 1945 to 1963.
Iowa, will begin his duties at

“I

am

delighted to welcome

Don Lubbers,” Seidman said.
‘‘He has a great record as a
am sure
he will continue in the best traditions of Jim Zumberge. He is
a real find for Grand Valley.’’
A graduate of Hope College,
in 1953, Lubbers receivedhis
in history from Rutgers
University in 1956. From 1956 to
1958 he was instructorin history
at WittenbergCollege, Springfield, Ohio and in 1958 returned

*

A February wedding is

4

*

Holland.

Gasoline Truck

X

»•*

Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Walters
of route l, Hamilton, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Dianne Kay, to Charles
Jacobs, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry G. Jacobs of route 1.

Earth Sciences at the University
of Arizona.

M

*

being

planned.

Fire Destroys

college president,and I

MA

MARNE — A

Grand Rapids

man escaped injury

at 10 a.m.

Friday when the propane gasoline truck he was driving went
up in flames as he was travel-

I

Jf,

ing east on 1-96 just east of the

Marne exit.
William Edward Rosema,

C. B.
47,

'!

fife

Dalman

and followed by scores

li

h

.

of

told State Police he had heard tiny tots.

a

cracking noise and saw
Surviving are three daughto Rutgers to complete .resi- flames coming from beneath the ters, Mrs. Fred Dowd of Fibre,
truck when he looked through Mrs. Richard Ter Wee and Mrs.
dence for his doctorate.
He was appointed vice presi- the rear view mirror of the Jacob Van Voorst; a daughterdent for developmentat Central truck.
in-law. Mrs. Marinus Van Ark
Police said Rosema pulled of Holland, 14 grandchildren and
College in September,1959, and
inaugurated as its president in the truck off the highway and 48 great-grandchildren.His wife
October, 1960.
got out, escaping injury. Cause died in 1945 and a son, Clifton,
During his administration at of the fire is not known.
died in 1954.
Central, the enrollment of the
The truck contained about 200
college grew from 400 to 1.200 gallons of gasoline when the
He was instrumental in obtain- flames broke out. The truck
ing, through private and gov- was totallydestroyed by fire.
ernment sources, funds f o r Ottawa county sheriff’s depuThe Rev. Menko Ouwinga of
constructionof 11 new buildings, ties as well as firemen from
purchase of 40 acres of land for Wright township,Walker and the Bethel Christian Reformed
Church was in charge of the
campus expansion,and major Marne assistedat the scene.
Sunday morning service at
campus landscaping projects
Bethel.The Rev. Peter Honderd
and outdoor athletic facilities, Mothers of World War II
was the guest pastor in the
triplingthe book value of the

Wmm
mu
m
(Pohltr

Mrs. Alfred John Flikkema
(V«n Putttn photo)

Niekerk Christian Reformed

Zeeland

was announced that

there
will be a coffee Tuesday at the
home of Mrs. Charles Scott beginning at 9:30 a.m. and it was
reportedthat Mrs. Louis Poppema, Mrs. Crowle, Mrs. Albert
Boyce and Mrs. Marvin Rotman
have made lap robes for the
It

Michigan Veterans Facilities.
It

was

also reported that Mrs.

Crowle, Mrs. John Serier,Mrs.
William Padgett and Mrs.
Boyce assisted with the Halloween party held this year at

Church was the scene Friday at
8 p.m. of a marriage ceremony
when Miss Ruth Ann Wiersma,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Menzies
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Euannounce the engagementof gene Wiersma, 1125 Legion Ct.,
their daughter, Miss Joan became the bride of Alfred John
Elaine Pluim, to James Rfa- Flikkema,son of Mrs. HenrietMiss Joan Elaine Pluim

fenaud, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Raffenaud.

hearsal dinner at Holiday Inn.

Altar

Lt.

A. Blystra

Gets Purple Heart
In

Vietnam Action

PLEIKU, Vietnam

— Army

Second LieutenantAndrew R.
decorations included Blystra, 4436 64th St., received

30.

Lt. Blystra, whose wife the
former Mary Lynn Naber,

Warn

Holland Jaycee

Deputies

Auxiliary Has

'Leaking Lines'

Monthly Meet

May

The Holland Jaycee Auxiliary
held its monthly meeting

at

home of Mrs. Roger Vander Meulen Wednesday night.
the

Dick O’Conner from the Bureau of Social Services was

the Michigan Veterans Facility
the guest speaker.
at Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Paul Mitchell reported
Mrs. Le Roy Austin, chairman, • Mrs. Serier and Mrs.
that the movies shown at JefJacob Rusticus were named to
ferson school on Oct. 28 and
the president’snominating comArend D. Lubbers
29 were very successful.One of
mittee. Lunch was served by Fabrication Technology DiviEngelsman, Roger Engelsman
the auxiliarymembers Jean
Mrs.
Rusticus
and
Mrs.
Ethel,
sion.
nars featuring nationally-known
and Tk)m Terpstra were groomsguest lecturers,off-campus and Von Ins and the evening’s prize ; The RCYF of Faith Reformed men. Norman L. Smith and Teen groups assistedat the
foreign study programs,teacher was won by Mrs. Elmer De Church will have an afterglow Tom Gebben seated the guests. movies. The proceeds will be
education internship programs, Boer. The next meeting will be on Sunday evening, at the home Larry Engelsman served as
used for entertaining the Speof President Diane Meeusen. miniature groom.
end the establishmentof the Nov. 20.
college’s first major research
Refreshmentswill be served, Miss Connie Gebben and Scott cial Education studentsfrom
program.
the Holland area.
following the devotions and
Maplewood Guild Hears
“The rapid and successfuldegroup singing.
hayride and Halloween
Talk by Mrs. Van Hoven
velopment of Grand Valley State
The Guild for Christian Serv- formed Church with an unusual party was held on October 31
College is an example of fire
Mrs. Ben Van Hoven de- ice , of the Faith Reformed number of years of excellent for the Special Educattonstu_ . ................
..
......
attendance were recognized on
cooperation among faculty, stu- scribed work being done in Church
met on Tuesday.
Mrs.
dents. There were about 25
dents, board members, legisla- India and showed a film on Eleanor Post was in charge of
^arencfe Hoffman children present.
has had 17
years of excellent Mrs. Jack Westrate and Mrs.
tors, administrators, and the leprosy when she spoke at the the program, “The
'
public,” Lubbers stated. “The meeting of the Maplewood Alive in Japan.” Members of attendance and Jack Timmer George Steggerdawill take a
has had 14 years. Jerry Kome- group of Special Education stuprogress during President Zuir.Guild for Christian Service the Guild also helped pack
berge’s administrationis imboxes of goodies to be sent to jan and Mrs. Lambert ZyLstra dents on a tour through HerTuesday evening.
have been present for 10 years, man Miller on November 20.
pressive and points to a hopeful
Devotio ns were conductedby the servicemenof Faith Church
future, for the college. I am
and Don Komejan for eight President, Mrs. William KeiMrs. Dale Vande Wege and for Christmas.
honored bv the offer of the
years.
zer and a few members will

A

uUnc^

Church

Manhattan,

Mont.

The wedding will take place pompons. Hurricane lamps
Nov. 30 in Hawaii.
marked the pews.

1

A

ta Flikkema of

2nd

Miss Pluim is presently atbouquets of bronze and gold the Purple Heart for wounds retending Western Michigan Unimums, palms, kissing candles ceived in action while serving
versity and Mr. Raffenaud is
decorated
with golden mums and near Pleiku, Vietnam on Sept.
presently serving in Vietnam.

t

The women of the Bethel from the shoulders.
peer!
Christian Reformed Church met cloche secured her veil of brion Thursday for a sewing day. dal illusion and she carried a
Those attending brought their white Bible.
own lunch.
Mrs. Norman L. Smith, maMrs. John Brink is a patient tron of honor, was attiredin a
in the Hudsonville Rest Home. green floor-lengthgown styled
Mrs. M. Jelgersma is regain- with bell sleeves. A ring of flowers held her small veil and she
ing her strength at her home
carried a basket of fall flowers.
after recent hospitalization.
Mrs. Roger Engelsman,bridesServicemat Roger A. Blauwmaid, was dressed identically to
kamp is expected to arrive
home from Germany in the the honor attendant and Miss
Diane Engelsman and Mrs. John
near future.
Engelsman, also bridesmaids,
A1 Hutton, manager of Lear
wore gowns styled similarly to
Siegler, was the guest speaker
the other attendants in a shade
of the Tuesday, Nov. 5, meetof gold. Miss Lori Engelsman
ing of the Rotary Club. Mr.
was miniature bride.
Hutton spoke to the group about
Rich Pluger attended t h e
the new enterpriseof Lear, the
groom as best man while John

m

photo)

Miss Marcia Kay Engelsman Engelsman were gatekeepers
and Philip Lee Vanden Berg Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Vanden
were united in marriage Friday Berg presided as master and
evening at the FellowshipRe mistress of ceremoniesat the
formed Church before the Rev. church reception. Miss Mary
Jack Van Heest, officiating Heslinga ad Alfred Bosman
clergyman.
poured punch; Miss Linda HesMrs. Art Petroelje,organist, linga and Miss Cindy Zoerman
and Mrs. Craig Hubbell, soloist, registeredthe guests; and Miss
provided appropriatewedding Marianne Kasper, Miss Marcia
music in a setting of palms, an Boersen and Harvey Brower ararch of fall colors, candelabra ranged the gifts.
and two fall bouquets.
Followinga wedding trip to
Parents of the couple are Mr. Tennessee and Florida, the newHold Regular Meeting
evening. The Rev. and Mrs. and Mrs. James Engelsman, lyweds will make their home at
physical plant.
Honderd recently joined the 7180 36th Ave., Hudsonville,and 1593 Byron Rd., Byron Center.
He was also responsible for
The Mothers of World War II
The new Mrs. Vanden Berg is
membership of the Bethel Mr. and Mrs. Leon Vanden
developingadditions and reviBer, 10773 Paw Paw Dr.
held
its
regular
meeting
Wedemployed at Kelvinator and the
sions to the curriculum, includChristian Reformed Church.
groom is employed at Herman
ing all-collegeacademic semi- nesday at the NorthsidePeoThe Rev. Peter
Miller.
ple’s State Bank with Mrs. the leader of the Men's Society i
0[vf„’eUan lace !n
The groom’s parents enterJames Crowle, president, pretained the bridal party at a rechur^h”^5, eVem°8 empire
StyUng With 8 crepe Skirt
siding.
and lace
chapel train falling

-r=

v:

mi

Mrs. Philip L. Vanden Berg

Honderd
line

1

~

Be 'Big Line'

Ottawa county sheriff’sofficers Friday warned area residents, particularlythe elderly,
not to be taken in by persons
posing as utilityemployes to
gain entry to their homes.
The warning comes after in
area resident reported a strong
box missing from an upstairs
bedroom closet after two men
who had said they were Consu-

lives
The Rev. John Kruis officiated at the rites following organ at 64 West 30th St., is a fire dimusic played by Mrs. Thomas rectionofficer in Battery C, 6tb
Bratt who also accompanied
Battalionof the 4th Infantry D;Mrs. Marie Boeve, soloist.
Attendants included Mrs. vision's 29th Artillery.
Thomas Bosch as matron of
The 25-year-oldofficer, whose
honor; Mrs. John Wiersma and parents are Mr. and Mrs. RichMiss Grace Ann Flikkema, ard Blystra, 4436 64th St., was
bridesmaids; Debbie Jo Wiers- graduatedfrom Holland Chrisma, flower girl; Maynard Flikft?
kema, best man; John Wiersma,
Thomas Wiersma, groomsmen;
Thomas Bosch and Richard
Flikkema, ushers.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore her mother’s bridal gown, a full-length

M

dress of ivory kitten satin featuring a sabrina neckline which
well into a princess line modified leg-o-mutton sleeves thnt
came to points at the wrists.
The back satin-covered buttons
led into a full-lengthbutterfly
train and her full-length veil of
the house.
ivory bridal ilusion was trimmed
Sheriff’s officers said the rouwith four inch ivory alencon
tine followeda pattern in which,
lace. Her elbow-lengthveil
after the two gained entrance,
was held in place by a petal
they separated,one checking the
pill box headpiece trimmed
upstairsand the other the down
with seed pearls. The bride carstairs.
ried a white Bible with corsage
One imposter was said to have
of white carnatioas and yellow
loosened a light fixture and dis
sweetheart roses and stephanoconnected the wire, assuring the tis.
occupant that “high light bills
Gowns of the bridal attenwould be taken care of.”
dants were antique gold dresses
Similar incidents have been
of chiffon over taffeta with chifreported in the city and the
fon cage, empire waist dresses
same warning is reiteratedby with lace bodices.They carried
Holland police.

mers Power Company employes
went through the house in an
attempt to "find leaks in the
power lines.”
The strong box was noticed
missing Thursday, two days
after the men had “inspected”

2nd Lt. Andrew R. Blystra
tian High School in 1961 and attended Calvin College. He entered the Army In April 1966 and
was last stationed at Ft. Sill,
Ok la., befor$ arriving overseas
in February 1068. He was as-

Mrs. Jack Palmbos sang two The Adult Sunday School
arm bouquets of yellow longThe program was in Class of Faith Reformed Roger Vanden Brink left for be attending a Project Compesigned as a forward observer in
stemmed roses.
pleased to accept it.
charge of the leper committee. Church will have a potluck the armed services on Nov. 5. tition meeting in Grand Haven
March.
The flower girl was dressed in
“My impression of the people
Mrs. John Brandsen president, supper on Nov. 12 in the church Mrs. Margo Schrotenboer has lhi?.
gold velveteen featuring baby
associated with Grand Valley is
presided.
basement.
returned home after spending , „,v®. probers attendedthe
doll sleeves, gathered skirt and T.
that they have and want to perDies
Hostesseswere Mrs. Myron
Dr. John Pelon will be the four days in the Holland Hos- [a11 (ils
.^n 0ct(>'
wide streamers ending in a
petuate an institutionof high
Sale, chairman,Mrs. Albert speaker at the Sunday, Nov. 17
ber 26 in Grand Rapids.
large bow at the back. She earquality, one that is sensitiveto
In California
Overbeek. Mrs. Dennis Heer- meeting of the Couples Club of
Thl V/Minn Dn/vnin .u ' Guests present at the meet- Rev.
ned a white basket with rose
change end ready to innovate
spink, Mrs. Jean Hop, Mrs. Faith Church.
PcD0P'® ot lh' ing were: Mrs. Dave Paul, on
SANTA ANNA, Calif. - Theopetals.
and experimentin the interests
Jerald Nyhuis and Mrs. Paul Men
Members of the S u n d a y
a" Rel,f°|!ned Mrs. Jim Crorier and Mrs. Al- Chaplain Samuel Williams of
dore
C. Berkey of Garden
Following
a
reception
alt
he
of improved education. So often
Hope College spoke Tuesday at
Smith.
School
:hool classes of
fred Prudhomme.
the success of a collegedepends
the meeting of the Women’s church the newlyweds left on a Grove, former Holland, Mich.,
resident, died Friday at the
on its ability to know which past
Guild at Second Reformed wedding trip to Nigara Falls and
ServicemanJohn De Kok
Mackinac Bridge. They will Community Hospital here.
methods, procedures and values
Church
in
Zeeland.
He
formerly
will be celebrating his birthto keep and which to discard.
was with Southern Normal make their home in Manhattan, He was a life member of the
day this month. His address is
Mont.
Loyal Order of Moose No. 1118,
Grand Valley has made some
School
in Brewton,Ala.
Pvt. John De Kok, US54962290,
Reception attendants included Holland, and a member of the
wise decisions in its first five
Mrs.
Donald
VandenHeuvel
Box 21, Colonial Heights, Va.
years of existence. To particiled devotions on Christian citi- Mr. and Mrs. Justin Petroelje Garden Grove No. 620. He was
23834.
pate with others in continuing
zenship.For specialmusic, Miss as master and mistress of cere- also a member of the Dads of
Parent - teacher conferences
this traditionis a challenge to
Margie DePree sang, accom- monies; Mr. and Mrs. diaries Foreign Service Veterans of
are scheduledat six Zeeland
me.
panied by Mrs. Nancy Kuyers. Bull, servina punch; Mr. and Holland.
grade schools on Tuesday,Nov.
“Colleges should strive to be
The spiritual life chairman, Mrs. Hugh Harper Jr., at the
Surviving are the wife, Flor*
12 and on Monday, Nov. 18.
responsible institutionsin our
Mrs. John Rozendaal, displayed gift table, and Phillip and Tim- Ine; four daughters, Mrs. DonRoosevelt,
Lincoln,
Vriesland,
society where people learn
advent wreaths, calendars and my Andrews in charge of the ald (Clara) Wright of HamilNew Groningen, Borculo and
guest book.
from one another, develop for
ton, Mich., Mrs. Simon (Doroliterature, and distributedbookDrenthe schools will be particthemselves and their college
lets of daily advent devotions The bride was employed in the thy) Alofs of Holland, and Mrs.
ipating. Kindergarten children
community a proper balance
which were written by members office of Hart and Cooley Mfg. Wayne (Mildrer) McAllister and
of
Lincoln, Roosevelt and New
between freedom and order, forof the congregation at Second Co. The groom is employed in Mrs. Warren (Louann) Richards
Groningen,both morning and
occupation ranching.
mulate effective decision-makboth of Garden Grove; 14 grandReformed Church.
afternoon are not to come to
ing procedures,devote themThe next meeting will be a The groom’s family enter- children; and seven greatschool on these days.
selves to a disciplinedimproveChristmasworkshop to prepare tained at a rehearsal luncheon grandchildren.
Serviceman Barry Kuipers
ment of their minds and learn
gifts for needy local families. held at the Warm Friend Hole’,
will be celebrating his birthday
to respect the rights and dignity
Hostesseswere Mrs. H. GeerFuture Nurses Group
on Nov. 15 .His address &
of others. Grand Valley, I belings, Mrs. W. Baar and Mrs.
Found Guilty Meets at High School
SR Barry Kuipers USN, B
lieve. tries to be that kind of
H. Miller.
54-72-08, Company 528, R. T. C.,
college and I am interested in
The Guild elected new officers
Trial Holland High School's Future
Great Lakes, III. 60088.
becoming part of it.
VIETNAM SERVICE - Ma- for 1969: President,Mrs. R.
Nurses Club met Tuesday eveA potluck supper for young rine Pfc. Robert O'Connor, VanDorp; vice president, Mrs.
“I look forward to my return
ning at the school.
GRAND
HAVEN
Ernest
to Michigan, and to western
married couples of the Comson ot Mr. and Mrs. 1/is
Lee Vanden Bosch; treasurer,
Lt. Patricia White who repremunity Reformed Church will Dampen of 6051 West 48th
Michigan in particular with my
Mrs. K. DeJonge; secretary, Ray Me Daniel, 20, Grand sents the Navy Nurse Corps and
family. For eight happy years
be held at the Roosevelt School
St., is serving in Vietnam, Mrs. J. Janssen;corresponding Rapids, charged with felonious
the National League (for NursI was a resident of the State
on Nov. 12.
since August. He will be 20
secretary, Mrs. L. FineouL.
assault with a hunting knife on ing, described the four typ«j of
and it will be a homecoming for
Herman Kolk from the Mar- in February, a graduate of
John Ten Brink in Park town- nursing and the requirements
me."
anatha Christian Reformed Hamilton High School in
Ponies Wander
needed for navy nursing. Lt.
ship, Aug. 9, 1968, was found
Lubbers was selected by HOPE GETS GRANT— The Sears Roebuck Foundation, under Church of Holland presented 1967. He enlistedin the MaGRAND HAVEN - William
White and Petty Officer L.
a
continuing
program
of
aid
to
privately
supported
colleges
"Life" magazine as one of the
guilty by Judge Raymond L.
the special music at the eve- rine Corps in March 1968,
McGregor who lives near JunSquires showed a movie entiand universities, has presented Hope College an unrestricted ning service of the Community
nation's top 100 men in 1962 and
took his training at Camp ior High School found two shag- Smith in Ottawa Circuit Court tled “Navy Corps U:N:C:”
was one of 50 national and $1,300 grant. N. R. Hield (left), local representative of the
Reformed Church.
Pendleton end San Diego beVisitors for the evening were
gy Shetlandponies wandering Thursday.
Foundation, is pictured presenting a check to Hope College
Internationalfigures named to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Topp and fore going to Vietnam. His
Me Daniel waived a jury Mrs. Carl Van Lente, Holland
in his block this morning. He
president Calvin A. VanderWerf.The Sears Roebuck Foundareceive the Golden Plate Award
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Meyer will addres^ is; Pfc. Robert J.
tied them up and shortly after trial after the trial started High counselor, and Mrs. R.
tion has awarded more than $1 million to 700 colleges and
from the Academy of Achievehead the house to house canO'Connor, 2413169, B. Co.
8:30 a.m. they were claimed by Thursday. Jurors were dis- Valleau and daughter, Celeste,
ment the same year. He served
universitiesfrom coast to coast. In addition the Foundation
vass for Muscular Dystrophy 1st Bn. 26th Mar., 3rd. Mar.
the owner, Mrs. Ronald Peel of missed and the court heard from Saugatuck.
as president if the Iowa College
during the current year will invest about $900,000 in a variety
on Nov. 25. Area church youth
Div. (Rein) F.M.F., FPO
152nd Ave. who bad called city the case. Me Daniel will be
Refreshmentswere served by
Presidents Association (1962-63), of scholarshipsand other types of education programs.
groups will assist in the drive.
sentenced Dec. 9,
San Francisco, Calif., 96602.
police.
officersof the club.
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Sunday School

1

4,

1

968

Mark 55th Anniversary

Lesson

Players on

Sunday, Nov. 17
Walking in the Light
VI John 1:5 through 2:6
By C. P. Dame

We

League Team
Holland High School placed
five men on the Valley Coast
Conference offensive and defensive teams according to a poll

will study three lessons

from the epistles of John, the
son of Zebedee, who first was
a disciple of John the Baptist,
The Horae of the
then became a disciple of Jesus
HollandCity News
Published every and then an apostle. His epistahureday by the
..entlnel Printlnf Co. tles belong to the group called
Office, 54 • M We«*. General or Catholic.In addition
eighth Street. HoUand,
he wrote the gospel and the
Michigan, 49423.
Second claw postage paid at book of Revelation.
HoUand. Michigan.

of the coaches taken Monday
evening.
The five are Bob Ver Hoef,
senior offensivetackle, Rick
Nykamp, senior offensiveguard,

Rick Berens, junior defensive
tackle and senior co-coptains
Gary Lound, offensive halfback

The epistles were written in
Ephesus about 90-100 A. D.

W. A. Butler
Editor and Publisher

5 Holland

and Dave

John was concerned about false
teachers and teaching and beNews Items ...............392-2314 ing a pastor he warned the benn,
Subscriptions ..............392-2311 lievers. This, today’s pastors
The pubUsher shall not be Uable should also do, but some fail
for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof of to do. Christiansshould walk in
such edverUsing shall have been the light and thus show that
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him in time for corrections with they have fellowship with God
such errors or correctionsnoted who is light.
plainly thereon:and in such case
I. “God is light and in Him
if any error so noted Is not corrected, publishers Uabllity shaU not is no darkness at aU”-this is
exceed such a portion of the
entire cost of such advertisementa fact John states. Anyone who
as the apace occupiedby the error says that he has fellowship
bears to the whole space occupied
with God and walks in darkness
by such advertisement.

Three Holland players

Telephone

end Larry

192-231

1

Lamb

FALL FESTIVAL —

Pictured are members
of St. Francis de Sales Church making final
preparations for their annual fall festivalto
be held Thursday,Nov. 21, from 1 to 9 p.m.
in the Holland Civic Center.

Shown

(left to

right) are Mrs. Lenore Sutton.Mrs. Ella Zone,
Mrs. Lucille Bigard, Mrs. Dorothy Wagner,
Mr*. Jackie Zych, Mrs. Fran Borr, Mrs. Nina
Hill, Mrs. Mae Aubert and Mrs. Betty Coe.
(Holland Photography photo)

St.

self in Jesus Christ. Life and

Bible darkness stands for ignor-

that his primary objective was the light and fellowship with
to bring this country together God. It is either or.

he becomes

liela Puente and Becky Rivera, Spanish booth; Pat Green,
cake walk; Agnes Grupst, green

presi-

The person who walks in the
dent. The meeting between himlight is in agreement with God,
self and defeated contender
fellowships with Him and his
Hubert Humphrey the other day
fellow believers. The more a
was the beginningof healing person walks with God the
the political division that was more conscious he becomes of
evident during the campaign.
his sins. And then what? He
It is indeed heartening to see

thumb; Fran Borr, white

ners of sins— if he repents and
other join in vowing to pull toconfesses.
gether for the good of the counII. Through Christ we may
try as a whole, to see them
obtain the forgiveness of sin.
one party to another without
In John's day some said that
violence, bloodshed or recrimisin does not alter one's relationnation. If there is anything
ship to God, others said that
astounding in the American
they were not responsible for
system, and anything that mystheir sins and then there were
tifies those of other countries,
some who* said they had no FLAG CEREMONY— Members of the Holland Christian High
it is that we can have honest
sins. John teaches that anyone
School Band play lustily as the American Flag is being raised
and deep politicaldifferences
who confesses,which implies at the annual Veterans’ Day observance held around the flag
in this country, but that we
acknowledgingsin, may obtain pole on the school grounds. Patrioticmusic and speeches were
can shift from one administraforgiveness because of the
the order of the day.
(Holland Christian photo)
tion to another without revodeath of Christ. Confession
lution and violence.
must be followed by keeping
If others in the political arena
the commandments.
will take their cue from the beIII. Warning against sin is
havior of these two leaders, it
Admitted to Holland Hospital
may well be that under Presi- necessary. “And if any man
sin, we have an advocate with
Tuesday were Eileen Scheibach,
dent Nixon we can bring this
the Father, Jesus Christ, the Christian
Wyoming. Mich.; Gerrit Gorcountry back together. Surely
Righteous. In spite of warnings
this te what we need.
A flag-raisingceremony fol- man, 137 West Lakewood Blvd.;
believers do sin. What then?
Mrs. Melvin Vande Water, 299

Veterans'

Day

Observed by
High

Hospital Notes

lowed by a program marked

are to remember Jesus our
Veterans’Day observance toadvocate, our lawyer. He is in
day at Holland Christian High
heaven. Before going there He
School.
made propitiationfor our sins
and for the sins of the whole At 11 a.m. Monday students of
world. Sin is a world problem. the school and guests gathered
Our
newspapers tell us that around the flaypoleon the school
Carl
grounds on Ottawa Ave. as the
constantly.

East 14th St.; Wayne Kibby,
Allegan;James Wright, Fennville; Ruth Kirchoff, 268 West
14th St.; John Lohman, Hamilton; Jose Gamez, 15 East 18th
St.; Mrs. Timen Slagh, route 2.
DischargedTuesday were
Thursday evening Mrs.
Marian Hulst, 137 Central Ave.;
Rieth and daughter Sandra of
If a person says he knows school band marched down Mrs. Gary Jalving, 144 tyaukaPontiac were overnight guests God and does not keep His Ottawa Ave. playing “March of zoo Dr.; Robert Wehrly, 15528
at the home of Mr. and Mrs commandment he is a liar. We America” under the directionof Riley; Mrs. George Lokers, 333
East Lakewood; Martin WitteLyle Wakeman. They were also may obtain forgiveness through Henry Vander Linde.
veen, 467 Lakewood Blvd.; John
Participating
in
the
raising
of
Christ.
And
we
show
it
by
visitors at the home of Mr. and
Ten
Harmsel,256 West 17th St.;
our obedience. Love and obedi- the flag ceremonies were
Mrs. Robert Wakeman, also atence go hand in band. And Richard Postmas, president of Edward Rowan, 323 East 13th
tended the shower on Bob and
thus we fellowship with God the Student Council; Art Tuls, St.; Felipe Almanza, 204 West
Regan.
Ninth St.; Walter Johnson. 355
even as Jesus had fellowship resident of the Senior Clas;
Mrs. Grace Jurriesof Holland,
West 18th St.; Walter Kimball.
with Him, and walk wifi Him, till Swierenga, president of the
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jurries
345 James; Beth Kimber, 270
and family end his mother, Mrs. even as Jesus did. All who do Junior Class and Ron Scholten, East 11th St.; Louise Taylor,
Justin Jurries spent the past what Christ wants them to do the Sophomore class president. 205 Lakeway Dr.; Mrs. Richweekend at Cleveland,Ohio, vis will learn to love God more The band also played the ard Dykstra and baby, 724 Butiting the latter’s dauchter. Mrs. and more. Make it a habit to National Anthem.
ternut Dr.; Debra Dalraan,
Speaker for the Veterans’ Day
Terry Skogland and children, walk and talk with Jesus daily.
682 Vi 96th Ave., Zeeland.
observancewhich was open to
Ronald and Sandra.
About 30 Young people from WCTU Annual Luncheon the public was Gerald Van
Wyke. local attorney who was Set Rites
the Diamond Springs Wesleyan
Held in Trinity Church
named as one of three district
church gathered last Friday eveFor R. Prince, 51
ning and enjoyed a party. ReThe annual luncheon of the judges for Michigan's new 58th
freshments were served and WCTU was held Friday in Trin- district in the recent national Funeral services for Richard
games played at the parsonage. ity Reformed Church. Mrs. A. election.
Prince, 51, Sioux Center, Iowa,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gates on Koyers asked the blessing and
The A Cappella choir under formerly of Holland, were TuesSunday afternoonvisited her was in charge of the program. the directionof Thomas Vanden day from the Notier-Ver Leeuncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Gordon Van Oostenburg Berg sang “America the Beauti- Langeland Funeral Chapel with
Ward Dean at Martin.
led the devotions and Miss ful" after which Principal Ray- the Rev. Gerald Postma officiatMrs. John left last Saturday Irene Smits and Mrs. J. Boer- mond Holwerda read the roll ing. Burial will be in Pilgrim
to spend several days at the man gave a report on the Na- call of the alumni who died in Home cemetery.
home of son and daughter-in- tional Convention held in Ander- service. Followinga volley of Mr. Prince died Friday
law, Mr. and Mrs. Robert De son, Ind., in August.
salutes presented by the evening at his home in Sioux
Young and daughters at West
heart
A brief business meeting was National Guard, taps were Center following
Chester, Ohio, following the ar- held.
played and the pledge of alleg- attack. He was the owner of
rival on Nov. 8 of baby boy,
iance was led by Bob Sterken, the Central Cafe in Sioux CenMark Alan born in the Cincin-.
vice presidentof the Student ter.

Tuesday

a

nati hospital.

Council.

Last week on Sunday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Hundermann and family of
Shelbyvillewere visitorsat the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Pepper and family.
Thursday evening about 50

of Muskegon, Cornelius (Kelly)
offered by faculty member,
of Fremont, George and ClarHero (Bratt).” The band played
ence both of East Lansing;
the postlude “Battle Hymn of
three sisters,Mrs. John Van
the Republic”in closing.
Til, Mrs. Willard Nienhuisand
Miss Anna Prince, all of Holland one sister-in-law,Mrs.
Peter Prince of Holland.
The body is expected to arrive in Holland late this even-

and Mrs. Robert Wakeman.
Games were

conducted by Mrs.
Douglas Allen and Mrs. Irvin
Immink. Mrs. Lloyd Brinkhuis
and Mrs. Alvin Coffey had
charge of refreshments served.
Sunday morning at the worship hour Mfcs Joanne Krause
presented thi organ prelude.
Misses Julie Krause ana Nancy
Wakeman saita “There’s Not a
Day That Passes” for the special music. Rev. Ames message
was entitled, “Samson, a Man
Who Lost Power.” John Sims
was leader for the Wesleyan
Youth program in early evening.

ing.
jr,'*Ty

the

clothes in the dryer were destroyed and there was some
smoke damage to the upstairs
«£ the house.

iqmm

is

Miss Faber and

to

gratulate

Grant

see the lovely Thanksgiving and

in the Allegan Health Center.

Mona

The halfbacks are

junior

Shores, four on offense and four

in charge of the

of

his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Johnson. He will report back to
Camp Gordon, Ga.

Stevenson of

Shores.

Barry Bruggers of Grand
Haven and seniors Jeff Baehrle
of Mona Shores and Larry Olsen
of East Grand Rapids.
Eight players were selected
for the VCC teams from Mona

Indiana.

home

defensive ends

tacklesare Berens, a junior and
John Olsen, Grand Haven, with
Bob Wallish of Grand Haven at
celebrating40 years as designer
middle guard.
at Ebelink’s,will be honored at
Two of the three linebackers
an open house at Ebelink’s,238 selectedwere juniors. They are
River Ave., on Thursday, Friday John Way of Grandville and
John Vander Laan of Orchard
and Saturday.
View. The other linebcker is
Hours for stopping in to con-

Miss GertrudeFaber, who

Etta Fox

Chapter

Hears Program

Hospital Notes On

Flower Lore

on defense.
Holland placed five players,
three offensivelyand two defensively.

East Grand Rapids was

re-

presented with three players
while Muskegon Heights and

Grand Haven placed two each
and Grandville and Orchard

View

one apiece.

This was the first year the
Valley Coast Conference football title was shared and coincidentallywas the first football championships won by
either Holland or

Although the

Mona

VCC

Shores.

did more

scoring this year than ever before Holland was no one’s
patsy as they held the opposition to 49 points, an 8.2 point

per game average, which

led

the league.
OffensivelyHolland scored 95
points,third in the league, although the Dutch were second
in the league to Mona Shores
in total offense.

Glupker, while making honorable mention threw six touchdown passes tying the former
league mark. Steve Walters of
East set a new record this year
with nine touchdown passes.
Funkhouser, the

all-league

quarterback, connectedon five
touchdown passes including the
season’s longest touchdownpass
of 70 yards.

Larry

Lamb

of Holland was

fourth in the league in scoring
with 30 points.

Mr. and Mrs. David Erb of
East Lansing announce the Admitted to Holland Hospital The Etta Fox Chapter of
Stremler
adoption of a son, Jon Christo- Monday were Carrie Slighter, 17 Questers met Monday at the
pher. Mrs. Erb is the former West 19th St.; Ronald John home of Mrs. L. Williams for a
57
Marcia Brink of Hamilton.
Pakula, 569 Diekema; Mrs. program on flower arranging. Dies at
Jerry Grissen. who is sta- Abraham Rynbrandt, 255 East
Mrs. Fred Coleman presented Jacob Stremler, 57, of 13
tioned with the Army at Fort 15th St.; Lois Plaggemars, 25 the program tracing floral de- West 17th St., died Monday eveKnox, Ky, spent the past week- West 19th St.; Linda Fowler, velopment through the ages. In ning in St. Joseph Mercy Hosend at home.
105 East 21st St.; Larry De the Bible everything concerning pital in Pontiac where he had
Pastor Walter Hofman con- Kraker, 14415 Edmeer Dr.; Joan flowers was associatedwith Life been a patientsince Sept. I?.
ducted the services on Sunday Elizabeth Vande Vusse, 532 Cen- and Death. To illustratethis
Mrs. Stremler has been a Holin the Christian Reformed tral Ave.; Mrs. Leonard Steke- Mrs. Coleman quoted Bible land resident most of his life.
Church.
tee, 190 West 17th St.
texts. She stated everyone has He did carpenter work in and
The CadeLs met Monday eve- Discharged Monday were some creative instinct. Art form around Holland for several
ning with Randy Laninga in Mrs. Tom Cane, Allegan; Rich- had differentexpressions in years. He was a member of
charge of the opening cere- ard Clapp, 563 West 20th St.; every age.
Fourth Reformed Church and
monies.
Gregory Slenk, 722 Sandy Lane;
In the caves of prehistoric was custodian of the church for
The Christian School Circle Leonard Overbeek, 338 West man there were forms or art. In the past 10 years, a member of
will meet Wednesday evening at 21st St.; Anna Dalman, 539 ColEgypt by the time of 2800 B.C. the Loyal Sunday School Class
the home of Mrs. Harris Ny- lege Ave.; Helen Pell, Hamil- there were flower arrangers. and the Men’s Brotherhood.
boer.
ton; Mrs. Charles Bounds and All material was. grouped in
Surviving are his wife Jeane;
Mrs. Ed Lampen underwent baby, Hamilton.
orderly sequence, using grapes six children, Mrs. Lawrence
and fruit. They loved to carry (Joyce) Peck of Tinley Park,
111-; Bernard Stremler of Birbouquets, Mrs. Coleman said.

Jacob

Age

the children; two brothers. Simon
the Stremler of Muskegon and Herhomes. The tapestriesof Gothic man Stremler of Ganges; three
period show floral arrangements sisters.Mrs. Pearl Lamar of
placed in flasks and bottles. In Zeeland; Mrs. Martin Groenhof
Persia the rugs and tapestries of Zeeland and Mrs. Alberta
show neat rows of flowers, she Van Null of Waukazoo.

flowers

leave

until

Oct. 1, 1968, when he left
for Vietnam. A sister, Regina Ann Boster, is a student
at Holland High School.

were used in

churches but never in

238 West 17th St., and

was home on

Dryer

-

AtEbelink's

De

15-day furlough at the

as

were Gosselar and Bart Bartels, Muskegon Heights. The

Mrs. Marvin Kaper left Sunday to spend several days with
her daughter’s family, the
Charles Wiers of
Motte,

Sp/4
Charles Michael Boster, 20,
son of Mrs. Anna L. Gregg,

Tuesday. Firemen said

Fire in

vwrr

Gertrude Faber

Pastor Warren Burgess was
Sunday services
in Haven Reformed Church. At
Laryn Lohman. and Warren the morning service, Roger
Vander Kolk were received into Larson received the Secrament
the membership of the church of Baptism and was received
into the membership on confeson confession of their faith.
The topic at the RCYF meet- sion of faith.
The youth choir sang during
ing was “Gospel According to
Peanuts” and was in charge of the mprning service.The senior
Rita Steele, Dorothy Dubbink, choir sang two selectionsat the
Randy Busscher, Marva Lugtig- evening service with Jack Ten
Cate as cornet soloist.
heid, and Bob Tanis.
Following the evening service,
The Junior Girls’ League met
Monday evening for a “talent the last of two fellowship
evangelism meetings was held
night.
Miss GertrudeFaber
The Double Ring Club was at various homes ot the congrescheduled to tour St. Augus- gation. TTiese meetings were Christmas arrangementsshe has
tine Seminary Tuesday evening. arranged by the Evangelism created will be on Thursday
and Friday until 9 p.m. and on
Devotions were in charge of Committee of the church.
Saturday until 5:30 p.m.
An
all-church
swimming
party
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wuerfel.
Henry Rankens entered Hol- of Haven Church will be held Colorful dried arrangement
land Hospital last week Tues- Friday evening from 7:15 to and displayswill be shown along
8:15 at the West Ottawa High with gift ideas. The entire staff
day.
Mr. and Mrs. James Koops School pool.
at Ebelink’s will be on hand to
Haven Church has announced assist visitors in tips on arrangwill celebrate their golden
weding anniversarythis week taking on the sponsorship of the ing.
Friday at an open house in the Cub Scouts of the Hamilton Coffee and cookies will be
basement of the Hamilton Re- area. Institutionalrepresenta- served during the open house
formed Church from 7 to 10 p.m. tive will be John Billett.
hours. Ebelink’shave been
Jerry Johnson,who has been holding an annual open house
The following were elected to
the consistory of the Hamilton stationed with the U. S. Army each year for several years at
Reformed Church last week at Ft. Knox, Ky., is spending a this time.

—

b a c k s

.

Selected

The memberships of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nykamp.

IN VIETNAM-Army

Holland firemen extinguished
a fire in a clothes dryer in the
P. Ray Gemmen residence at
134 West 31st St., at 11:55 p.m.

Douse

and Mrs. Leo

Hamilton

Wednesday evening:Elders —
Francs Folkert, Harry Jipping,
and John Spaman; Deacons
Dale Lampen, Harold Peters,
and Arnold Yonker.
Mrs. Jacob Bultman remains

f

During the Greek era they mingham; Mrs. Roger (Lila)
had wreths and garlands in Terpstra of Holland; Harvey
rich patterns. They made for- Stremler of Muskegon; Miss
mal arrangements. In the Darla Stremler of Ann Arbor
Roman Age there was the clas- and Jack Stremler with the U.S.
sic influence. After 600 A.D. Army at Fort Knox; nine grand-

Charles Boster of Arlington,
Va., has been assigned to
the 5th Special Forces
(Green Beret) Group. 1st
Special Forces in Vietnam
as a radio operator. Spec.
Boster attended Washington
and Lee in Arlington, Va.,
before the family moved to
Holland. He entered the service in March 13, 1967. He

Later at the evening services at
the Wesleyan Church Pastor
Louis W. Ames spoke on, “Double Standards.”

Surviving are his wife, Jean;

two sons, Richard and Bruce
After the singing of “America”
by the student body, prayer was at home; four brothers, John

people gathered at the Diamond
Springs parsonage basement to
attend the shower honoring Mr.

juniors.

Locatis
were in East Lansing the past
Louise Phillippus, toys; Nina weekend visiting their sons,
Hill
Goldie Almgren, Gordon and Dan, both students
Christmas booth; Lenore Sut- at Michigan State University.
ton, food; Dorothy Wagner and
Mae Aubert, tickets, and Lu- Special nightly meetings will
be held in the Baptist Church
cille Bigard. publicity.
Nov. 17-22 with the Rev. LeonRefreshments will be served
ard Radtke, pastor of the Beathroughout the afternoonand
con Bible Church of Aurora,
evening.
Minn., as the speaker. The week
night services will begin at 7:30
p.m. The services on Sunday
will begin at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Pastor John Nieuwsma con- Bernard Nykamp. who is with
ducted the Sunday services in the U. S. Navy, is spendinga
21-day leave with his parents,
the Hamilton Reformed Church.
Mrs. Donald Woldring, Timothy
and Laura were received from
the Rose Park Reformed Church
of Holland;also the memberships of Mrs. John Nieuwsma
and Gary were received from
the Ebenezer Reformed Church
of Morrison, 111. Clare Heyboer,

1

Lound, Roger Schroeder of
Grand Haven and Jeff Chase
of Mona Shores.
All the members of the offen-

Open House

and

the two men who fought a
political battle against each

Diamond
Springs

ele-

quarterback, and h a

sive team are seniors with the
exception of Wilkens.
Chase of Mona Shores set a
VCC scoring record of 66 points
They are the parents of six
They have 24 grandchildren on 11 touchdowns, eclipsingthe
old mark of 54 set by Randy
children including Peter Dries- and three great-grandsons.
Rogers of Holland in 1966.
The defensive team was comsurgery last week Tuesday and
posed
of seven seniors and four
Fetes
is recuperating at Holland Hos-

phant; Harriet George, treasure
chest; Ann Miller, games; Del- pital.
ores Hall, baked goods and
Mr.
candy; Betty Coe, fancy goods;

remembersthat the blood of
hard Christ keeps on cleansing sin-

We

Francis

Members of the St. Francis
de Sales Church will hold their
annual fall festival Thursday,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Driesenga Sr.
Nov. 21, from 1 to 9 p.m. in
(de Vri*» photo)
the Holland Civic Center. Mrs.
Mr. end Mrs. Henry Driesen- 1 enga, Mrs. Harold (Fanny)
Jackie Zych is general chair- ga Sr, of route 1, Hudsonville, ! Kling«\ Mrs. John (Gertrude)
man of the event with the folDe Vries, Arend Driesenga, Mrs.
observed their 55th wedding
lowing committee working with
Lee (Grace) Dyke and Willard
anniversary Wednesday.
her:
Driesenga.

darkness are in constantconflict. When light appears the
darkness disappears. In the

are juniors while Wier-

East Grand Rapids, ends, Ver
Hoew and Roger Siegel, Mona
Shores, tackles, Nykamp and
Bob Shodack, Mona .Shores,
guards and Bob McKay, East
Grand Rapids, center.
The baclcfield is composed of
Roger Funkhouser, Mona Shores

Fall Festival

ance, superstitutionand sins of
HEALING THE WOUNDS
all kind. Now we either walk
President-electRichard Nixon in darkness and have no fellowstated all through his campaign ship with God or we walk in

if

center

sma is a senior.
The offensive all-VCC team
was Lance Wilkens,Muskegon
Heights and John Johnston,

Plans Annual

.

when and

Lamb and

Mike Wiersma. Glupker and

lies. The word light suggests
TERMS Or SUBSCRIPTION
One year. MOO; six months. splendorand glory and purity
$3.50; three months. $1.75: single and love and truth. Light recopy. 10c. U.S.A. and possessions
veals. God has revealed Himsubscriptions payable in advance

and will be promptly discontinued
not renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor
by reporting promptly any irregularity in delivery. Write or phone

receiv-

ed honorable mention. They
were quarterback Max Glupker,

Advertising

if

Gosselar, defensive

end.

said.

AT FT. BLISS— Pvt. Ray
Leos Jr., sou of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Leos Sr., 283 East
Ninth St., is taking AIT at
Ft. Bliss, Texas, after completing basic training at Ft.

Knox, Ky. His address is:
Pvt. Ray Leos Jr., Btry A,
1st Ad Tng Bn, (AW1, 1st
AIT BDE USATC, Ft. Bliss,
Texas, 79916.

In China the colors were Demands Examination
bright. Japanese arGRAND HAVEN - Edward
ranging shows the Chinese in- James Whipple, 19, of 810 Slayfluence and were sponsoredby ton St., Grand Haven, charged
the priests. Holland used strong with negligent homicide in the
colors massed in
graceful traffic death of Harry S. Pelleway.
'
grom, 83, here Saturday, deIn Colonial America there was manded examinationat his arlittle design and they used what- raignment before Judge Jacob
ever utensils were available Ponstein Tuesday and was regiving a primitive effect. Amer- leased on his own recognizance.
ican Garden Clubs were organ- Date for examination has not
ized after World War I.
been set.

warm and

SELECTED ALL-VCC -

These five Holland
High School football players were selected
Monday to the All-VpC team. They are (left
to right) Bob Ver Hoef, offensive tackle,
Rick Nykamp, offensive guard, Rick Berens,
defensive tackle, Gary Lound, offensivehalf-

back and Dave Gosselar,defensive end.
Three Holland players received honorable
mention. Max Glupker, quarterback,Larry
Lamb, offensiveend and Mike Wiersma offensive center.
(Sentinel photo)
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Local Court

at

ta

liCiffl

Upen House

Holland High

DAR

Citizen

Named

Processes

United Fund

for

1968

Goal Short
By

Miss Mary Waskerwitz,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Steven Wasketwitzof 72 West

Many Cases

#W

A

large number of persons
appeared in Holland Municipal
Court on a variety of charges

Final tabulation of pledges
20th St. was chosen Holland and contributionsto this
is fall's
High School’s DAR good citi- Greater Holland United FundRed Cross Campaign reveals
zen for 1968-69.
Miss Waskerwitz was nomin- that $160,578.86 has been raised
ated by the members of the in behalf of the 44 health,welsenior class on the basis of fare and medical research agendependability,service, leader- cies participatingin these funds
ship, and patriotism. She was for 1969.
The amount raised represents
then chosen by the entire faculan increase over last year’s toty on theoe safe qualities.
For winning,Miss Wasker- tal of 7.54 per cent; for an adwitz receiveda good citizens ditionalamount of $11,266over
pin from the sponsoring chap- the $149,312 raised in 1967.
ter of DAR, the Elizabeth With an increase of 12.8 per
Schuyl Hamilton Chapter.She cent over last year’s quota four
is now eligiblefor state com- of the seven divisions and 21 of
petition. If she should win she the 51 sections under the seven
divisionsexceededquotas.
Although the drive failed to
reach the 1968 campaign goal of
$168,424by 4.64 per cent, Char-

1

in recent days.

Donald E. Werley, 46, of 48
East 19th St., paid $84.10 on a
charge of driving under the influence of liquor, $10 on a no op-

erator’slicense charge and $10
on a right of way charge. Alleged offenses occurred Sept. 12.

Bernard L. Fosdick, 65, Fenn*
paid $94.10 on a charge of
driving under the influence of
intoxicants. The alleged offense
occurred Oct. 23.
ville,

Ronald L. Hayes, 27, of 666
Midway, paid $79.10 on a charge

les Kupsky, campaign chairhigh praise for the

of driving under the influence of

liquor reduced to driving while
ability visiblyimpaired by
liquor.The alleged offense occurred Sept. 22.

Pablo
164 Walnut, was sentencedto
s^rve 60 days on a charge of
(Pai
(Paul)
Martinez, 19, of

driving while license suspended
by the state. The alleged offense
occurred Oct. 24. Martinez also
was put on probation for two
years on a charge of minor in
possession, an offense which
also occurred Oct. 24. He must
pay $5 a month oversightfees.
Reford Kennedy, 35, of 405
West 20th St., was put on probation two years on a garbage
violation dating back to Sept. 11.
Conditions of the probation allow the probation officer or any
city health officialto inspect
conditions in and around the
house. It also requires Kennedy

$7,800

man had

UNDER PRESSURE - Hope

quarteitack

Groy Kaper (11) gets off a pass despite the
pressure from Chuck Drags (84). Kaper set
a Hope record for total yards passing in one
season, 1,203, breaking the old mark held by
Ron Schipper. Kaper’s two touchdown peases
also brought to 11 his total for the season,

tying the mark set by Harlan Hyink in 1963.
Kaper also added to his record for most completionsin one season which he set last week.
He concluded the season with 84 completions.
The old mark was 70 set by Sch pper in 1951.
Hope was defeated by the Eagles 54-13 and
conclude the season with a 4-5 record.
(Hope College photo)

Hope Ends

Ashland's front four, led by 250

pound tackle Mike Loury,

Year With

to

pour in on Kaper.

The

Three Cars

were

generousity of hundreds of individuals and firms and the untiring efforts of nearly 1,000
volunteer campaign workers in
establishingthis years record
increase of 7.54 per cent over
last year’s results.

Mr. and Mrs. Sigurd Mathieson
Mr. and Mrs. Sigurd Mathie married by the Rev. Henry
son of 220 North State St., Beltman. Mrs. Mathiesonis the
Zeeland, who celebratedtheir former Amy Huyser of Beaver40th wedding anniversaryOct. dam.
27, were guests of honor at a
They have two daughters,
surprise, open house last week Mrs. Arnold (Marilyn) NewFriday at the home of the Rev. man, missionary to Kenya, East
Africa, and Mrs. Thomas (Phyland Mrs. Tom Early.
Guests included the Adult lis) Early of Holland.
Bible Class and the Rev. and . They have three granddaughMrs. Dale Harris of the First ters, Cynthia and Crystal NewBaptist Church in Zeeland, and man and Karen Early and two
grandsons,Michael and Timrelativesand friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathieson were othy Early..

John Klein

Succumbs
ZEELAND-John

at 83
Klein, 83, of

route 3, Zeeland,formerly of
the most Hope has allowed since In
Hamilton, died Sunday morn1921 when Western Normal Uniing at the Beacon Light ConvaThree cars were involved in a
versity, now Western Michigan,
lescent Home in Marne, followMiss Mary Waskerwitz
crash at 4:40 p.m. Friday in
ing a lingering illness.
It took Ashland College 13 routed Hope, 65-0.
front of 130 East Lakewood
Lakewood; Russell and Wanda would receive a state pin and
He was a retiredfarmer and
seconds to set the pace for Hope
Coach Russ De Vette’s .FlyBlvd.
in
Holland
township.
DrivThompson, 182 East Seventh two ®*ries E bonds, one for a member of the Bciverdam
College’s football finale here ing Dutchmen concluded the
St.; Harvey Vanden
and the other for $50. The Reformed Church.
Saturday before a Parent’s Day season with a 4-5 record com- ers were John Vander Kolk Jr.,
Xrw\/\ m
«
•••til
Admitted to Holland Hospital ____
second
place winner
will re33, Hudson ville; Robert Troost,
route 2.
crowd of 3,500 fans.
Surviving are three daughters,
pared to last seasons 2-6 mark.
Friday
were
Debra
Bush,
5
ceive a $75 bond and the run- Mrs. Esther Boeve of Holland,
22, of 9168 Adams, Holland, and
Admitted Sunday were Mrs.
With
only five seniors on this
In
13
seconds
Dennis
Boyd
to use an approved garbage
Harvey Vander Wolde, 64, of North River Ave.; Harvey Louis Atwood, 122 West 26th ners up will receive a $25 bond. Mrs. Herman (Gladys)Becksfielded Dennis Stacey’s kickoff years squad Hope will have a
containerto store refuse.
Vanden Bosch, route 2; John
571 Lake St. Holland.
Miss Waskerwitz is present- voort of East Saugatuck and
St.; Rachel Hopkins, 491 West
sound nucleus to build around
Robert Skatez, 28, of 239 East end raced 90 yards up the north
De Witt, 460 Elm St.; Wanda
seniof class treasurer, Mrs. Stanley (Juliet) Posma of
Ottawa
Sheriff’s
officers
said
10th
St.;
Mrs.
Warren
Diekenext
season.
Ninth St., was sentenced to sidelinesto quickly thrust Ashand
Russell Thompson, 1S2
human
relations chairman,
the east bound Vander Kolk car
ma, 455 168th Ave.; Jack Mev— ..... — Zeeland; five sons, Dennis ot
Hope
land into a one touchdown marserve 15 days on a no operator’s
East Seventh St.; Cora Petroeler,
509
Graafschap
Rd.;
Julius
GAA
I*?!*”
, secretary treas- East Saugatuck, Harold of Allewas
waiting
for
a
car
completgin.
Ends:
Bekkering.
Thomas,
license charge. Another 30 days
je, 231 West 14th St.; Mabel
Tucker. Hamilton;
Hamilton: William urer ^ Athletic Sisters, a mem- gan, Stanley of Hamilton, Waling a turn when struck in the
Tucker,
Hope, apparentlyundaunted Lamer. Roedvoets,Raterink
were suspended.
Cash, 444 Rose Park Dr.; Mrs.
rear
by
the
Troost
car.
The
imVenhuiezn, 730 Harrison; Al- ber of the National Honor Soc- lace of Overisel and Harvey of
by
this, drove 59 yards in four
Tackles:
Rycenga,
B
e
r
e
n
s,
Rebecca J. Schaub, 21, of 113
Roger Tubbergen, 405 James;
pact sent the Troost car across
bert C. Hendrickson,Grand iety and student council, busi- Hamilton;29 grandchildren; 36
West 16th St. was sentenced to plays to tie the score at 7:15 of Van Tubergen,Swierenga, D<nHarry Aalderink Dr., 74 East
the
centerline
into
the
oncoming
Haven; Linda Mokma, 184 East ness manager of the Boomer- great - grandchildren; several
the first quarter. The last two keloo, Pruim, Stacey, D. Tru
serve three days in pail in de
21st St.; Willis Wolters, 3056
car driven by Vander Wolde.
Seventh St.; Felipe Almanza, ang, crew member of the sen- nieces and nephews.
plays
were
passes, one of 44 man
fault of a $13 fine on a careless
Scotch Dr.; Minnie Kuypers,
ior play, secretary of the Holyards to Rich Frank and the
Vander Kolk was taken to Hol- 2000 Scotch Dr.; Robert Bos, 204 West Ninth St.; Mrs. John
Guards: Otte, Hondorp, Nadoldriving charge. The alleged ofHaakma, Hamilton; Albert land Junior Tennis Club, a Zeeland Hospital Births
15-yard
scoring
strike to Bill sky, Leismer, Hinga, Heustis, land Hospital for x-rays for neck
fense took place Sept. 11.
607 Harrington.
member of the inter-citytenTimmer, 105 Cambridge.
injuries. Carol Troost, 21, a pasAlex Pena, 17, of 308 West Bekkering,both passes tossed Schaefer, J. Reed
Discharged Friday were
nis team and a senior repre- Include Twin Daughters
Discharged
Sunday
were
Mrs.
by Groy Kaper.
senger in the Troost car, also
Center: De Horn, Hahn
12th St., was put on probation
Douglas Vruggink, 637 Main,
sentative for the 1968 homeAshland took the lead for good
Twin daughters, Joanne Leigh
Backs: Kaper, Haveman, was taken to the hospital for x- Zeeland; Mrs. John Damber, Forest Fowler and baby, 333
two years on a disorderly-intoxcoming court.
East
Lakewood;
Mrs.
Carlos
on a 34-yard scramble out of Bowles, Stillman, Bont, W. Reed, rays. Deputies are investigating.
and Susan, were born to Mr.
icated charge. Probation condiroute
1;
Rosalinda
Espinoza, Castillo and baby, 250 East 11th
Miss Waskerwitz Is a mem- and Mrs. Bernard Laarman,
the pocket by quarterback Mike Rumohr, Frank, Bosscher, Ras
tions require $31.60 fine and
182 Reed; Mrs. Melvin Dillin, St.; Mrs. Fritz Kliphuis and ber of the St. Francis de Sales
Healy.
16677 Blair St., West Olive, on
mussen,
Schaap,
Nelson,
Tilma,
costs, $5 a month oversightfees,
10471 Paw Paw Dr.; Mrs. Paul baby, Holland; Mrs. Michael Church.
Ashland hit the scoreboard two Haverdink, Constant,Ducharme. Trinity
Monday in Zeeland Community
and he must remain employed.
Hamlin and baby, 691 Golden- Baker and baby, 43 South Jefmore times before halftime.
Hospital.
Colder.
Marcelino Sedillo Marquez, 31,
rod; Mrs. Joseph Gutierrez, 51 ferson, Zeeland; Joanne Vander
The first followed a pass inA sonn, Brian Dale, was born
H
A Fellowship
of 352 East Fifth St., paid $31.60
Injuries
West 17th St.; Mrs. William Wilk, 34 East 14th St.; Clara
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
23
an a disorderly • intoxicated terception by Ed Schaaf with First downs ........ 14
Van Dragt, 633 West 21st St.; Tenckinck, 734 East Eighth St.;
Mike Norman scoring on a one- Yards rushing ..... 75 284 Schedules Fair
Brower, route 3, Holland.
charge.
Henry Poll, 353 East Sixth St.; Mrs. Baltazar Beltran, 91 East Prove Fatal for
yard plunge to cap a 51-yard Yards passing ..... 240 211
A son, Mark Allen, was born
Clemente Santos Jr., 22, of
The Fellowship Aid of Trinity Mrs. Duane Fredekind and Ninth St.; Albert Spykerman,
drive.
today
to Mr. and Mrs. George
Lost
Att.
to
Pass
...
48
0
1294 West 32nd St., paid $98.10
Retired
1426 Lakewood Blvd.
Midway in the second quarter Total yards ........257 495 Reformed Church will hold an baby, Hamilton.
Van Der Kooi, route 3, Zeeland.
on a charge of driving under the
old-fashionedbazaar on Friday,
Admitted Saturday were
Chris Cox intercepted a Kaper Passes attempted .. 37
21
influence of liquor, the offense
GRAND HAVEN - Harry G.
Nov.' 22 at the Woman’s Liter- Charles Kirk, 111 East 14th St.;
pass and the Eagles went 67 Passes completed
15
11
dating back to Sept. 1. He also
Deputies
Pellegrom
83, a retired farmer
ary
Club.
Henry Charles White III, West
yards to score on a 12-yard run Passes intercepted
1
4
paid a $25 fine and $6.60 costs
living at 16398 Hayes Rd., Grand
Olive;
Mrs.
Mynard
Koetje,
by Dave Gray. The big play in Fumbles .............8
Many
handmade
. items have
6
on a disorderly - trespassing
Haven, was fatally
ilh injured in a
559 Riley; Harold Bennett, Fine for
the drive was a 48-yard pass Fumbles lost ....... 3
5 been made, including aprons,
charge dated Oct. 12. He also
two-car collision at 2:15 p.m.
play from second string quarter- Punts ............... 8-231 3-122 mittens and slippers and many 272% West 10th St.; Margo
forfeited a $25 bond on the latSaturday at Beech Tree St. and
Trash Along
back Ron Lab to Bill Seder.
Penalties ........... 53 56 Christmas articles.There will Moser, 14669 Blair St.; Richard
ter charge.
Robbins Rd. It was Grand HaClapp,
563
West
20th
St.
Lab entered the game followalso be a table of good white
Lino Lopez, 39, of 304 West
Ottawa county sheriff’s depu- ven city’s third fatality this
ing a knee injurv which Healy
elephants. Lunch will be served
Discharged
Saturday
were
14th St., was put on probation
incurred
rred on a rollout
roui
run.
all day starting at 9:30 a.m. Debra Bush, 5 North River; ties today reminded area resi- year and the 33rd for Ottawa
Rev.
for two years on a charge of ascounty.
Lab and third string quarterPigs-in-blanket, pies and cookies Mrs. John Bussies, route 5; dents that dumping rubbish and
sault and battery dating back to
The crash occurred when a
will be availableall day. At noon Mabel Cash, 444 Rose Park
back Jeff Williams certainty
to
trash along roadways carries a
Oct. 6. He must pay monthly
car driven by Edward James
didn’t hinder the Eagle’s attack
they will serve soups, barbe- Dr.; Mrs. Keith De Kraker fine of up to $100.
oversight fees of $5.
Whipple, 19, Grand Haven, headas they connectedon 10 of 17
ques, pigs and sandwiches along and baby, 244%-- East Main,
Deputies, who said they are
Douglas P. Maatman, 17, of
ed west on Robbins Rd. struck
passes for 204 yards and three
with coffee, milk, chocolate milk Zeeland;Mrs. Jack De Groot, out to enforce the restriction,
322 Columbia Ave., was put on
the southbound Pellegrom car
The Rev. L. V. Azariah, and orange juice.
touchdowns.
route 2; Mrs. John Holuber, said they received four such
probationfor a year on a
Kaper threw well for Hope Indian pastor who at present
Mrs. George Glupker is presi- South Haven; Mrs. Buford rubbish complaints on Monday broadside. The impact threw
charge of not carrying required
when given adequate protection, is studying at Western Theologi- dent and chairman.Mrs. Hollis Kelch, 8114 Riley, Zeeland; alone. They said these com- Pellegrom 's wife, Iva, 65, out of
helmets on motorcycle. He must
but he also got thrown for lasNorthuis and Mrs. Russell Huv- Yvonne Maldonado, Hamilton; plaints have been on the increase the vehicle. Forrest Gardner,
pay $5 a month oversight fees.
cal Seminary for his master’s ser are in charge of the hand22, Grand Haven, a passenger
ses totaling 48 yards and all h's
Scott Me Callum, 16 East 17th since the new county refuse
Richard Straight, 39, of 325
in the Whipple car, also was
degree,
addressed
members
of
made articles. Mrs. Henry De St.; Margaret Rankens, Hamil- area opened in October.
interceptionsoccurred when he
West 48th St., paid $12 on a
thrown from the car.
threw hurriedly to avoid a the Sixth Reformed Church Weert and Mrs. John Vande ton; Mrs. Robert Ramos and
Residentswere warned that
charge of no insuranceon vePellegrom was taken by amstrong rush.
Guild for Christian Service Wege are chairmen of the serv- baby, 251 Washington Ave.; a closed disposalcenter does not bulance to North Ottawa Comhicle. A 10-day jail sentence was
ing.
Ashland added to their 28-7
Mrs. Ernest Smith, 93 West permit dumping along the roads.
Tuesday evening.
suspendedon condition no furmunity Hospital in Grand Havhalftime lead the first time they
The Southwest Ottawa County en and immediatelytransferred
ther violations.He also paid
He told about his work in the
controlledthe ball in the second
Refuse Disposal Center located to Hackley Hospital in Muske
$12 on a charge of improper
half by marching 51 yards in southern part of India. Special
at 2805 160th Ave., Park townregistrationplates.
gon where he died an hour later
seven plays with Gray tallying music was a solo by Mrs. Sjdship, is open Monday through
Others appearing were Donna
of chest injuries.
via Diepenhorst accompanied
on a 19-yard run.
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
M. Kotyk, Ann Arbor, careless
Mrs. Pellegromwho received
by
Mrs.
Pat
Weatherwax.
DeOn the ensuing kickoff Ashdrive*
and on Saturday from 8 a.m. to
driving, $22; Lillie Anna King,
a slight concussion was admitland recovereda Hope fumble votions were conducted by Mrs.
noon.
Fennville, improper turn, $12;
ted to North Ottawa Hospital
and drove 38 yards to score on William Johnston and Mrs.
The disposal center is under and Gardner was released after
Robert B. Hutson, Blanchard,
an 18-yard pass from Lab to Richard Bouws was in charge
the jurisdictionof the Ottawa
Mich., speeding, $22; Daniel
treatment in the hospital.
of the business meeting.
Bob DiFranco.
County Road Commission.
Gulbronsen, Kalamazoo,careless
Grand Haven city police said
Ashland scored their 20th Mrs. Dale Moes conducted
driving, $15; Maynard Batjes,of
Whipple was unable to stop for
point of the quarter after a bad the installation service for new
Msgr. Michael Beahan
23 West 17th St., careless driva stop sign and his car continsnap on an attempted punt gave officers including Mrs. Henry
ing, $25 fine end $22.60 costs.
ued into the intersection.OffiSpeaks at St. Francis
the Eagles the ball on the Hope A. Mouw, president; Mrs. Boyd
Jack Redder, of 440 Huizenga,
cers were to confer with Prose20.
De Boer, vice president; Mrs.
Zeeland, failure to stop before
St. Francis de Sales held its cutor James W. Bussard on posThe score came on a 17-yard Gordon Pippel, secretary; Mrs.
entering road, $12; James H.
second Home and School Meet- sible charges.
pass from Williams to Boyd to Hazel Steggerda, treasurer;
Symington, of’ 77 West 10th St.,
ing of the year Thursday eveThe victim was born iq Grand
up the margin to 48-7.
Mrs. Charles Nivison, assistant
assured clear distance,$10; Paul
ning.
President
James
Weber
Haven
township and lived in the
Ashland scored their final secretary and treasurer.
Kroll, of 457 136th Ave., excesofficiatedat the meeting with area all his life. He was fortouchdown with 7:33 remaining
Also installed were Mrs. Ted
sive noise, $7; Dora Fuglseth, of
Rt. Rev. Monsignor J. A. Mo- merly a rural mail carrier, a
on the clock when Williams hit Aalderink, spritual life secre86 West 17th St., improper backleski pastor at St. Francis lead former township trustee and
Jay Hoover for 32 yards.
tary; Mrs. De Boer, education
ing, $10.
ing the opening prayer.
justiceof the peace.
With 1:53 left Kaper hit Harry secretary; Mrs. Robert OverAGENT
John A. Johnson, Grand RaAGENT
Guest speaker for the evening
Survivingare the wife, the
Rumohr for a 51-yerd score way, organizationsecretary;
pids, right of way, $10; Randall
was
Monsignor
Michael Beahan former Iva Badge; two sisters,
bringing the final tally to 54-13.
Ytvr State Farm
Yawr Slat# Fan*
Mrs. Marinus Meurer and Mrs.
Zomermaand, of 397 Fifth Ave.,
from the television program Mrs. William Beekman of Grand
The pass enabled Kaper to Maurice Overway, co service
family inauranc*
family inauriMa
speeding, $12; Vernon Geurink,
"Fifteen With Father.” Monsig- Haven township and Mrs. Lyma"
break the season record for most secretaries.
man
man
of 1581 South Washington, speednor’s talk was entitled "Its A Putnam of Holmes Beach, Fla
yardage passing.
Hostesses were the Mesdames
ing, $12; Philip H. Peterson, of
Cockeyed
World.”
He
spo'-e
In completing 13 of 32 passes Helen Bosnia, Louis Dalman
PHONES
120 Birchwooo, speeding, $17;
about the changing generation Car Hits Rail
for 227 yards he upped his sea- John Weerstra.
Max Suzenaar, of 631 West 30th
and the fantasticage we live in
GRAND
HAVEN
George
396-8294
and 392-8133
sons statistics to 84 completions
Mrs. Aalderink gave the closSt., assured clear distance,$10;
and its effects and change on us. Hornby, 31, Grand Haven, rein 161 attempts for 1,203 yards ing thought.
Duane Loom an, of 339 West
24 East 9th St.
The closing prayer was given ceived slight injurieswhen his
and 11 touchdowns.
SEVEN POINTER TAKEN— Melvin Timmer, Route 1, West by Rev. Francis Murphy associ- car ran off US-31 just north of
38th St., excessive noise, $7.
The 1,203 yards passing breaks
Autheriiod Rtpriaantativaa
Olive, is shown with the seven point buck he shot with bow
Hermina Eisen, Allendale, a 1951 record of Ron Schipper, PT A Council Officers
ate pastor. Coffee and dessert Van Wagoner Rd. in Spring
and
arrow
near
West
Olive Saturday afternoon. "The buck
right of way, $10; David L. Rywas
hosted
for
the
evening
by
Lake townshipat 1:30 a m. towho is now the head football Meet Held at E.E. Fell
weighs about 150 pounds,” Timmer said. (Sentinelphoto)
zenga, route 3, excessive noise,
the sixth grade mothers.
day and hit a guard rail. He told
coach at Central College in PelMutual AutomobileInaunnca Ca
$7; Billy K. Kennedy, of 112
A PTA Council meeting fo:
slate police he had been driving
la, la. His 84 completions adds
Homo Oftica: Bloomington,
Illinois
West Ninth St., careless driving, to tho record he set last weeiT 3,1 officers of the Holland pUba long time and probably fell
state Farm It ail you need
$12; Jacob R. Scholten, Grand
1 He schools was held Thurs-|
asleep. He was to seek his own
breaking the old mark of 70 held
to know about iMuranoc.
treatment.
Rapids, speeding, $17; Betty previously by Schipper. And the day at E.E. Fell Junior High
54 points of Ashland
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Hamlin, of 756 Saunders, speed11 touchdown passes ties the
Evelyn Mobley, of 294 mark set by Harlan Hyink in
East 11th St., speeding,$17; 1963.
Paul H. Ramsey, of 547 College
Junior end Bill Bekkering
Ave., assured clear distance, caught four passes Saturday to
$10.
add to the record he set the
Richard De Neff, of 955 Blueweek before. His total receptions
bell, right of ways, $12; Mary
for the year were 37 eclipsing
Tobias, of 84 West 29th St., failthe old mark of 31 set by Jon

ing, $12;

ure to signal properly,$10; Schoon in 1962.
Harold T. Engelsman, of 540
Kaper, who had
College Ave., careless driving,
$17; Judith A. Phillips, of 24
RiverhillsDr., careless driving,
$17; Jekabe Strautkalns; Kalamazoo, right of way, $10.
Hannah Jipping, of 125 East
25th St., speeding, $17; Brenda
Kay Richardson, route 1, speeding, $17; Suzanne Mears, of 257
Mae Rose Ave., careless driving, $31.10; Gary Van Oosterhout, of 126 River Hills Dr, excessive noise, $7; Kenneth Brad-

School. Schools

represented

were Holland Heights, Longfellow, Montello Park, Maple
wood, Van Raalte and Washington.

THE BIG

It was announcedthat the
film "Girl to Woman” will be

shown Nov. 26 in Civic Cer.
ter and the film "Boy to Man”
will be shown Dec. 17.

only

of license plate,

Whan

tha final ballot it rt-

cordod,it it baliavod a now, ragiitaradvetar

:

1

over

and

perhaps revise its
stop constitutionevery three years;

East 13th St.,
sign, $37 suspended, traffic end that members inform
school; Anthony Ten Harmsel. of themselves on the teachers’
288 West 19th St., improper use contract and the raanuel of
sell, of 119

DUTCHMAN SALUTES

AREA VOTERS

Eleanor Olsson explained
suffered
e"p‘a‘n®a
eight interceptionsin 129 at- how tl* PTA e,ects two offi*
cers each year creating an
tempts going into the game, had
overlap of officers and varfour picked off by Ashland.
ious schools suggested that
The main reason was the fact
each school send a representathat Hope didn’t establish a
tive
to the monthly board
rushing game which allowed
meetings; that each unit go

-

Hats Off!

$7.

I

policies.

participationracord will ba aat in tha Holland arta.

ZEELAND NINTH GRADE-The Zeeland
ninth grade footballteam, coached by John

Blum and Steve Piersma, compiled a 3-4-1
season record and a 3-1-1 league record. Team
members were: First row (left to right) Jim
Brandt, Dennis Graveling, James Lamberts,
Dave Kraai, Jack Brummel, Chuck Jannsen,
Rod Brinks, Ken Dozeman, Larry Hudson

Thii axcaptionallyhigh volar turnout givaa additional

and Gary Bos. Second row: Ken De Bruyn,
manager, Fred Lewis, John Bouwens, Kent
Engle, Joe Zylstra,Jeff Flaherty, Tom Dekker, Jerry Huisonga, Earl Teague and Dave
Stob. Third row: Coach Piersma,Tom Baar,
Robert Johnson, Richard Brinks, Robert Den
Herder, Larry Slagh, Scott Zuverink,Rene
Rios and coach

Blum.

•trongthto our Amarican way of Ufa.

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS, INC.
General Offices, Holland, Michigan

(Sentinelphoto)
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Dutch End
Council

Season With

Mark

5-3-1
Before

a

14,

1968

Has

25-Minute

small crowd here

Friday night Holland and God-

win fought to a 7-7

Meeting

tie in the

season finale for both squads.

The game, played on a

muddy

field left

In a 25-minute meeting Thursnight, City Council conducted two public hearings, pro-

cold,

day

both teams

with 5-3-1 season records.

cessed considerable routine business, approved plans for estab-

Godwin received the opening

a

play.

lishing
parking violations
bureau and heard first reading
on a new personnel ordinance
for the city of Holland. Second
hearing and passage are scheduled for the next meeting.

This was Godwin’s deepest
penetrationof the first half
while the Dutch could advance
no further than Godwin’s 42

Council met Thursday night
instead of Wednesday night because of work associated with
the general election Tuesday.

yard line.

The proposed personnel ordinance sets forth policiesof the
city for all its classifiedemployes, in cooperation with the

kickoff

and marched from their

own 29 yard line to the Dutch
21 where the Wolverineswere
stopped on

a

fourth and four

In the first half Holland totaled 30 yards offensivelywhile
Godwin gained just 66.

Both defenses played good
hard nosed football and gave
the offenses little chance for a

time from a physical fitness routine practice
session to pose for this picture. They ere (left
to right in front row) Kristi Wise, Pam Halten-

Weimersten, Pat Bos, Sally Van Ommen,
Sandy Vandenbrink, Lynnae Riemersma,Mary
Kuna and Melody Hull. Physical fitness is one
of the three categories that will be judged
during the formal* public pageant to be staged
in Holland High School Auditorium on Nov. 3.
They are also judged in talent competitionand
poise and appearancefor which they appear
in evening
(Essenberg photo)

gown.

IS Contestants to Seek

game.
Late in the quarter Holland

Junior Miss Crown, Sash

ained control of the ball after

a Godwin

senior
high school girls who are contestants in the
Jaycee’s annual Junior Miss Pageant take

various boards of the city. The
haff, Claudia Unruh, Becky Serr, Linda Hein,
ordinance spells out procedures
Donna Feddick and Sue David. In the second
of personnel policies, with implerow (left to right) are Barb Rackes, Sheri
mentation to be carried out without regard to race, color, sex,
political or religious applications
of employes involved. Various
rules may be incorporated later.
The parking violations bureau
aproved by Council will be under
the supervision and control of
Fifteen Holland area senior of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Riemthe police cheif after Jan. 1 high school girls will be vying ersma of 287 Maerose Ave.

scoring opportunity.
The third quarter began just
as the first half had ended, with
the defenses controlling the

ailing

JUNIOR MISS HOPEFULS - These 15

drive at the

Dutch 23.
In nine plays Holland covered
the 77 yards with Max Glupker
running for 22 yards and pass
ing for 38 in the drive.

Miss Joyce
To

Bredeweg

Wed Gary Verseput

The engagement of

Miss

Joyce Bredeweg to Gary Verseput has been announced by
her mother.

municipal and justice for the 1968-69 Junior Miss
Becky Serr, daughterof Mr.
Miss Bredeweg is the daughcourts will be replaced by new crown and sash when they ap- and Mrs. Carlyle Serr of 693
ter
of Mrs. Joe Bredeweg of
districtcourts for which three pear in formal competition Nov. Concord Dr.
Jamestown and the late Mr.
Judge^ were elected in Tues- 30.
Claudia Unruh, daughter of
The touchdown came with
day’s general election. The new
The pageant is the third an Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Unruh Bredeweg and the groom-elect
1:21 left in the quarter on a
act al ows for a parking viola- nual such pageant sponsored by
of 354 Maple Ave.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
28 yard pass from Glupker to
tions bureau to be established the Holland Jaycees who are
PASS
COMPLETION—
West
Ottawa
flanker
The
Panther
victory
enabled
West
Ottawa
to
Fritz Steininger.Bernie RosenSally Vandenbrink,daughter Nelson Verseput of Jenison.
for handling alleged parking assisted by the Jaycee AuxiliaryTom Kruithof (43' latcheson to o Jim Visser conclude the season with a 6-3 record the
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vandendahl converted and Holland led
Miss Bredeweg is a Septemviolations
within the city of Hol- in the project.
aerial
at
the
West
Ottawa
field
Friday
night,
same as Zeeland. West Ottawa, which finished
7-0.
brink of 406 North 120th Ave.
Competing
in this year’s conland.
Persons
may
have
such
ber
graduate of Grand Rapids
in the Panthers 19-13 victory over Zeeland.
3-3 in the O-K League Red Division,won all
Sally Van Omen, daughter of
Following the kickoff Godwin
test to succeed reigning Junior
violations
processed
before
a
Junior
College Practical NursZeeland defenderBob Lamer makes a midtheir non-conference games and enjoyed their
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Van Omen cf
struck back moving 57 yards in
Miss Cheryl Artz are the folcourt
if they so desire.
air
tackle
but
cen
t
prevent
the
completion.
finest season in history.
87 Sunrise Dr.
ing program and her fiance is
16 plays for the score.
The ordinance provides that lowing:
Sheryn Wennersten,daughter second lieutenantwith the army
There were two key plays in
Pat
Bos,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
all parking violations other than
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin W. Wenthe drive. The first was a
finest season in the schools ter and Lisa Emelander, Maryin Korea.
overtime parking at a metered Mrs. Harold Bos of 871 Shady nersten of 340 152nd Ave.
fourth and eleven situationon
eight years, of football action. Pyle, Mark Schipper, Dan BarBrook
Dr.
parking space will be $1. Metthe Dutch 32. Quarterback Jose
.Statistics:
on
*“ and
'“J Judy Voss formed
J a* tered parking violationscall for Sue David, daughter of Mr. Kristi Kae Wise, daughterof Couple to Celebrate
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Wise of
Hernandez hit Kenn Rosek for
panel
on
Wednesday
evening
at
WO
Z
50 cents to be paid within 24 and Mrs. Earl H. David of 940 (*& Lugers Rd.
57th Anniversary
a 17 yard gain to keep the drive
the Intermediate C.E. meeting
144th Ave.
First Downs
4
19
hours of issuance, or $1 thereAll of the girls are 17 years
alive.
of First Reformed Church.
Donna Feddick, daughter of
after.
Mr. and Mrs. William GoorYards Rushing
30
180
old. They will be judged on
Then with fourth and three
Mrs. Newhouse was the Bible
Mr. and Mrs. James Fiddick of
Three
communications
from
scholasticability, poise and ap- man, 228 West WashingtonSt.,
from Holland’s eight, Hernandez
Yards Passing
188
no Study leader on Thursday af1557 Harding St.
the Liquor Control Commission
pearance, talent and a physical Zeeland, observed their 57th
368
140 ternoon for members of the
rolled left and behind a beautiThe West Ottawa football Total Yards
Pam Haltenhaff, daughter of
wedding anniversary Friday.
(requesting
council
action
were
fitness category.
30
16 Ladies Aid of the church.
ful block by Gary Harmsen team closed out its season with j,asses Attempted
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haltenquiet family supper will
referred
to
the
city
manager
The
pageant
will
be
staged
in
4
15
moved to the Holland four for
The Cum Dubl Sunday School
haff of 314 168th Ave.
be held at the Eten House Satfor study and report. One is
Holland
High
School
Auditorium
the first down.
1
. victory or the Zee, and
Class of First Reformed enjoyed
V 1
Linda Hein, daughter of Mr.
from Ward Hansen for a new
on Nov. 30 under the direction urday which is also Mr. Goor4
1 a dinner at Jack’s Restaurant
Two plays later, with 7:02 left before a home crowd Friday Fumbles
and Mrs. Donald Hein of 171
SDM
license
to
be
located
at
of Mrs. Gregory H. Stevenson. man's 86th birthday annivernight.
The
win
gave
the
PanthFumbles
Lost
0
2
In the fourth quarter, Hernanon Thursday evening, Nov. 7.
East 37th St.
sary.
3-72 9-273
dez plowed into the end zone. ers their most successful foot- Punts
The Rev. Harvey Hoekstra, 20 West Eighth St.; another Melody Hull, daughter of Mr. Richard O’Conner is Jaycee
general
pageant
chairman
and
from
Harry
C.
Graham
Jr.
for
The couple has seven chil45
50 stationed in Ethiopiawith his
Godwin ran the extra point and ball season in the school’s Penalties
and Mrs. Bobbie B. Hull of 282 Mrs. Paul Schrotenboer is Jay- dren, 24 grandchildren and 25
a
new
SDM
license
to
be
locatEnds
—
Overway,
Shuster,
history.
succeeded on an off tackle belly
family, will be celebrating his
Greenwood Dr.
cee Auxiliary chairman.
great-grandchildren.
play by John Lamancusa.
The team was led by Jim Van Wieren.
birthday on Nov. 20. His address ed at 102 South River Ave., and
Mary
Kuna, daughterof Mr.
the
third
from
Mini
•
Stores
Tackles
—
De
Vree,
Mitchell,
is American Mission, Box 1111,
Holland moved to the Godwin Visser on offense and Dennis
Inc. to transfer ownership of and Mrs. Steven Kuna of 1886
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
45 and with five minutes re- Wilson, who led the team with Achterhof, Brand
the
1968 SDM licensed business Lake St.
Guards
—
Wilson,
Jacques,
Mrs. Donald De Free is in the
maining gambled on a fourth seven tackles, on defense.
Barbara Rackes, daughterof
Holland Hospital where she has from Carl Jordon located at 220
and one play. The Dutch at- Visser’s passing accounted for Kamphuis.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Rackes ot
West Eighth St.
Centers — Comport, Vohlonen undergone surgery.
tempted a dive by Gary bound, two Panther touchdowns and
Visser, Dalman,
The address of serviceman A letter from Dwight D. Fer- Warm Friend Apartments.
a play that had averaged six set up a third as West Ottawa Backs
yards a try throughout the gained 188 yards through the Kruithof, Zommermaand, Olth- John Hofman is Pvt. John Hof- ris, CPA conducting the post Lynnae Riemersma, daughter
off.
air.
man. US54979908, Co. P (Sta. audit for the city, commenting
game, but Godwin held.
Erd) 2nd Bn., QMS Bde-Class on certain practices and proThe Panthers received
Neither team threatened the
William Vande Water.
»
69-3, Fort Lee, Va. 23801
cedures noted in the course of
remainderof the game as Hol- opening kickoffon their 48 yard
Claims against the city by
Mrs. Henry Kuipers is a pa- the annual audit, was referred
fi
land got the ball once more on line and drove down to Zee- '//)/) I
Dr.
J. B. Kearney, Roger J.
land’s 13 yard line. This was
tient in the Zeeland Hospital.
to the city manager for study
their own five with 4:01 left.
Kole, George Oetman and Beatthe
deepest
penetration
for
and
report.
The Dutch controlledthe ball
ServicemanRoss De Witte has
rice Van Donkelaarwere referCouncil granted permission to
until the final gun thus capping either team in the first half as o new address. It is now Pvt. Holland Golden Agers
red to the city’s insurance carthe
game
was
dominated
by
a
the SalvationArmy to solicit
the season.
Ross De Witte, U.S. 54987402, Hold Regular Potluck
rier.
tough
defense.
funds
on
local
streets
from
Kempker noted after the
Co. C, 1st Bn. 3rd AIT -DTK,
Certificationswere confirmed
West Ottawa tried two field Fort Polk, La. 71459.
game, “we didn’t come through
The Holland Golden Agers Nov- 29 ^ Dec- 24 and to place for Councilman Dyk, Holland
goals
but
each
was
no
good
as
Henry De Witte submittedto held their potluck dinner Wed- a tree of lights on the sidewalk
in two or three key situations,”
Litho enginering department. $7,
In reference to the Godwin the Panthers tried desperately surgery last Tuesday at Butter- nesday noon in the Salvation in front of 25 West Eighth St.
and Councilman Smith, Wade
to
put
some
points
on
the
scoreworth Hospital.
touchdowndrive.
Army Citadel with 147 members Unanimous approval was
Drug Co., police department,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Blauvv- and seven guests present.
However, Kempker felt “it board before the half. The first
given a request of Jason Roels
$2.70.
half
ended
with
the
score
knot- kamp celebrated their 58th wedwas a good hard football game.
The meeting was opened with for a fire districtvarianceto
Council approved a recomding anniversary on Oct. 2.
I thought Gosselar played a ted at 0-0.
prayer by Major Truman Rob- construct a canopy on the buildThe statistics showed the The new address of service- inson of Russville, Ind. Leon- ing located at 752 Michigan mendation eliminating parking
whale of a game both offensiveon the west side of Lugers Rd.
ly and defensively.We had story for Zeeland os they were man Jim Otte is Pvt. James H. ard Kamcraad gave the report Ave. No objections were voiced
AT CONFERENCE— Using coffee break to catch up on quesfrom 32nd St. north along Lakeunable to gain any first downs. Otte, US54989453, D-ll-34th
some fine efforts from some of
on the sick and shut-ins and at the public hearing.
tions regarding employe attitude survey discussed at Midview
school property. The “no
The
Panthers piled up nine first Platoon, Fort Knox, Ky. 40121.
our guys.”
At the other public hearing,
the Rev. Henry Mouw of Sixth
west Scanlon Associates conference ere (left to right) John
parking” had been in effect on
downs
but
were
hampered
by
Area
residents
are
invited
to
Kempker added, “This team
Reformed Church led the devo- Council granted permissionto
Krause, member of the conference program committee;Dr.
fumbles.
a
temporary
basis.
attend a Patriotic Hymnsing at tions.
(Godwin) did nothing we didn’t
Vogelzang Hardware Co. to enJohn Wakeley of Michigan State research team; Robert
The
Panthers
opened
the the Calvin KnollcrestFieldhouse
Council
approved
a
recomexpect from them. They're agMrs. Albert Kaper gave two close an area at the rear of 68
scoring early in the third quar- of Grand Rapids on Sunday,
Clark, general advisory, board representative of Wolverine
mendation of the city manager
gressive.”
readings and Brig, and Mrs. East Eighth St., providing: (1)
ter. QuarterbackVisser hit Dec. 1, at 9 p.m.
to accept title to the unimprov- World Wide; Dale Verbeek, e screening committeemember;
Holland concluded the season
, .. Stanley Hook sang three duets. Constructionis completely of
halfback Tom Kruithof on a
Richard Ruch, new president of Midwest Scanlon Associates.
Mrs. John Witteveensubmit- Major Robinson then spoke on noncombustiblematerials: (2) ed portion of Tower Clock
with a tie for the VCC cham20-yard touchdown pass. Darryl
ted to surgery last Tuesday at his work in the Salvation Army. Certain wall openings are clos- building property’ owned by
pionship following Muskegon
Mitchell kicked the extra point the Holland Hospital.
Mona Shores’ 35-13 triumph
It was announced that the ed with masonry: (3) Items of Unity Lodge Masonic Temple
putting the Panthers ahead 7-0. , Children in the local public
over Grandville Friday night
Greater Holland Community storage are limited to noncom- Associationin exchange for payKempker, who was assisted On the next series of downs, schools are trying to raise $1,- Foundation paid for the new bustibles,(4) Enclosure to be ment of a parking lot assessWest Ottawa forced the Chix to 500 to help build a school in
throughout the year by line
coat rack’s
store removed at the termination of ment. It was indicated that the
punt and took over on their Rayapupalam, India. Edgar
city assessor will as a standard
coach Ray Backus and end
100 new chairs, and for the the lease.
own 46 yard line. Four plays Hall of Zeeland, now working
procedure divide the assessment
coach Clyde Line felt this was
table storage trucks.
A
copy
of
a
letter
addressed
later, Kruithof scored on a 40- with the Peace Corps in India,
the Dutch’s best effort since the
The Korean orphan collection to the Board of Public Works of $2,807.55 into a city share of
yard jaunt making the Panthers reports the children of the poor,
upset victory of Mona Shoras.
was taken and the next meeting from the Lake Macatawa Inter- $1,436.17 and a Masonic Temlead 13-0.
small town are eager to learn, will be held Nov. 20.
ple share of $1,371.38.
a
municipalityCommittee comIn the closing seconds of the but do not have the school facA letter from Arthur Visser,
First downs ..........12
10
mended the city and the BPW
third quarter, Zeeland came ilities available. Grade school
608 Crescent Dr., suggesting
Yards rushing ...... 136
126
for steps taken to eliminate air
back and narrowed the score children will be helping to put Probe 2 Larcenies
traffic controls at the east end
Yards passing ........ 53
40
on a 25-yard draw play by Henry
GRAND
HAVEN
- Two thefts pollution in the expansionpro- of Crescent Dr., was refered to
on
a
talent
show
in
the
High
Lost Att. to Pass .... 10
14
Wyngarden.
School on Nov. 15, at 8 p.m. have been reported to state po- gram of the power plant.
the traffic consultant.
Total yards ......... 179
152
The conversion attempt by The Zeeland High School StuThe following gifts for HolEarl’ Kennedy, 144 West 12th
lice here. Harvey Rouwhorst,
Passes attempted .... 11
12 Wyngarden was no good leaving
land Hospital were acknowleddent Council will be sponsor6 the score 13-6.
Passes completed .... 4
Robinson township, is missing a ged with thanks: $5,000 from St., asked about removal of
ing the show to raise money
0
Passes intercepted by 1
West Ottawa controlled the for the school in India. Prizes 20 pound side of pork and two the estate of Laura B. Van Sy- left turn arrows for southbound
traffic on Central and Colum0 hall on all but four plays in
Fumbles ..............3
will be awarded to the best 20-pound hams taken from a ckle; 60 New Testaments from bia Aves. at Eighth St. City
0 the final quarter.
Fumbles lost ..........1
talent entries. Bob Le Poire is refrigeratorin a vacant apart- local Gideons; 200 coloring Manager Herb Holt said the
Punts .............5-151 4-142
The Pantherscame back and
the
presidentof the Student ment. Joseph Putt, Ravenna,re. books and crayons from the arrows had proved confusing to,
Penalties .......... 3-16
2‘20 scored followingthe kickoff. The
Hospital Children’s Guild: $100
Council and Jill Yerkey the
Holland
many drivers since these were
.
drive, which covered 74 yards,
vice president. Moily "Kooiman Ported four floodlamPs' flxtures in memory of the Rev. William not compulsory left turns and DISCUSS SURVEY RESULTS-Discussing results of MichiEnds: Gosselar, Steininger, a(e up five minutes of the clock
gan State University survey of employe job attitudes(left to
is the secretaryand Don De and parts from an old pickup C. Warner for use in the pediathe markings had been abanLamb, Zweering, Julien, Rosen- jn 17 plays. West Ottawa’s
right) are Dr. Saul W. Gellerman,author and consultant;
Bruyn
the
treasurer.
Galer
is truck missing from his home trics departmentfrom the Henry
dahl.
doned.
final touchdown came on a
under construction.He estimat- Walters post 2144 VFW, and a
John F. Donnelly, outgoingpresident of Midwest Scanlon
the
sponsor
of
the
Council.
Tackles: Ver Hoef, Skutnik, fourth and inches situation
All Councilmen were present
magazine subscription from
Associates; end Dr. Carl F. Frost, head of the research
Serviceman Bob Brinks is cel ed loss at $50.
Berens, Klingenberg.
at the meeting. Mayor Nelson
when Visser passed to Kruithof
team. Preliminary survey results were revealed at the fifth
ebrating
his
birthday
this
Guards: Moeller, Nykamp, for his third touchdown. The
Bosman presided and the Rev.
annual conference of Midwest Scanlon Associates held in
month.
His
address is 2Lt. RoFraam, Munson, Boss, Wol- extra point was no good.
P. Huisman of Pine Creek
Grand Rapids recently.
bert W. Brinks 05350172,Co. D.
brink, Geertman, De Bidder,
Girls,
Christian
Reformed
Church
Moments later, West Ottawa
5th Bn. 12th Inf., 199th Light Inf.
Jacobs, Kuipers.
threatenedagain. Followinga ,.rt r<-Fpl Apn
gave the invocation.
96279, San
Center: Wiersma.
pass interceptionby Wilson, 1 QC
Backs: Glupker, Lound, Leen- the Panthers drove down to Francisco, Calif. 94080.
houts, Arendshorst,Moes, RuSkit
The first medical forum this sistingof Dr. Bernard Meeuwbingh, Overbeek, Daubenspeck, were stopped on a fumble „„
.. n _____ u„
season of the Ottawa County sen, Dr. Vernon B 0 e r s m a, At
of
Boeve, Fincher,Geerlings.
which Zeeland recovered in the Churcl, of Allen Parkt Mich m
Medical Society will be a moth- School Psychologist Eugene
Valley Coast (Final)
end zone.
GRAND RAPIDS - Richard Robert J. Doyle, organizationwas the guest minister in the er-daughter meeting in Holland Scholten, the Rev. William F.
Zeeland’s quarterback Dirk
Ruch, director of manufacturing,
evening
at
First
Reformed.
al developmentconsultant,DonCivic Center Tuesday, Nov. 26, Burd, the Rev. David Van Dam.
Holland ..........
5
Schrotenboer capitalizedon (he
Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland,
Gordon
Poest showed slides of at 7:30 p.m. for girls in grades Tom Carey, Mrs. Raymond
The
Guild
for
Christian
Sernelly Mirrors, was elected seMona Shores ..........5
break by tossing
59-yard
was elected president of Mid5 through 9. They must be ac- Swank, Mrs. Robert Cecil and vice of the First Reformed
East Grand Rapids ... 3
.scoring strike to Door
n'
west Scanlon Associates at the cretary - treasurerof MSA,
Thn
m nnim u,ou mwi nn „ RCYh meeting of First Re- companied by their mothers. Mrs. Hollis Clark.
Church met Monday evening
Muskegon Heights .... 3
The nvi
extra ^qint was good on a
group’s fifth annual conference succeeding Edward W. Leonard
formed.
Grand Haven .........3
The meeting was changed Following the movie, a panel with opening devotions given by
ass from Schrotenboer to
vice president - employee reThe Rev. Richard Van Farowe from Nov. 19 because of a musi- will be held with Mrs. Swank, Mrs. R. Weerstra.Miss Linda here.
Grandville............1
arense making the score 19-13.
He succeeds John F. Donnelly, lations,WolverineWorld Wide.
was
the
guest
speaker
at
the
public
school
social
worker,
Ditmars
from
Hope
College
procal program that date geared to
Orchard View .......... 1
For the final four minutes of
Monday evening Men’s Brother- young people of the same age serving as moderator. Members vided the special music. Her president of Donnelly Mirrors, Other companies in Midwest
the game, the Panthers conhood meeting of First Reformod
of the panel will be Dr. Boers- solo was entitled, “How Lovely Inc., Holland, as head of the as- Scanlon Associates are Andergroup.
trolled the ball gaining the
Marriage Licenses
sociation of companies which son - Bolling Manufacturing Co.,
Church. Rev. Van Farowe told
necessary first downs to run
A similar meeting for boys ma, pediatrician: Dr. Donald Are Thy Dwellings,”accom- have adopted the Scanlon Plan Spring Lake; Belvedere ProOttawa County
of his experiences as pastor to
Endean,
obstetrician
and
gynepanied by Mrs. E. Siems.
and their fathers will be held in
Henry S. Herrena. 71, and out the clock.
the imjnigrants who came from
cologist, and Miss Lois Huizinga,
The Walvoord Circle present- concept to encouragecommuni- ducts Inc., Belvedere, 111.; ColCivic
Center
Dec.
17.
Coach
Ron
Wetherbee
singled
Venna Scholten,67, Holland;
the Netherlandsto Canada
clinical nursing specialist at ed the skit, “The Doorkeeper.” cation between employes and onial ManufacturingCo., ZeeArnold Wolveiton, 20. Ravenna, out the fine work of Visser on
Temple Time furnishedthe The medical society is work- Holland Hospital. Each panel Taking part were Mrs. L. Zweland; Harbor Industries Inc.,
and Linda Claire Struik, 18, both offense and defense. Ho speaker and special music at I
Me Holland Area PTA member will speak on a par- mer, Mrs. G. Tubergan, Mrs. H. J. Austen Wood, executive Grand Haven,; Wise ManufacMarne; Robert Volkers, 19, was aJso pleased with the work the Tuesday evening Guild for council in setting up the pro- ticular phase of the development Sandy, Mrs. R. Bussies, Mrs. J. vice president,Wolverine World luring Co., Grand Rapids; HoZeeland, and Donna Sue Keizer, of Kruithof and Wilson.
ChristianService meeting at gramof girls. The audience then may Schaap, Mrs. B. Poll and Mrs. Wide, Inc., Rockford, Mich., ward Miller Clock Company,
18, Holland; James Allen OvWest Ottavya ended the sea- First Reformed.Mrs. Junior
The program will open with submit written questions to be W. De Haan. Following the pro- was elected vice president of Zeeland; Rospatch Industries,
erweg, 20, and Barbara Jean son with a fifth place finish in Vruggink is the president of the the movie, “Girl to Woman,’.’ answered by panelists.
gram the circles for the year MSA, succeedingHerbert Van- Inc., Grand Rapids; Thermotron
Blauwkamp, 20, Hudsonville; the OK League Red Division group,
dealing with the physical develThe meeting Dec. 17 for boys 1969 were formed.
der Mey, vice president, Michi- Corp.; Holland; and United
Jerome Pigeon, 18, Kalamazoo, with a 3-3 record. Overall they Junior C.E. leaders on Werf- opment of girls. This film has end their" fathers will feature
Members of the Wurpts Circle gan Wheel Company, Grand States Cerami Co., Canton,
and Susan Lawson, 19, Holland. were 6-3 in compiling their nesday evening,were Ruth Gor- been previewedby a group con- the film, (‘Boy to Man.”
were hostesses for the evening. Rapids
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Troop Court

Boy Scout Troop 43,

a Court

of

Honor Monday night to recog-

Mr. Lowing was a

nize progress in scouting. Pre-

were Scoutmaster Allan Hydorn,
A s s

i

s t

a n t Scoutmaster

Sam

Langeland, senior patrol leader,
A1

Youmans, and assistantsen-

ior patrol leader, Rick

DeVree.

After the presentation of colors ceremony by the Wolf Patrol, the Tenderfoot Investiture
ceremony was held and Tenderfoot badges were awarded to
Brad Carlson, Bill Conroy, Mike

Hydorn,

Dan

DELIGHTS CROWD"-

Kris Pathuis, playing the lead in the
annual senior play, delightsa large crowd of viewers h the
Holland High School auditorium Tuesday night in the opening
of ‘Harvey’.Shown with him is Sue Ellen Wise as she portrays
Betty
(Holland High School photo)

Chumley.

Dr. De

Mol

Dies at

65

the Farm Security Administration, Advisor of the County
Draft Board and assistedin assignment of Mexican, Jamaican,
German prison camp and local
farm workers during World War

GRAND RAPIDS ard J. De Mol,

Community Hospital.
Ed Smiertka, local Farm Bu-

lifelong

resident of Georegtowntownship and had served 18 years as
township supervisor of which
the last five were spent as
chairman of the Ottawa County
Board of Supervisors. He also
served as county supervisor of

over the Court of Honor

Fennville

Ada, Friday evening. John was
best man.
Miss Garnet Crowner returned home Friday after spending several days in Douglas

Grandville,for Roy Holden Lowing, 81, who died at his home in
Jenison Monday. Burial was in
Georgetown cemetery.

sored by the North Shore Com-

1968

the wedding of Mias Susan
Scott and John Haveman at the
Christian Reformed Church in

JENISON -r Funeral services
were held Wednesday at the
Posthumus Funeral Home,

spon-

14,

Miss Anne Starkey of Boston,
Mass., and John Watts attended

Dies at 81

Meet Held

siding

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Engaged

Roy Lowing

Of Honor

munity Hall, held

NEWS,

reau Insurance agent, has qualified for an all expense paid
trip to Mexico City for he and
his wife. They will be attending a week long All American

Conventionthere in March.
While the contest lasts twelve
quali
Tied in only nine months. Last
year he earned a trip to Miami

months, Mr. Smiertka

Miss Joenn Nienhuis

H.

Beach.
Mrs. Keith Landsburg, Mrs.
William Bush, Mrs. Ruth Leaperance, Mrs. Harold Watts and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wieland of
Pullman were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. William Wesby in Pullman, Friday evening Bridge
prizes were won by Mrs. Wieland and Mrs. Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Koning

TO * VIETNAM— Paul W.
Huizenga, 19, son of Mrs.
Simon Huizenga, 2061 104th
Ave., Zeeland, and the late
Simon Huizenga, received

Dr. Rich-

65, of 2424 Col-

lege Ave., SE, died at his home
Tuesday noon following an apparent heart attack.
Dr. De Mol, a lifelongresident of Grand Rapids, was gra/in College end
Northwestern Medical School,
Chicago.He did post-graduate
work in orthopedic surgery and
began practicing in Grand Rapids in 1931. He was a member
of the Kent County Medical Society, the MichiganMedical Society, the American Medical Association,the American Academy of General Practice and the
Christian Medical Society. He
was also a member of the Burton Heights Christian Reformed
Church and was a former consistory member and former'
member of the Seymour Christian School Board.

Johnson, Matt
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nienhuis
Mr. Lowing served 32 years
the silver wings of an Army
Johnson, Tim Muller, Dave Peof
356 Hope Ave. announce the
as director and president of the
aviator and was appointed
troelje, Owen Snoey, Dennis
engagement
of
their daughter,
Citizens Mutual Fire Insurance
a Warrant Officer upon
Van Hartesvelt,and Kelly
At the time of his death, Dr.
Joann, to Terry Lee Nieboer,
Co., Grand Rapids, and was one
graduation from the Army
Wright. Second class badges
De Mol was serving on the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wayne
of the originalorganizers of the
Aviation School at Ft.
were awarded to Tom Bekker,
Board of Foreign Missions of
Jones of 627 Butternut Dr.
Production Credit Associationof
Rucker, Ala., on Oct. 22.
Steve Heerspink, and Mike John
the ChristianReformed Church,
A
summer
wedding
is being
Grand Rapids. He was vice
He was home on leave until
son. Cooking merit badges were
was a member of the Lotus Club
planned.
attended the funeral of Archie
About 375 persons were on Joan Boerigtor,Aunt Ethel president of the West Michigan
Nov. 10 when he left by
presentedto Steve Heerspink
and was one of the developers
Mutual
Insurance
Co. ; vice
Smith at Cold Water, Monday
hand to view the opening night Chauvenet; Sue Wise, Betty
plape for Ft. Lewis, Wash.,
and A1 Youmans.
of Sunset Hills, adjoining the
president of the Berlin Fair AsMr. Smith was Mrs. Donate where he will be assigned Christian Reformed Confei
ferenco
Because of increased registra- of the lighthearted and fast Chumley; IJenry -MacKechnie,sociationand a charter member
Watts father.
moving comedy “Harvey," by
to Pleiku, Vietnam. He Grounds.
tion, the Troop was expandedto
Duane Wilson; Steve Wessels, of the Grandville Rotary. He
Mrs. Robert Hoffgard enter
was graduated from HolSurviving are the wife, Charfive patrols. Scott Bronson, Mary Chase that is being pretained several women at a Bee
sented
by
the
senior class of Dr. Chumley; Sam Starks, Dr. was a life member of the Grandland Christian High School
lotte; two sons, Richard J. of
Steve Heerspink, Larry HillLine party, Tuesday evening
Holland High School.
in 1967, took his basic at
Lyman Sanderson;Alice Croff, ville Masonic Lodge, Past Mas
Local
Holland and David J. of Wheadore, Mike Johnson, and Derk
Ron Wynne of Grand Rapids Ft. Polk, La., and helicop- ton, 111.; one daughter,Mary
The crowd was especiallyen- Nurse Kelly; and Jim Rossel, ter of the eGorgetown Grange
Visser were elected patrol leadand was affiliatedwith the
chanted by Kris Pathuis, por- E. J. Lofgren.
The Disabled American Vet- was guest speaker at the Fenn- ter training at Ft. Walters, Ruth at home; five grandchilers, and Tim DeVree, Bill LaiGrandville- Jenison Congregaville Bible Church, Sunday mor
traying Elwood P. Down and
The
play
directed
by
Jon
Texas.
dren; and one sister, Mrs. Anna
erans
and Auxiliary met for a
ley, Ed Silva, Mark Visser,and
ning.
Penny Victor,playing his sister Anderson, will be given again tional Church.
Van Lunen of Ann Arbor.
Nico Vonk were chosen as asVeterans
Day
program
SaturTrie Pearl Homemakers’ Study
Surviving are the wife, Mary
Veta Louise Simmons.
tonight, Thursday and Friday.
sistant patrol leaders.
Others in the cast include Curtain time is 7:30 p.m. Tick- E.; three sons, Hugh and Wayne day evening with Commander Club will meet at the Pear
Senior patrol leader At You- Mark Cook, judge; Lois VeenH.
v
ets can be purchasedfrom any both of Jenison and Boyd of Roger Jansen in charge of the Schoolhouse, Tuesday, Nov. 19
mans discussed the Patrol Meth- hoven, Myrtle Mae Simmons; senior and at the door.
Grandville; one daughter, Mrs. program. Senior Vice Comman Mrs. Harlan Fazer and Mrs
od and presented the patrol
Cecil Holton will bring the les
Jack (Mary Joyce) Klawiter;
at
der Adrian Van Houten led the
leadersand assistants with their
son from the presentation
18 grandchildren;four great
badges. Rick DeVree received
in singing patriotic songs Allegan. Each member wil
Howard Van Order, 70, of 177
'Everyman' Plays grandchildren;three brothers, group
the assistantsenior patrol leadFloyd of Allendale,Lynn of followed by a film depicting bring material to make
West Ninth St. died at HoUand
er badge.
Thanksgiving centerpiece
The special music for the To/ull
South Boardman and Don of “American Heritage."
Hospital Monday evening after
The scribe badge was pre- Sunday evening service was
Muskegon; and one sister, A memorial service was held. explain one she has completed.
being hospitalized for two
sented to Tom Bekker, the quarweeks.
Neva Cheney of Mount Pleas Commander Jansen lit a large An anniversarypartyfor Mr.
provided by a women’s quar- At Semi
termaster badge to Gregg Holt,
white candle in memory of all and Mrs. Orvil Tnompson was
ant.
He was born in Trowbridge
tet from the North Holland
the Bugler badge to Mike Hythe veterans who died in past held at the American Legion
Township, Allegan County, and
“Everyman," the classic morReformed church.
dorn, and the librarianbadge to
years. For the veterans who Hall, Saturday night. Guests
came to Holland as a young
The Girl’s League met Mon- ality play of the middle ages,
John Van Fleeren.
Rochester
died this past year candles were from out-of-town were Mr. anc
man. He was employed for 30
day
night. Pam Palmbos led the was presented Tuesday night in
First year pins were given to
placed by the following Auxili- Mrs. Ken Synder of Sibley,
years
at the Holland Furnace
Tim Beckman, Scott Bronson, devotionsand the topic. The the Mulder Chapel of Western Dies in
ary members: Mrs. Roger 111. Mr. and Mrs. Harold SynCo. and retired six years ago as
roll
call
was
responded
to
by
Tim DeVree, Rob Hertel,Gregg
Jansen for A1 Van Farrowe; der of Carloch, 111. Mr. an
Theological Seminary, by The
a custodian at the Holland Civic
Holt, Brian Hull, Brad Hutchins, a thought on Thanksgiving.
Walter Ambrose Lepsch, 66, Mrs. Len Smith for Jack Nie- Mrs. William Ward of Detroit.
Center because of his health.
Inspirational Players (Pacific
Dave Kerber, Bill Lalley, John The Ladies’ Aid will meet
1800 Clark Rd., Rochester, N.Y., boer; Mrs. Bowie for Jake Bulb Many friends from the com
Surviving are his wife, Hazel
Repertory Company). A capaMaans, Ed Silva, John Van Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Jim
died of a heart attack at Hol- man; Mrs. W. Van Regen- m unity helped the couple
Bliss Van Order; one son,
city audience was seated for the
Fleeren, and Nico Vonk. Sec- Borst and Mrs. Gerrit Berens
land Hospital Monday night.
morter for Ed Joostberens; Mrs. observe their 21st wedding an.Arthur L. of Chippewa Lake,
one evening performanceof this
ond year pins were given to will be hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Lepsch were re- Robert Smith for Ray Weaver niversary. There were 21 couMich., one daughter, Mrs.
medieval drama.
Steve Heerspink, Mike Johnson,
The annual Sunday School The abstract of mankind por- turning from a visit to their son, and Mrs. James M. Cook for ples present.
LEAVE-Army Pvt. Walter E. (Alverna)Bolles of
and Derk Visser.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flauner
Teachers and officers meeting trayed by Keith Erickson as John in Milwaukee and Mr. Harvey Loedeman.
Holland; nine grandchildren; 10
David J. Risaelada, 23, son
The closingceremony was led will be held Nov. 22.
Lepsch was stricken while at
Two Gold Star Mothers were and Laura spent the weekend
great-grandchildren;one brothEveryman
came
across with
of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
by the Eagle Patrol, followed
Holiday Inn. The Lepsches had present. Presented with cor- in Midlothiam, 111., where they
er, Ira Van Order ofTlint; two
Anew
address for Pfc. Wil- many startinglytrue commenRisselada,
4686
Cherry
St.,
by refreshments arranged by
been guests at the Dr. Anthony sages by Commander Bowie attended a bridal shower for
sisters, Mrs. Gerald (Emma)
liam
Palmbos, U.S. 54984414, taries on life when he approachis home on leave until Nov.
the Flaming Arrow end CheroLuidens home.
were Mrs. C. Vos and Mrs. C. their niece, Donna Londs, also
Bishop of Holland and Mrs.
Co. B. 3rd Bn. 187th Inf. 101 es his “friends" to go with him
22 when he will report to Ft.
kee Patrols.The Woodsman Paa
retirement
dinner
for
Mrs
Mr.
Lepsch
was
in
business Olin. The Auxiliaryalso welCharles (Mildred) Cunningham
on
his
day
of
death.
Lewis, Wash., for service in
trol handled room, arrange- and Div., APO, San Francisco,
Flauner’s father, Henry Glunz
of Palo Alto, Calif.
His appeal to Betty Jo Callow, in Rochester, N. Y. for 29 years comed a new member Mrs.
Vietnam.
He
completed
his
CaUf.
96383.
ments arranged by the Flaming
at the home of Mr. and Mrs
and
during
the
past
10
years
Ernest
Mosher.
AIT on Nov. 1 at Ft. Polk,
Arrow and Cherokee Patrols. Friday at 6:30 p.m. the R.C. who presented the characters of had been an employe of the The refreshment committee Bailey Mathews.
Fellowship, Cousin, and Beauty
La. Pvt. Risselada was (Leonard
The Woodsman Patrol handled Y.F. will leave for an overThe
finance
commission
Board of Education in Penfield, for the program were Mr.- and
went unheeded.
graduated in 1963 from Holroom arrangements.Hie Board night retreat’ at Cran Hill
N. Y. He retired a week ago.
Mrs. Roger Jansen and Mr. and the Pearl United Methodis
Everyman’s plea to Charles
land High, School and reof Review, held one week pre- Ranch.
Church
has
presented
a
proat
Surviving are his wife, Doro- Mrs. Adrian Van Houten. /
J. Golden and Carl Press in the
ceived his BBA degree in
viously, was served by assistant The Mission Guild and Mens
posed
budget
for
1969
to
mem
other roles of Kindred, Strength, thy; three children, John, inApril 1968 from Western
Scoutmaster Frank Bronson and Brotherhood are sponsoringa
bers and friends. The pledges
Leonard A. Dekker, 56, 535
Greed and Discretion also', fell structor at the Career Academy
Michigan University, Kala- (Woodland Dr., died of a heart
comitteemen George Holt and potluck dinner. Husbands and
were
received
Sunday
mornin
Sixth
in Wilwaukee, Wis., Mrs.
upon closed ears.
mazoo. He entered the serErnie Shoultz.
Richard Hutchins assisted the
attack at his home Monday evewives are invited, at 8 p.m.,
Joseph Festa, (Myra), of RochAll was not lost for in the end
vice on June 20, 1968 and
lay
leader,
Ed
Cavanaugh,
in
Class
(nine. Mr. Dekker was bora in
and Bill Mast from the For- Miss Callow as knowledge and ester and Mrs. Sander G.
took his basic at Ft. Knox,
the service.
Holland and had lived here all
gotten Men’s Mission and
Jacquelyn Wiersma as Good (Sandra) Scott who reside at
Hensleys
Ky.
Several
from
the
area
attend
Election
of his life. He was a graduate of
chaplain to the prisoners will
the Altus Air Base in Oklahoma.
Deeds, did accompany him to
ed the play “Our Miss Brooks
Holland High School and Hope
speak and show slides in the his inevitableend — Grave.
Funeral services will be held
at
Bert Kortering was elected presentedby the Drama Club
College.
chapel.
The versatility of the actors in Penfield, N. Y. Thursday president of the Sixth Reformed of Saugatuck High School
Mr. Dekker was a wholesale
morning
and
burial
will
be
in
. A change of address: .........
was extremely fine as they
Guild
Church Adult Bible Class at the High School auditorium
shoe salesman for many years
Gary Van Farowe, US54987- changed character at least three the Sheffieldcemetery.
its annual meeting Tuesday Friday and Saturday evenings
and for the past two years was
Mr. and Mrs. David Hensley 671 Co. C. 3d Sch. Bn. Trans times during the performance.
Miss Bea Larsen spent
evening in the Fellowship room
employed at Shoemaker Shoe
Sch.
Bde,
Fort
Eustis,
Va.
This dramatic event in the
presentedthe program to the
weekend in Manisteewith Miss
of the church.
Store in Zeeland. He was a
lecture schedule of the SeminWomen’s Guild for Christian 23604.
Diane Schultz and her friends.
Others
elected
were
Mrs.
member of Third Reformed
Friday at 1:30 p.m. a spe- ary can be marked a success.
Service of the Beechwood ReMr. end Mrs. Andrew Hoff- Robert Newhouse treasurer and Airman Harry Van LonghwyChurch and was a veteran of
cial
fall
fellowship
of
Pine
formed Church Tuesday eveman attended the funeral ser- Mrs. L. .Dalman assistant sec- zen, U.S.N., 20, son of Mr. and
World War II.
ning. They talked of their ex- Rest Circle will be held in
vice for their daughter-in-law,retary and treasurer.Other Mrs. Gerrit Van Longhuyzen,
Surviving are his wtfe, Map
Auxiliary
First
Christian
Reformed
periences and showed slides of
Mrs. James Hoffman,last week officers are Ted Aalderink, vice 126th Ave. Rt. 2, Fennville, is
garet; one son, Delwyn Dekker
church,
Hudsonville,
for
all
their work this summer at
Thursday afternoon at the Kam- president, and Mrs. G. Over- serving aboard the nuclear
of Holland; two grandchildren;
First Reformed Church, Omaha members and associate memmeread Funeral Home in Grand way, secretary.
powered aircraft carrier U.S.S.
one sister, Mrs. Jacob (Jennie)
bers.
Mrs.
Messenger,
a
conIndian Missions of Macey, Neb.
Haven. Burial took place in The business meeting in Enterprise,off the coast of
Dykstra of Holland.
Mr. Hensley is a student at verted Russian, will be. the
Lake Forest cemetery. The deCalifornia.Homeported in Alacharge
of
Gordon
Pippel,
presWestern Theological Seminary. speaker.
ceased is survived by the husmeda, Calif., the ship has comThe DisabledAmerican Vetident, followed a potluck supper
The members were greeted William Roeters underwent
band and two daughters.
Mrs.
Stronks
erans Auxiliary met Thursday
arranged by Mrs. Hazel Steg- pleted three combat cruises to
by Mrs. Lloyd Van Doornik and surgery Monday morning.
Wesley Ganzevoort returned to
Vietnam.
Wesley Ganzevoort returned evening at the American Legion his home last week from Fer- gerda, Mrs. Ann Beintema,
Mrs. Chester Postma and Mrs.
Dies at
Mark Garner was present at
home
Thursday from the hospi- club rooms with Mrs. Gordon guson Hospital, Grand Rapids, Mrs. Dorothy Zeerip, Mrs. Monday night’s Commission
Marvin Vanden Bosch presided
Bowie presiding.Letters of
Gladys Smallegan and Mrs.
tal after surgery last week. He
where he had surgery the preALLENDALE - Mrs. Willard
at the meeting.
meeting to report that the
thanks were received from
Hattie Jacobs, members of the
is
doing
well.
vious week.
J. (Jane) Stronks, 52, of 0-3318
Mrs. Jack Van Lente preWoman’s
Club
voted
to
give
James Steenwyk will leave DAV Auxiliary hospital chair- Mrs. Richard Van Oos and social committee.
Lake Michigan Dr., Allendale,
sented the devotions from
their property to the Fennville
men from Iron Mountain and
A program announced by Mr.
girls from Vriesland were visiPsalm 100 and used as her Friday for Vietnam.
Area
Library Board as a per(died Monday afternoonat her
Michigan Veterans Facility of
RETURNS HOME— EM3/C home.
Mr; and Mrs. Ted Knapp
tors last week Tuesday morning Kortering included two readings manent home with the agreetheme, “Thanksgiving.”
Grand
Rapids for donations
Daniel James Barkel, USN,
“The
Dutch
Twins"
and
“Prayment that the Library Board
She is survived by her husA duet, “Jesus Will Lead and daughter Ellen of Detroit sent them in October by Unit with Mrs. Alvin Kunzi and
son of Mrs. James Barkel,
er and Potatoes” given by Mrs.
spent
the
weekend
with
Ed
boys.
would furnish a place for the
(band; four daughters, Susan at
Me" was sung by Mr. and Mrs.
14 of Holland.
2881 152nd Ave., and the
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Vande Dena Brink, and the showing Woman’s Club to carry on their
home, Mrs. John (Barbara)
James Aalberts, accompanied Veldman.
Commander Bowie initiated
late James Barkel, husband
of
slides
about
Spain
by
Mrs.
Guchte
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
MarThe church membership of
Lamb of Holland, Mrs. James
activities. Mrs. Eleanor Dornan
by Mrs. Gerrit Van Kampen.
new members. Senior members
of the former Lynne Prel*
also stated circulation had more
(Patricia) Childs of Allegan;
Mrs. Gerald Van Lente pre- Mrs. Roger Palmbos has been are Mrs. R. Jansen and Mrs. tin Vande Guchte attended a B. Kortering.
The Rev. Henry A. Mouw than doubled in the two years witz, returned to Holland Mrs. William (Jean) Irwin of
potluck supper of the Vande
sented the tank offeringprayer received at the local ChrisAdrian Van Houten. New junior
Thursday after being staHamilton; eight grandchildren;
of dedication and the closing tian Reformed church from the members are Shawn Marie and Guchte family last Saturday at gave the opening prayer and since the Board was organized.
tioned aboard the U.S.S.
Ben
Ter
Haar
the
closing
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
A,-coffee and will be held at
one sister, Mrs. James Keys of
Calvin Reformed church of Elizabeth Ann Van Houten.
prayer.
Guadalcanalfor almost two
prayer.
Klomp in Ada.
Grand Rapids.
the Clyde Township Hall, Nov.
Hostesses for the evening Grand Rapids. Transfer of
Plans were made for the anyears. The ship is a landRev. Mouw, teacher of the 20 starting at 9 a.m. The prowe re Mrs. Paul Plaggemars, membership has also been re- nual Christmas party of the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klamer
ing craft for helicopters. Afceeds going to buy out door
Mrs. Kay Riemersma, Mrs. quested by Mr. and Mrs. John auxiliaryto be held Dec. 5. The and family were in Zeeland last class, was presented with
ter his discharge in Nor- Set Funeral Services
lights for the Pearl School.
Joseph Leys, Mrs. Louis De Ismeyer and child to the Hill- Christmasparty of the chapter Saturday afternoon to attend the gift.
The Rev. Gerrit Dykman folk, Va., on Nov. 6, Mr. For Morris Infant
Kraker, Mrs. Clifford Plakke crest Christian Reformed and auxiliary is scheduledfor funeral service for their brothand Mrs. Barkel and their
er-in-law
and
uncle,
Harvey
preached
his farewell sermon
church of Hudsonvillewhere Dec. 14.
and Mrs. George Botsis.
DOUGLAS — Funeral servicdaughter, Dawn Renae, who
at the Fennville Immuneal
they have recently moved. Mrs. Edwin Oudman has been Loedeman, which was held at
es will be held Thursday at 2
was
born Sept. 26, 1968, are
Church, Sunday morning.
Miss Ruth Avink will make appointed as subscriptionchair- the Yntema Funeral Home.
[p.m. at the Chappell Funeral
Dr. Leslie Beach Named
A
baby
boy
was
born
to
Mr.
Mrs. Wright Marshall from living in Holland where he
public confessionof faith in man of the Star Magazine for
Home, Fennville,with the Rev.
will
no
an
electrician.
To Teacher Certification
and Mrs. Elmer Kooienga on
West Salem, 111., is making an
the evening service Sunday.
Len Jeffrey of the Church of
the State Department in Zone Nov. 8 at the Zeeland Hospital.
extended visit in the home of
God of Fennville officiating, for
II
by
Dept.
Commander
Eileen
Dr. Leslie Beach, acting
The baby has been named Rusher daughter, Mrs. John Baker. Gleaner's Class Holds
a daughter who was stillborn to
Siels.
chairman of the department of
i
Meeting in 3rd Church
Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Morris Sr.
Refreshments
were
served
by
psycology at Hope College, has
The RCYF members, their
Douglas Church Guild
Mrs. C. Havinga and commitbeen appointed to serve on the
friends and sponsors had a
tee.
Plans Annual Event
teacher education and certifiwiener roast and hayride last
R^m^^hurch^eldiU
The service guild of the Comcation committee of the State
Saturday evening at the Chapel
munitv Church of Douglas will
Daniel Jay Arens Feted
Department of Michigan.
in the Pines.
hold its annual Thanksgiving
The committee advises the
Mrs.
Ruth
Holstege
spent
last
At Birthday Celebration
In the absence of Mrs. Albert one g^ter, Barbara Yvonne both
bazaar and coffee Saturday, Van Dyke, president Mrs. Wil- at home. the maternal grandState Department of Education
Saturday night and Sunday with
Nov. 16 beginning at 10 a.m.
on matters related to teacher
Daniel Jay Arens celebrated her children,Mr. and Mrs. Donliam F. Young presided at the parenU
and Mrs. John
The event will be held in the
preparation,revisions in the
his fifth birthday anniversary ald Huizenga at their home in
fozer (
fellowshiproom1 of the new addiat his home Saturday morning Grand Rapids.
CertificationCode, and approMiss Emma Reeverts,until and the paternal grandparents,
tion to the church. Among the
with 14 friends. Mrs. Glenn
Mrs. Henry Moes and Mr. and
priate Qualificationsfor superrecently an instructor at the Mr. and Mrs. Delmer Morris of
sale items featured in the booths
Arens, Danny’s mother, was Mrs. Lambert Meyaard of Hudvising teachers.
Berea College in Kentucky,led Pullman,
will be homemade baked goods,
assisted by his grandmother,sonville had supper Sunday, and
The appointment was made
the devotionsreading several
jams and jellies, candy, white
Mrs. Dick Arens, who also spent the evening with the latby Dr. Ira Policy, State Superelephant, aprons, Christmas poems from “InspirationUnder Qrace Reformed Guild
celebrated
her
birthday
the
ter’s
son
and
family,
Mr.
and
intendent of Public Instruction.
the Stars" and excerpts from u
.
AA A.
articlesand miscellaneous. For
Mrs. Harvey Meyaard and girls.
same day.
Wo/tf* Regular Meeting
VIETNAM CASUALTY-Ar- the children there will be a fish “Life’s
Games were played and The Rev. and Mrs. Louis Har- my Sp/5 Joel Vruggink, son
Births in Holland Hospital inpond.
Th« GuM for Christian Serprizes were awarded and cake vey entertainedthe Zeeland
clude a son born Saturday to
of Mr. and Mrs. Harley
He
Coffee and homemade baked
aDd M"’ I vice of Grace Reformed Church
and
ice
qream
were
served.
Classis
Minister’s
Social
Circle
Mr. and Mrs. Richard DykVruggink,3455 Van Buren,
goods will be served with a free
met on Monday evening.
Guests "attending were Monday afternoon in the church
stra, 724 Butternut Dr.; a son,
Hudsonville, was killed in
will donation being received.
.The
Bible lesson “Memo on
Timothy
Witte
veen,
Todd
basement.
Troy Clinton, bom Sunday to
action on Nov. 6 while servGiving" was discussed.
All proceeds will bo used to Marriage
Kolean,
Martha
Overholt,
Pam
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dennis
Roelofs
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lang,
ing with the 1st Squadron,
Ottawa
A program was given by
help furnishthe fellowshiproom.
and Marai Hilson, Mark and from Holland and Mrs. Henrietta
route 3, Fennville.
1st Cavalry of the Americal
James Wedeven, 20, and Ralph Kickert, Rod Koopmans,
Schut
were
Sunday
visitors
with
Mary
Jo
Boerman,
Timothy
and
Births in Holland Hospital on
Division near Da Nang,
Karen Frens, 20, Zeeland; Ken- and Dean Wolbrink on the work
Hospi
Randall Vender Yacht, Thomas Hazel Kunzi.
Tuesday included a son, David
Vietnam. He had been in
neth Prins, 18, and Barbara of the Night Ministry in the Hoim,
Ka
elude
a
son,
Karl
Dean,
bora
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Abe
Elenbaas
and
James
Hop,
Joey
and
CanCarl, to Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Vietnam
since
June
25
end
Rozeboom, 24, Holland; Jesse land Area.
RARITY
NATURE
Saturday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
left this week for Florida where
dice Scott and Randall Arens.
Regnerus, 335^ College Ave.; a
was wounded in action on
Floyd Kooienga, 1756 Kenowa, Gonzales,23, and Linda Kay| Mrs. Zylstra presided at a
Ray
Schurman
of 639 Azalthey
will
spend
the
next
six
daughter, Kathie Ann, bom to
Aug. 27, 1968. He returned to
Grand Rapids; a daughter, Woltman, 20, Holland; Alan brief business meeting and the
The twin daughters of Mr. and months.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Lemmen, ea Ave. is shown holding a
active
duty after three
JacquelinKay, born Saturday Ver Schure, 21, and Carla Ru- closing thought was given by
potato
plant
with
potatoes
Mrs.
Bernard
Laarman,
16677
868 Harvard Dr.; a son bora to
weeks in the hospital at Cam
to Mr. and Mrs. John Holmes, bingh, 20, Holland; Charles Mrs. Don Heerspink.
A daughter, Dawn Renee, was
Blair St., West Olive, who were
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Van Heits- both on the roots and on the
Rahn
Bay.
Besides
the
par86 West St., Coopersville;a Keefer, 26. and Ellen Loewy, Hostesses were the Mesdemes
stems.
The
plant
was
grown
born
to
Mr.
end
Mrs.
Warren
born Monday in Zeeland Comma, 149 Glendale Ave.; a daughfrom a peel with an eye on
munity Hospital,have been Nyland, 852% Lakewood Blvd., ents, survivors include two son, Terrill Lee, born today to 23, Holland; Gordon Buzell, 18, Paul De Boer, Don Bloemers,
ter, Kerri Lyn, bora today to
Mr. and Mrs. Edger York, 7448 and Norma Jean Roberts, 16, Richard Houtman and Bert
named Susan Lynn and Joanne Holland, on Tuesday in Zeeland married brothers,Jerry end
Mr. and Mrs. Rodger Czerkies, it, Schurman said.
Grand
| Vanda Wege.
Polk
St., Hudsonville.
Jack.
Community
Hospital.
(Sentinel
photo)
Leigh.
12830 North Bellwood.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

M/ss Verburg Becomes

Federal Bus

Bride of Lester

Problems

NEWS,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

196B

14,

Appleton-DeWitt Bites

Den Uyl

Bead

in

Dimnent Chapel

Are Aired
The Holland Board of Education had completedits agenda
in a quick 20 minutes Monday
night in Holland High School
library when PresidentJames

^ \

y

y

0. Lamb asked for comment
from the audience.
And for the next 55 minutes,
representatives of the Federal
district discussed their transportationproblems and their resentment at turning over two
school

buses to the

Holland

board and receiving no
portation
students.

for

trans-

their secondary

Then followed questions and
answers, a touch of recrimination and cooperation with the
upshot that Supt. Donald L.
Ihrman and a group of Federal
parents will meet with private
transportationauthoritiesto see
if a program can be worked
out similar to those arranged
by other outlying districts facing similar transportationproblems in the past.
The old basic problems were
patiently outlined - particularly ftie board’s long-time offer to
place a millage issue on the
ballot after Federal and Harrington districts were annexed
to the Holland district. But pending litigationchallenging the
validity of the annexationhas
not been resolved and on advice
of counsel and state educational
authorities,the Holland school
district withdrew the issue from
the August ballot after the Court
of Appeals in July denied emergency considerationon the case.
Requests asking the three challengers to withdraw were not
successful.

Mrs. Lester

Wayne Den

Joan

Verburg.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Verburg of 629 West 21st St.
and Lester Wayne Den Uyl, son
of Mrs. Lester Den Uyl of 115
East 17th St. and the late Mr.

Den Uyl were married Fridoy
at 7:30 p.m. in First Presbyterian Church with the Rev. Wilofficiating at the

The board was asked what liam Burd
is being done with the two rites.

buses of Federal district and the
The altar was decorated with
four buses of Harrington dis- tree candelabra end kissing
trict,and Buildings and Grounds
candles, two bouquets. of white
Supt. Ed Prins explained that
mums and gold foliage accenting
one Federal bus (10 years 'old) the altar decorations.Mrs.
is on standby service and the Gloria Norton provided organ
other is used for transporting music while Sue Jalving was
special education students in the soloist.
the enlarged district,and for
Attending the couple were
elementarystudents in some Mrs. Keith Post, sister of the
other schools.

bride, as honor attendant: Miss
Prins said one Harrington bus Judi Van Slooten, bridesmaid;
has been leased to the Christian Charles Den Uyl, brother of the
Schools (nonprofit corporation) groom, best man and Bob Riem-

which transports students

in

ersma groomsman.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Appleton

ed by a chapel train which fell
Dimnent Memorial Chapel on Lockner of Aspen, Colo, and the
from a bow in the back. The the Hope College Campus, was
groomsmen were Fred Vendola,
train was appliqued with vertithe setting Saturday at 4 p m., Otto Savetone, Robert Walker,
cal bands of lace. Her elbowwhen Miss Judith DeWitt, daugh- all of Aspen, the bride’s brothlength veil of pure silk English
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard \. er, Richard S. DeWitt of Holillusion was held in pace by two
DeWitt of Holland, became the land.
roses edged with seed pearls.
bride of Samuel Appleton oi
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Blair of
She carried a white Bible and Aspen, Colo., son of Dr. and
Grand Rapids. Dr. and Mrs.
white roses with satin streamers
Mrs. Francis Appleton of Gor- Richard Hodgeman of Kalamaaccented with pearl rings.
ham, N.H.
zoo and Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Post and Miss Van Sloo
The Rev. William Hilmert who Ridenour completed the wedten wore empire-floor-lengthchristened the bride, solemnized
ding party as masters and misgowns of avacado peau de soie
the single ring ceremony before tresses of ceremonies.
accented with wide bands of velan altar banked with daisies The reception for 300 guests,
vet edged with lace roses. Their
and mums. Hurricane lamps was held at Carousel Mt. Lodge,
shoulder-lengthveils were held
with cascades of daisiesadorned which was transformedinto a
in place by pearl combs and the pews.
garden wonderland.
they carried baskets of multiThe Singing Boys Choir of HolA Renaissancedress in imcolored pompons. '*
land, directed by Miss Albertha ported blue silk satin, with
Following a reception at HoliBratt, preceded the wedding matching accessories was worn
day Inn the newlyweds flew to party.
by the bride's mother, Mrs. DeNew York City for a honeymoon.
The bride wore a gown of Witt. Mrs. Appleton, mother of
They will reside at 1853 South
nn5
Manlp St.,
St Zeeland.
Tjtplnnri
VOry
de SOie and re-em‘ the groom, chose a taupe silk
Maple
broidered lace, embedded with dress, with matching accessorAssisting at the reception
seed pearls. Her veil was a ies.
were Mr. and Mrs. David Havmantilla which fell into a catheThe couple will spend their
erdink who served punch and
dral train, encircled in lace.
honeymoon
in the West, returnMrs. Charles Den Uyl and Mrs.
The bride’s sister. Miss Kath- ing to Aspen on Dec. 1.
Sherwin Vliem who presided at
leen DeWitt. was the maid of
The bride was entertained by
the gift table.
honor. Bridesmaids
tWo Kri/tn tc
nu“urDriuesmaios were Miss
miss Mrs. Neil DeYoung of Grand

:

,

rLm

^

the Harrington district to ChrisAs the bride approached the
tian high school, and the altar with her father she wore
other three are used for ele- an empire A-line gown- of canmentary students in Harring- dlelightre-embroidered alencon
ton district. Apple Avenue, Fed- lace and matte satin. The all
eral and Holland Heights.
lace bodice and tapered sleeves office of the Hekman Biscuit Co.
It was again explainedthat blended with the scooped neck and the groom at Fisher Body
Holland district cannot provide line. The satin skirt was accent- in Grand Rapids.
transportation to selected outlying districtswithout providing transportation to all students in the districtqualifying
under the rules. The transportation millage issue was to provide funds for this enlarged

nmn]n.,»A

Deborah Appleton o( Miami, Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. H. MerFla., Miss Anne Sykes of Wal silje, Dr. and Mrs. C. Ridenour,
loon Lake. Miss Kristy Venhuiz- Mrs. W. Beebe, Mrs. H. Thomas,
en of Holland, and Mrs. Robert Mrs. G. Heeringa, Mr. and Mrs.
Walker of Aspen, Colo. They R. Den Uyl, Mr. and Mrs. K.
wore olive moire, long-sleeved Etterbeek,and Dr. and Mrs.
gowns with high necks, accent- Warren Westrateof Holland.
ed with white organza ruching
Out-of-town guests were from

150 Attend
Veterans'

president; Mrs. Ralph W. Kneisly, DivisionII

co-chairman;Mrs Edgar Lindgren. Division
VI co-chairman. In the back are Mrs. John
Swierenga, chairman of the decorations committee and Mrs. AJberf Nutile, party chair-

man.

and matching headpieces in ve1- California,Wisconsin, Vermont,
trimmed with fresh daisies. New Hampshire, Colorado, Can-

The best man was Leonard ada and

Womans

the Netherlands.

i

scribe.

Division II; Mrs. Jack Smith,

Mrs. Walter Martiny and
special party is being upstairs. This will make serv- Mrs. John Singer.
Prizes were made and donatfeatured by the Woman's Lit- ing the luncheons easier than
if the entire group came at one ed by the committees and the
erary Club on a regular meetmembers of the two divisions.
time.
ing day, Tuesday, Nov. 19.
Chairmen for the party in- Tickets and reservationsare in
when members and guest! will clude Mrs. Ralph W. Kneisly charge of Mrs. John Heyboer
enjoy luncheon and cards start- and Mrs. Frank Dykema of and Mrs. Nutile. /
ing at 12 noon.
Hostesses will be) Mrs. LindDivision II and Mrs. Arthur
Reservations must be made Schrotenboerand Mrs. Edgsr gren and Mrs. William Murby Nov. 15 with Mrs. Albert Lindgren of Division VI. Mrs. doch. Publicity is being hanNutile.
Albert Nutile is general chair- dled by Mrs. William Vande
Luncheon will be served in man with Mrs. John Swierenga, Water, Mrs. Robert Gordon
the dining room of the club decorations chairman.
and Mrs. W. F. Young.
starting at noon. The auditoriAssisting with the luncheon
um upstairs has been reserved are Mrs. Gerald Bolhuis, Mrs. David Gordon is the name
for those who plan to play
given to the son born on FriJames Fitch, Mrs. Carl Harbridge or other card games.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
As soon as a group has fin- rington,Mrs. Edwin Vander Grevengoed,51 West 39th St.,
ished luncheon they will go Berg, Miss Grace Zeerip and in Holland 'Hospital,
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HEATING
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BUMP SHOP

efficient,reliable

QualityWorkmanship

and dapandabla.

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK

COMPLETE PLUMBING

1
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dan

pi,.k

and HEATING SERVICE
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gr00msman.
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scribe.
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scribe.

your
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Woodside

iU*
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school credit.

« r>

Horn#

M00I

courses to be offered
after Jan. 1 is a home ownership course of six weeks geared
to site selection,zoning, codes,
planning and building.contracLs

Reinink.

•

Storeroom Floor Burns

Holland firemen were called
Sunday to extinguidi a blaze
at- Von ins Pizza Wagon, 102
end obligations, finances,obligaRiver Ave., that broke out at
tions, insuranceand legal as11 a.m. Firemen said the floor
pects of home ownership.
in the back storeroom was
Other courses to be offered
damaged. Cause of the blaze
'Delude woodworking and conis being investigated.
Itruction, parliamentary pro-

^fjj^

cedure, ceramics, typing, neuro
ervisors operating after Jan.

members.

1

.

HAROLD
LANGEJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

PUMPS

HOME

Mfg. & Supply Co.

Commorcial

Water Is Our Business

No

783 Chicago Drivo

—

St.

JOHN STERK
Painting - Decorating

—

I

.

*,n.

Wright told

officers he lest con-

trol of the car as he drove over
a hill. The car rolled on its side

and into\« ditch on the

west

side of the road, deputies said

• COMMERCIAL

ALUMINUM

SIDING

P
0

HOLLAND
READY ROOFING
Phtna 392-9051
125

HOWARD

A

Vi.

• RESIDENTIAL
Brush, Spray, Airless

Spray Painting and Hot
lacquer

Wood

PROMPT

Residential

Job Too Largo or Too Small

31 W. 34th

396-4693

BUILDER

• REMODELING
• STOREFRONTS
• CEMENT WORK

HAMILTON

;

drafting, computer programing with 2L
find conversational Spanish.
All members were present at made pop corn. Mary DeKok.
There also was a discussion the meeting which lasted an scribe.
~.x,„v.o of 7720
The Norwin Browers
en possible fixed millage for hour and 20 minutes. The invo-: On Oct. 21, the Okiciyapi 22nd St., Jenison, have named
schools in the county, and the cation
— ..... was given by. John j Comp Fire group and their , their son, born Saturdayin Zeenew setup of the Board of Sup* Keuning.
1 leader, - Mrs.
Berkompas, went i land Hospital, Brad Alan.
i \

Industry

and

scribe.

«

muscular relaxation,bridge,

— Farm —

and repairs.lawnand Farm

ROOFING

dyke.
ficers as follows: Kathy Cun material and then started our
Also attending were Ann
Camp
Fire
vests
and
our
honor
ningham, president; Cindy VisKoops. Peggy Van Reken
scher, vice president; Laurel Al- achievement books. Wc all re-i^-- «--•
bers, scribe. Plans were made peated the Trail Seekers Desire. R°-Spmary and Donna Schad
I Kathy Boer and Debbie Mor
to attend the Fire Prevention Vicki lauch,
The fourth grade Camp Fire en0,
movie at the Herrick Library.
leffe
girls from Jefferson
School met
Laurel Albers, scribe.
On Oct. 21. the O-Ki-Hi-Tanda Monday at the home of (her Careless Driving
Ottawa county sheriff’s depu5th grade Camp Fire girls of. leader, Mrs. Robert Koop. The
n girls talked about coming events ties cited Dennis D. Wright, 18,
Montello Park, made Halloween
i- for the
noise-makers. Mary Sue Clem. „year
— - and discussed the of 296 Lakeshore Dr., for care
ens brought the treat. On Oct. requirements to pass ranks. less driving after the car he was
28, we had a Halloweensupper 1 Sarahlynn Klomparens brought driving north on Lakeshore Dr.
party at the home of Mrs. Van- the treat. Nancy Vande Water, went off the road ih front of 4133
IArk.
......We played „games
_____ and
LakeshoreDr. at 1 a.m. Sunday.

S».

"HONE 396-2361

irrigation, industrial supplies.

.

Among

Lincoln Ph. 392-9647

Pumps, motors, salot, sarvico

ordination.

—

BARBER FORD

Commercial

WATER WELLS

I

“

•

US-31 and E. 8th

good

Wes

392-9721

BODY SHOP

PLUMBING & HEATING

h"™ Vj.ekie

-

Ph.

‘‘Dependable''

^

scribe.

St.

SBEE ESTIMATES J

REIMINK'S

scribe.

Kiwanians

Sentinel photo)

Mrs. John Wyngarden,Mrs.
Theodore Ness, Mrs. Glen J.
Mannes, Mrs. Richard Speet,

Plans Special Luncheon

Elementary students at FedThe annual Veterans’ Day
RESIDENTIAL
eral would not ordinarilyqualify banquet, sponsored by the
• HEAVY SHEET METAL
for transportationsince it is a VFW Post and Auxiliary 2144,
Ih/tSte wromakiEgjS MiSS Sch
WORK
relatively small district, but was held Saturday evening at
Ann Kolean treated.Susan Dan- „ \ a / J a
t
AIR
CONDITIONING
transportation is provided be- the Post Home with about 150
| IS
TO
Our Blue Bird group hod a nenberg,
DUCTS
cause of high speed roads and in attendence.
party and we dunked for ap
The 4th grade Camp Fire
• HELI-ARC WELDING
hazardoustravel.Similar transSpeaker for the evening was pies. We had to find two pine- group of Pine Creek School have Lyit;
portationis provided in Harring• EVES TROUGHING
Tt. „
Fred Bertsch, principal of Hol- cones, one worm, one rusty had a busy month. The
and GUTTERS
ton area for kindergarteners
land High School. George Li- nail, two red leaves and one meeting was spent getting ac- Ir' an^ ^rs’ Lv e EooPm£,“
living over a mile from school
wood
stick. We ate cookies and quainted. The second meeting are making their home in Hamvense was the toastmaster and
and elementary children Hi
donuts. Sandra Ellen Hibma, we went out and looked for var- ilton following their marriage
special music included a nummiles from school and for those
scribe.
ious weeds. The third meeting and reception Oct. 25 at Haven
ber of patrioticsongs sung by
crossing busy highways. For
The Blue Birds of Holland
several members of the MagSHEET METALING.
this, the school budget has a
nachords Chorus directed by Heights met at the home of Mrs.
hTdn,.onHai,„te„^ywt
„churehn Hami,to"':
transportation budget item of
PHONE 392-3394
Carpenter. We are making book day we made sit-upons. The The Rev- Warren Bul'8ess P«rCal Langejans.
$24,760.compared with around
82 East 8th St.
name
of our group is Wa di ta formed the nuptial rites,
Nelson Koeman, Post ComnWe ,lad « nice treat,
$5,000 last year caring for speka.
It means brave. We have I Parents of the bride, the formander, who also is chaplain ^anKremi(Pd.^nbe'.
cial education students.
for the VFW Eighth District, The Ftymg Nme Blue Birds 14 girls in our group and our mer Donna Schipper, are Mrs.
President Lamb assured Fedgave the invocation and Julius l^ewood School met on NoVf leaders ere Mrs. Bredeweg and Sophia Schipper of Hamiltonand
eral representativesthat he and
Brown, Post chaplain, gave the 4,1'Ve. made P'(lcema,s out of Mrs. Gram. Nadine Arnold, Dennis Schipper of Burnips. The
the board are “very cognizant”
groom is the son of Mr. and
colored papt'r and leaves for
of the transportation problems
Thanksgiving. Our leader.
The
Tawanka
Camp
Firc Mrs- Rem Koopman, route 5.
CALL AND SAY
Past and present officers for
and several trips had been made
Zwiers, treated. We closed with group of St. Francis school had ! The bride, escorted by her fathe
Post
and
Auxiliary were
to Lansing over the stalemated
our Friendship Circle. Karla their dinner on Nov. 1 at the ther, wore a floor-lengthgown
introduced by Commander Koeannexation program which comhome of Cindy Semishko. Half featuring en A-line skirt of aceman and Mrs. Earl Kennedy, Lynn Zwiers,
plicated the transportationsetup.
On Oct. 29, the Busy Bee of the group consistingof Jeana tate taffetaaccented with bows
respectively.
He explained again that the
The Veterans’ Day banquet Blue Birds of Van Raalte school Bigard, Laurel Roossien, Laura and e chapel-lengthtrain
Holland board is operating Harco ,c
was
prepared by the Auxiliary visited DuMond'sBtoy Wi'LaCombe Kathy McCarthy,!Attcnding the
rington and Federal schools on
saw cookies being decorated and Cindy Conklin. Mery Jo Mott were Mi« Pppav Srhinnpr 0ic.
and
served
by
a
group
of Horinstructionof the attorney gencakes baked. We also saw a and Cindy Semishko invited the ier 0f *,« bride and maid nf
izonettes.
eral and the superintendent of
birthdaycak. decorated Nov. other eight girl, to a turkey
Tamps
public instruction and pointed to
- tve discussed the candy M e dinner with all of the trimmings,bridesmaid;DoUgias Koopman,
the backlog of cases in the Kiddie Kampus Director
id made fruit loop bracelets , Mrs Sanger, of the Garden brother of the groom and best
Court of Appeals. Supt. Ihrman
Speaks to
and necklaces. Kelli Driesenga Club, came and helped us with men'0' and U R o bTr t11' Kamo
PHONE 772-6471
said a Cass county case was
brought the treat. Kelli Dries- centerpiece arrangementson
P’
RENTAL-HOME OWNED
decided last week after being in
Larry Dykstra, executive di- enga,
Wednesday. We all had q
COMMERCIAL
litigation \Vi years.
rector of Kiddie Kampus. was : Our Blue Bird group met on time. Cindy wSernishko.
r: 4. the 5th grade O-ki.
O-ki~uPPGr G/ven
John Keuning said keeping the guest speaker at the weekly j Nov. 4 at the homee of Mrs.
On Nov. 4,
i *
lines
--of communication wj/vn
open in
is fiiiviuiK
meeting in
of the
me uuiiuiiu
Holland Kiwanis Irate. We sang songs and made hi-Tanda Camp Fire group of ’Or M/SS Fern Palma
always
alunvs a
n wholesome
whAiocnm.,sign and | Club Monday evening at the
4U.. a biUe bird chart which we dec- Montello Park school decorated
hoped both sides has a clearer Warm Friend Hotel,
orated with flowers and birds. A the treat box and played jump Dfern , ,ma’ dau8hter of
picture of the problems faced. In telling about the new facd- treat was furnishedby Beth rope. We received our literatureRev- and '™r8Palma,
•™rs- Robert
Ro°ert Pa,ma.
* We are not allowed by law to ity for pre-school children he
Ann Foreater. Chayris Burd, for
' the candv sale. Mary DeKok “
54 Easf 15th
,,aK st. .....
was .honored
J
do what we would like to do. We tween the ages of 2*4 to 5 years, scribe.
brought the treat. Mary DeKok, at a birthday supper given by
her parents on Wednesday in
are not blind to your problems Dykstra stated the purpase of
The 3rd grade Talking Blue
and we are not ignoring
......
On
Nov.
4,
the
Kon
Ya
Ta
We
celebration of her eighth birththe child developmentprogram Birds of Pine Creek school held
day anniversary.
problems,”he said.
Is to improve mental receptivi- their Nov. 4 meeting at the Her- Camp Fire group of
.......
A clown theme was carried
During the regular meeting ty, social response and body co i rick Library where we saw the school met at the home of the-r
t ROOFING
John Dyksterhouse,who heads
leader, Mrs. Vander Yacht. Our out. After playing circus
: movies “Paddle to the Sea”
games
the
girls
enjoyed
mov-;
the adult education program,
• EAVES TROUGHING
Program chairman was Roger and “A Frog Went A Courting.” leaders taught us how to square
explained progress in
... the pro- Walcott. The invocationwas Julie Baldwin treated with choc- dance and Pam Pierson treated ies.
• SIDING
Attending were classmates
gram which was revived this given by Albert Luurlsma.Pres olate covered donuts. Alicia the group with candy bars.
Vaar
fn»*
_
•
____ ij ...a
t « t
..
from Southside Christian seyear for the first time in sev- ident Jerry Roper presidedat Perez, scribe.
, Your Local Roofers
Barb Slagh, scribe.
eral years. At present, 69 are the meeting.
For Over 50 Years
The Ta-Wan-Ka 5th grade The 4th grade Camp Fire girls cond grade, Joan Beelen, Di-,
enrolled in machine shop, blueGuests were Henry Breder- Camp Fire group of Lakeview of Pine Creek met at the home anne Cook, Lorie Kemme, Lonprint reading, typing, art and land, Guy Copier., Theodore school, had their first meeting of Mrs. J. Boeve on Nov. 5. nie Koops, Gladys Meier, Julie 29 E. 6th St. , Ph 392-3826
basic electricity and electronics, Van Oosterhout.Kenneth Phelps. {at the home of their leader. Mrs. Jodi Boeve called the meeting to Texer, Patti Vander Lee, Joan
We Keep Holland Dry
54 of them studying for high Michael Gorno and Leonard Robert Albers. Thev elected of- order. We were given our candy Vreeman and Mary Wessel[

(

Mrs. C. Neal Wiersema of

Club

Literary

-LET THESE EXPERTS HELP

vet,

Day Banquet

service.

sion VI co-chairman; Mrs. Joseph Lang, club

of the Woman's Literary Club are busy making decorations for the coming luncheon and
bridge party to be held on Tuesday, Nov. 19
at the clubhouse. Shown here seated (left to
right) ere Mrs. Frank Dykema, Division II
co-chairman; Mrs. Arthur Schrotenboer, Divi-

Uyl
(Joel'i photo)

Miss Lori

MAKE PARTY DECORATIONS-Committees

Finishing

SERVICE

‘U) Years Experience

odB So. Shore Dr,
at iraafschap Rd.

Ph. 392-89I1

